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 Crowdsourcing refers to the use of technologies to gather the collective effort and 
wisdom from an undefined group of online users for organizational innovation and/or 
problem solving. Further, open collaboration model refers to the crowdsourcing type 
wherein the crowd members discuss the submitted contributions among themselves to 
provide the final outcomes to problem owners. Regardless of crowdsourcing forms, a 
critical challenge for crowdsourcing service providers is to engage online participants in 
making sustained contributions. Inspired by Flow Theory (Csikszentmihalyi & 
Csikszentmihayi, 1988), the purpose of this dissertation is to examine whether the 
conditions of challenge-skill balance and clear and immediate feedback invoke the flow 
state, specifically an absorbed and enjoyable experience, and consequently make Internet 
users more engaged in the open collaboration events. The proposed relationships were 
tested through lab experiment, with the flow state being measured through both self-
report survey and eye-tracking. As for the results, I found that perceived challenge-skill 
balance and perceived feedback were associated with the invocation of fun, but not the 
holistic flow experience in the brainstorming task. Moreover, fun was also found to 
positively associate with the indicators of the intensity and sustainability of user 
engagement. I also identified some exploratory ocular patterns of participants when they 
enjoyed the task at hand. 
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I.  INTRODUCTION                                                                                             
The advent of social web technologies (e.g. Facebook, online forums, Web 2.0 
applications) has made it feasible for businesses, non-profits, and the government, to 
engage large numbers of Internet users in performing organizational tasks. This 
phenomenon is popularly known by the term “crowdsourcing” (Howe, 2006). Examples 
of crowdsourcing initiatives include Innocentive.com where organizations post 
challenging problems on the community website and reward any virtual community 
member who provides the best solution, or Dell’s IdeaStorm.com where customer 
feedback and suggestions for Dell products are gathered and filtered to help Dell better 
meet its customers’ demands. 
There are literally thousands of other examples of crowdsourcing initiatives 
across various business types such as medicine (Norman et al. 2011), journalism (Fitt 
2011), art (Casal 2011), finance (Belleflamme et al. 2010), and government (Bommert 
2010). The popularity of crowdsourcing can be explained by a number of its advantages. 
Crowdsourcing provides a low cost and scalable way to access ideas that might be 
difficult or expensive to obtain internally (Cox 2011). It can also reduce bias in collective 
decision making compared with small teams due to the crowd’s diversity of opinions, 
assumptions, and beliefs (Bonabeau 2009). The labor cost paid for freelancers in the 
virtual crowdsourcing marketplace is much cheaper than that for professionals for the 
same tasks (Howe 2006). Companies perceive crowdsourcing as a means to detect trends, 
recognize customer needs, obtain different perspectives or confirm business intentions 
(Dubach et al., 2007). Similarly, the government and public sectors praise the idea of 
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engaging with online citizens in municipal works for increasing the novelty and relevance 
of ideas and solutions, the citizens’ commitment to changes, and government 
transparency (Bommert 2010; Brito 2008). 
In general, crowdsourcing can be implemented by at least three different 
strategies- virtual labor marketplace, closed collaboration and open collaboration. The 
virtual labor marketplace model refers to the online marketplace through which 
individuals or organizations trade human labor forces for short term project with a 
temporary contract. Examples of this type of crowdsourcing include Amazon Mechanical 
Turk (mturk.com), Freelancer (freelancer.com), and Odesk (odesk.com). In contrast, in 
the closed collaboration model, the problem owners post problems as an open call for the 
online crowd to submit their problem solving ideas and the problem owners decide the 
best ideas internally. Innocentive.com or 99design.com are typical illustrations of this 
model. I call this strategy the closed collaboration model in the sense that there is no 
interaction between the members of the crowd. Finally, the open collaboration model, 
also called online distributed problem solving, collective intelligence, or community 
crowdsourcing (e.g. Bonabeau 2009; Brabham, 2009) refers to the crowdsourcing 
websites where the tasks requested by the problem owners are completed through the 
collaborative effort of the online crowds. For example, MindMixer (mindmixer.com), a 
virtual town-hall meeting system starts a crowdsourcing process with a general question 
posted by a government agency or public entity so that online users can (1) suggest as 
many ideas as possible through online posts, and (2) evaluate each suggested idea by 
commenting, voting, or rating to reduce large numbers of suggested ideas into a best few 
ideas worthy of focused attention by the government agency or public entity.  
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Regardless of crowdsourcing types, the merits of the crowdsourcing model can be 
traced back to an important assumption. That is, through crowdsourcing initiatives, we 
can attract an enormous number of online users to help solve our problems or issues. 
Unfortunately, in reality, convincing people to participate and seriously work on 
somebody else’s problems through the Internet turns out to be a challenge. The problem 
of user engagement is repeatedly raised in the crowdsourcing literature. For example, 
Doan et al. (2011) proposed four critical functionalities of a crowdsourcing system, out of 
which recruiting contributors were placed at the top of the list. In addition, Bonabeau 
(2009), while praising crowdsourcing as a great way to leverage the collective 
intelligence of the mass, also expressed concerns about how to engage participants in this 
model. In Jain et al.’s (2011) discussion of the governance aspect of crowdsourcing 
initiatives, three out of five key crowdsourcing management issues that the authors 
pointed out were closely related to user engagement - effective incentive mechanisms, 
loss of control, and quality of the ideas. Furthermore, in the public administration 
context, Chun et al. (2011) noted that the scattered, haphazardly organized, and transient 
nature of social media based public engagement strategies, such as crowdsourcing, would 
make the engagement process in these strategies quite different from traditional meeting 
based ones. 
Recognizing the importance of user engagement to the success of crowdsourcing 
initiatives, the purpose of this dissertation is to advance scientific understanding on 
factors that influence user engagement in such a context. Furthermore, within the scope 
of the dissertation, I limit my examination to the open collaboration model, a more 
specific implementation of crowdsourcing. This priority is because of two reasons. First, 
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the open collaboration model has a wide application in both for-profit and non-profit 
organizations (Nam, 2010; Vukovic, 2009). Second, among the three crowdsourcing 
models, the open collaboration model is the only one that utilizes the wisdom of crowds 
to the fullest extent. Arguably, while the outcomes of the crowdsourcing initiatives 
following the marketplace or closed collaboration models can only be equivalent to the 
best person in the crowd, the outcomes of the crowdsourcing initiatives following the 
open collaboration model can surpass the work of the best person in the crowd, if the 
synergy among potentially thousands of people is created. 
In this dissertation, I define user engagement as the intensity, sustainability, and 
variety of tangible effort online users voluntarily devote to what is requested in an open 
collaboration initiative. This definition emphasizes the behavioral manifestation of 
engagement, rather than its cognitive or emotional aspects as suggested by several works 
in the literature (e.g. Appleton et al., 2008; Schaufeli et al., 2002). My preference stems 
from the fact that to the crowdsourcers, online users’ engagement is significant only 
when they actually contribute something to the crowdsourcing events. Consequently, in 
this dissertation, user engagement is evaluated by online users’ relevant contributions to 
the open collaboration initiatives. Moreover, the drivers of user engagement are assumed 
to be factors that drive online users to contribute to the event. 
To identify determinants of user engagement, I propose to view an open 
collaboration system as a crowd engaging process with three key functions: (1) gathering 
the crowd for the event, (2) converting the crowd into contributors, and (3) directing the 
contributions of the crowd towards a goal.  This view of open collaboration process 
highlights that user participation in open collaboration events typically goes through two 
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major stages: (1) Initiation - the online user knows of the event and decides to contribute, 
and (2) Ongoing engagement - after his/her first contribution, he/she continues making 
more contributions to the event. From this perspective, the quest for the determinants of 
user engagement is guided by two key questions corresponding to the two stages. That is, 
in the initiation stage, why do online users decide to contribute? Further, during the 
ongoing engagement stage, what keep them contributing? 
Within the scope of this dissertation, I focus on addressing the second issue, i.e. 
maintaining ongoing engagement, and leave the initiation issue for future research. In 
particular, I propose that enabling the conditions of challenge-skill balance, and clear and 
immediate feedback could invoke the flow state, a highly absorbed and enjoyable 
experience, and consequently lead to higher user engagement in open collaboration 
events. The proposed theoretical model was inspired by the research stream on Flow 
Theory (Csikszentmihalyi & Csikszentmihalyi, 1988) which seeks to explain and predict 
the emergence of the flow state when people are taking part in activities. I expect that the 
outcomes of the study could suggest some theory-based guidance to practitioners on how 
to build interactive mechanisms that can invoke participants’ intrinsic interest in open 
collaboration tasks. In addition, attempting to measure the flow state through both self-
report measurement and eye-tracking, I expect to contribute to the IS literature a valuable 
example on measuring IS constructs through physiological-psychometric approach, 
which is currently considered novel and much encouraged in the IS domain. 
The remainder of this dissertation includes six major parts. The first part 
“Crowdsourcing” lays out the study context in which the key terms of the study as 
“crowdsourcing”, “open collaboration”, “engagement” are elucidated. The section also 
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introduces my view of crowdsourcing as an engagement process. Then, in the 
“Theoretical Development” section, I introduce the concept of flow in depth, as well as 
proposing the hypotheses to be tested in the study. Next, the “Research Method” section 
presents the experiment design in details. The results of the lab experiment are presented 
in the “Data Analysis and Results” section that follows. After that, in the “Discussion” 
section, I discussed the observed results in details. Finally, in the “Conclusion” section, I 
close the dissertation with a summary of the key findings, highlight the contributions of 
the study, and propose a number of ideas for future research. 
II. CROWDSOURCING 
The purpose of this section is to describe and clarify the context, phenomenon of 
interest, and conceptual angle through which the phenomenon is examined in this 
dissertation. Towards that end, the organization of the section is as follows. First, a 
definition of crowdsourcing is proposed and distinctions between crowdsourcing and 
other related phenomena are discussed. Also, different types of crowdsourcing are 
introduced, based on which the dissertation scope is clarified. After that, a definition of 
user engagement in the open collaboration context is proposed based on a literature 
review of the term “engagement” in other research areas. Next, a literature review on 
crowdsourcing processes is presented and a process model that emphasizes the engaging 
aspect of crowdsourcing is proposed. Finally, based on the view of crowdsourcing as an 
engaging process, shortcomings of current crowdsourcing engagement literature are 
articulated, which serves as the motivation for my Flow Theory-based approach to user 
engagement that is presented in the subsequent sections. 
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Crowdsourcing Definition 
Recently, crowdsourcing has been a buzzword both in the public media and in 
academia. Despite the popularity of the term, different understandings of its meaning 
across the literature exist. Estelles-Arolas & Gonzalez-Ladron-de-Guevara (2012) found 
that there are 40 different definitions of crowdsourcing in the literature. The most popular 
definition of crowdsourcing comes from Jeff Howe, who coined the term. Howe (2006) 
considers crowdsourcing as a special form of outsourcing and defines it as “…the act of 
taking a job traditionally performed by a designated agent (usually an employee) and 
outsourcing it to an undefined, generally large group of people in the form of an open 
call”. In contrast, Brabham (2008) perceives crowdsourcing as a collaborative problem 
solving and production model. From the perspective of online workers, Heer & Bostok 
(2010) understand crowdsourcing as “a relatively new phenomenon in which web 
workers complete one or more small tasks, often for micro-payments on the order of 
$0.01 to $0.10 per task”.  
While different definitions may extend our understanding of the phenomenon, 
inconsistent conceptualizations of the term can lead to confusion in identifying which 
applications are crowdsourcing and which are not. For example, Huberman et al. (2009) 
consider YouTube as crowdsourcing, while Kleeman et al. (2008) do not. Crowdsourcing 
can also be easily confused with other Web 2.0 phenomena, such as e-commerce, social 
networking, or knowledge sharing, because on the surface all of them involve interaction 
of individuals through the Web. It is also necessary to distinguish crowdsourcing with 
open innovation, user innovation and open source application development. Compared 
with open innovation, crowdsourcing has a wider scope of applications (not only 
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innovation processes) and concerns with the interaction between the firm and the online 
crowd rather than between firms (Schenk & Guittard, 2009). User innovation also differs 
from crowdsourcing in that it is initiated by users while, in crowdsourcing, it is initiated 
by a firm (Schenk & Guittard, 2009). Schenk & Guittard (2009) also consider that open 
source application development is a specific application of crowdsourcing, rather than a 
theoretical concept in its own right. 
In this dissertation I follow the definition by Howe (2006) because in my opinion, 
it captures the most unique characteristics of the phenomenon. That is, a crowdsourcing 
initiative should have the following elements: Users are producers, not only consumers; 
the number of participants is undefined; and users’ contributions are towards completing 
a specific task. Further explanation of how these features characterize crowdsourcing is 
provided as follows. 
(1) Users are producers, not only consumers: The role of online users as 
producers in crowdsourcing applications is a critical distinction between crowdsourcing 
and e-commerce (Saxton et al., 2013). A common feature across e-commerce websites is 
that online users go to sites to consume finished products or services offered by firms. 
For example, online users access nike.com to buy or gain more information about Nike 
products. In contrast, in crowdsourcing, online users contribute to the production process 
of the firm. For example, in threadless.com there are two types of users. The first one is 
typical online customers who browse the site to find and buy T-shirts. The second one is 
the group of users who contribute their T-shirt designs that, once selected, will be printed 
as products by Threadless.  
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In agreement with Kleeman et al. (2008), I also distinguish crowdsourcing with 
market creator websites. In market creator websites such as ebay.com, online users’ 
contributions are in the form of trading finished products and the website only serves as a 
sales channel for the sellers. In contrast, in crowdsourcing websites, online users’ 
contributions are in the form of resources in a production process. For example, in the 
case of Threadless, online users participate in the designing stage of the production 
process. However, unlike Kleeman et al. (2008) who do not consider labor market 
websites like Amazon Mechanical Turk or Rent a Coder as crowdsourcing, I classify 
them as crowdsourcing because the crowd offers a labor resource, not finished products. 
(2) The number of participants is undefined: The second feature of crowdsourcing 
is the number of participants in the crowdsourcing event. This number is undefined, 
meaning that the number ranges from one to several thousand or more and this number is 
unknown in advance. This characteristic is to distinguish crowdsourcing initiatives with 
the virtual team or distributed group work phenomenon. While both crowdsourcing and 
virtual teams involve interactions among individuals through information and 
communication technologies, the number of virtual team members is typically fixed and 
known beforehand. 
(3) Users’ contributions are towards completing a specific task: This feature 
differentiates crowdsourcing from social networking or knowledge sharing websites. 
Crowdsourcing differs from social networking services such as Facebook or Twitter in 
that interactions among individuals on the crowdsourcing websites are towards fulfilling 
certain goals, while in the social networking websites, the interactions are just for 
individuals’ socializing purposes. Crowdsourcing is also different from online knowledge 
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and content sharing websites such as blogs, YouTube, or other virtual communities. In 
crowdsourcing, contributions made by the online users are in response to a specific 
request (“an open call”), rather than spontaneous or out of contributors’ own will as in the 
online knowledge and content sharing cases. 
Types of Crowdsourcing 
While all crowdsourcing initiatives share the above three characteristics, not all of 
them require the collaborative effort of the crowd members. I distinguish three sub-
crowdsourcing models - virtual labor marketplace, closed collaboration and open 
collaboration.  
Virtual labor marketplace 
The virtual labor marketplace model refers to the online marketplace through 
which individuals or organizations trade human labor forces for short term project with a 
temporary contract. In this marketplace, there are two main types of users: the problem 
owners and the workers. Problem owners are either individuals or organizations who are 
in need of man power for some tasks. They go to the virtual labor marketplace and post 
their job requests on the platform so that interested workers can apply to. Alternatively, 
the problem owners can browse the list of workers available on the platform to find the 
ones whose profiles fit their tasks. In contrast, workers are individuals or organizations 
who are willing to accept job requests from the problem owners. They can either search 
for job requests and apply to them or post their profiles so that problem owners can 
consider for their recruitment. Unlike organizational employees who are tied with their 
employers by permanent contracts, the relationship between problem owners and workers 
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in the virtual labor marketplace last no more than the duration of the tasks. Typically, the 
workers will get paid right after they deliver the task results to the problem owners. 
Freelancer (freelancer.com) is a typical example of the virtual labor marketplace 
model. On Freelancer, problem owners can search for workers for tasks such as web 
design, logo design, or sales and marketing. For example, a problem owner looks for 
workers for a web design task. He posts the web design task (called a project in 
Freelancer’s terms) on the Freelancer website with appropriate description and 
requirements for the task. The web designers interested in the task bid for the project. The 
problem owner can select the web designers he/she likes among these bidders. Besides 
Freelancer.com, other popular virtual labor marketplace platforms include Amazon 
Mechanical Turk (mturk.com), Odesk (odesk.com), or Elance (elance.com). 
Closed collaboration 
In the closed collaboration model, instead of recruiting workers for the tasks, 
problem owners post their problems as an open call for the online crowd to submit their 
problem solving ideas and the problem owners decide the best ideas internally. In this 
model, organizational tasks or problems are often represented as challenges in online 
innovation contests. The contestants who offer the best solutions to these challenges will 
get rewards. In these contests, the relationships among the contest participants are 
contenders, and therefore there are no interactions between them. The quality of the 
contestants’ solutions is evaluated internally by the contest holders i.e. the organizations. 
Therefore, this model is called closed collaboration in the sense that the decision making 
process of the best solutions is not revealed to the public. 
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InnoCentive.com or 99design.com is typical illustrations of this model. For 
example, on InnoCentive.com, a group of companies operating in oil sands offers a prize 
of $10,000 USD for the following challenge “The bitumen produced by the Steam 
Assisted Gravity Drainage (SAGD) technology in the Athabasca oil sands in Alberta, 
Canada is extremely viscous (8-10 API gravity), requiring the use of diluents to aid the 
flow of bitumen in pipelines. The Seeker is looking for novel, unorthodox approaches to 
enhance the flow bitumen through pipelines.”  The interested contestants can submit their 
solutions until the specific deadline. After this deadline, the organization will review the 
submitted solutions and decide the winner. At the end of the contest, the winner receives 
the $10,000 award and the organization can use the winning solution under a “royalty-
free, perpetual and non-exclusive license”. 
Open collaboration 
The open collaboration model refers to the crowdsourcing initiatives where the 
tasks requested by the problem owners are completed through the collaborative effort of 
the online crowds. By “collaborative” it means that the contributions of the online users 
complement and improve the works of one another towards finishing the tasks at hand, as 
opposed to competing one another like those in the closed collaboration model. The task 
outcomes in the open collaboration initiatives, therefore, are determined through the 
aggregation, or synthesis of multiple contributions of the online crowd members. The 
term “open collaboration” is used to denote the fact that the decision making of the task 
results are open to and involved by the public, not only by the problem owners. 
While instances of the virtual labor marketplace or closed collaboration models 
are very similar to one another, instances of the open collaboration model are diverse. 
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Through the open collaboration model, collaborative effort of the online crowds can be 
used to build products. For example, in volpen.com, online users can write books 
together by participating in either one of the three major activities: (1) start a new book 
by writing a 200-400 word paragraph about the main idea of the book; or (2) continue an 
unfinished book by adding new continuations to the book; or (3) vote on the 
continuations of an unfinished book. Through this process, a book is made as the 
aggregation of small writing pieces created and voted as the most interesting from the 
crowd members. Moreover, the open collaboration model can also be used to make 
predictions or detect trends. To illustrate, predictions of the ticket sales of newly released 
movies can be made based on the virtual stock prices of the movies on Hollywood Stock 
Exchange (www.hsx.com), a simulated stock market game where players can trade 
“shares” of upcoming movies, actors or directors. Finally, the open collaboration model 
can appear in form of online discussions over specific issues. As an example, through 
MindMixer (mindmixer.com), city halls can utilize online citizens in solving various 
municipal problems and issues by letting them (1) brainstorm ideas and solutions for the 
problems or issues and (2) comment and vote to reduce large numbers of suggested ideas 
into a best few ideas worthy of focused attention by the government agency or public 
entity. 
Differences in the three types of crowdsourcing are illustrated in the figure 1 
below:  
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Figure 1: Types of Crowdsourcing 
Crowdsourcing generally aims at making use of the intelligence of a large number 
of Internet users to solve problems. However, the online crowds’ intelligence is utilized 
in different ways across the three models virtual labor marketplace, closed collaboration 
and open collaboration. More specifically, the virtual labor marketplace helps problem 
owners solve their problems by finding the right people for the tasks at hand. The closed 
collaboration helps problem owners gather a large quantity of possible solutions so that 
they can choose the most suitable ones among them. Finally, the open collaboration 
offers problem owners the solutions that are the synthesis of multiple ideas and 
refinements from the online crowd. 
Among the three crowdsourcing models, the open collaboration exhibits the 
highest level of sophistication. It is sophisticated because different people have different, 
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sometimes conflicting ideas and opinions. Synthesizing all of these ideas and opinions is 
always a daunting task. It is even more challenging in the crowdsourcing context where 
these people are large in quantity and dispersed demographically. However, at the same 
time, the open collaboration model is also the closest to utilizing the so called collective 
intelligence or wisdom of the crowd (Surowiecki, 2004). Indeed, while the best outcome 
produced by the virtual labor marketplace or closed collaboration is equal to that of the 
best person in the online crowd, the best outcome produced by the open collaboration can 
surpass that of any person in the crowd if synergies among the crowd members are 
created (Surowiecki, 2004). Due to this tremendous potential of the open collaboration 
model, I focus my dissertation on this type of crowdsourcing only. 
Besides the above three crowdsourcing models, in practice there is also another 
popular model called crowdfunding (Belleflamme et al., 2011). The idea of crowdfunding 
is that organizations can mobilize financial capital from a large number of people through 
an open call for investment. I exclude this type of crowdsourcing initiatives out of the 
scope of the study, as my motivation for conducting this study is how to better utilize the 
intelligence of the online crowd, not their financial resource. 
Crowdsourcing Engagement 
Engagement 
In this dissertation, user engagement is the focal phenomenon of interest. Thus, a 
clear understanding of what it meant by “user engagement” is required.  In this section, 
the definition of the term is developed after a review of the literature on engagement in 
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different areas such as organizational behavior, education, marketing and information 
systems. 
Work engagement 
In the organizational behavior research context, work engagement (a.k.a. 
employee or job engagement) is considered a relatively new construct. It has gained a lot 
of attention from both researchers and practitioners due to its perceived positive effect on 
organizational competitive advantages such as customer satisfaction, profits, and 
employee retention (Harter et al., 2002; Macey & Schneider, 2008a). No consensus exists 
yet about the exact meaning of the term “work engagement”. Arguably, the most popular 
definition of work engagement comes from Schaufeli et al. (2002). That is, work 
engagement refers to “a positive, fulfilling, work-related state of mind that is 
characterized by vigor, dedication, and absorption” (Schaufeli et al., 2002).  
However, according to Macey & Schneider’s(2008b) synthesis of the literature on 
work engagement, the term has been understood in at least three ways, either as a trait, or 
a state, or a behavior. As a trait, work engagement is considered a permanent attribute of 
individuals who possess positive affect, are proactive, conscientious, and autotelic (i.e. 
tendency to feel work enjoyable in and of itself). As a state, strong work engagement is 
characterized by a high level of positive affectivity (feelings of persistence, vigor, energy, 
dedication, absorption, enthusiasm, alertness and pride), job satisfaction, involvement, 
commitment and empowerment. Finally, work engagement can also be observed from the 
workers’ proactive and innovative behaviors that generally “going beyond what is, within 
specific frames of reference, typically expected or required” (Macey & Schneider, 
2008b). 
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Interestingly, Griffin et al. (2008) consider Macey & Schneider’s (2008b) 
conceptualization of behavioral engagement problematic.  According to (Griffin et al., 
2008), it is not clear whether the so-called “engaged” behaviors by Macey & Schneider’s 
(2008b) are actually the results of engaged psychological states or of some other factors. 
For example, workers might come up with initiatives not because they love their work 
but because of the need to remove some job burdens. Moreover, “going beyond what is 
expected” behaviors are hard to evaluate since expectations can rise over time. Schaufeli 
et al.’s (2008) distinction between workaholism, burnout, and work engagement provides 
support for Griffin et al.’s (2008) opinion. Judged by their behaviors, workaholic, burned 
out and engaged employees might all show extra effort on their tasks. However, in terms 
of psychological state, while engaged workers experience excitement and happiness, 
workaholics express tension and dissatisfaction while burnouts show signs of exhaustion 
and unhappiness.  
Student engagement 
In education, student engagement is considered an antidote to the increasing 
dropout rate and declining student motivation for learning (Appleton et al., 2008; 
Fredricks & Eccles, 2002; Pope, 2002). The appreciation of student engagement among 
educational researchers stems from the constructivist assumption that students themselves 
are the builders of their own knowledge. Therefore the function of educational 
institutions is to encourage and facilitate students to learn, rather than forcing them to 
learn (Krause & Coates, 2008). Consequently, making students engaged in school works 
and activities is crucial for high quality learning outcome (Krause & Coates, 2008). 
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According to (Hu & Kuh, 2002), student engagement is defined as “the quality of 
effort students themselves devote to educationally purposeful activities that contribute 
directly to desired outcomes”. Understood as such, measurement scales on student 
engagement have focused on the students’ level of involvement in school activities. For 
example, the National Survey of Student Engagement 
(http://nsse.iub.edu/html/survey_instruments.cfm) captures the student experiences in 
five areas: level of academic challenge, active and collaborative learning, student-faculty 
interaction, enriching educational experiences, and a supportive campus environment 
(Kuh, 2001).  
Nevertheless, other education researchers opine that the student engagement 
construct is not complete without including the cognitive and affective elements 
(Appleton et al., 2008; Baumeister & Leary, 1995; Klem & Connell, 2004). For example, 
Appleton et al. (2006) conceptualize student engagement as a multidimensional construct 
with four components: academic, behavioral, cognitive, and psychological.  Academic 
engagement indicators include time on task, credit hours toward graduation and 
homework completion. In contrast, behavioral engagement is evaluated through class 
attendance, voluntary classroom participation and involvement in extracurricular 
activities and extra credit options. Cognitive engagement consists of self-regulation, goal 
setting, relevance of school work to future endeavors. Finally, psychological engagement 
refers to the sense of belonging and quality of the relationships with teachers and peers. 
Fredricks et al. (2004), while also endorsing the multidimensional nature of 
student engagement, notice an overlap between the construct with other more established 
constructs in the literature. In particular, according to (Fredricks et al., 2004) the 
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conceptualization of the emotional engagement in previous works resembles much with 
that of attitudes (Epstein & McPartland, 1976; Yamamoto et al., 1969) or values (Eccles 
et al.,1983). Moreover, cognitive engagement is very similar to student motivation 
constructs such as motivation to learn (Brophy, 1987), learning goals (Ames, 1992; 
Dweck & Leggett, 1988) and intrinsic motivation (Harter, 1981).  
Customer engagement 
In the area of marketing and service, the term “customer engagement” (CE) has 
started to gain increasing popularity in the last decade (Brodie et al., 2011). Engaged 
customers are supposed to improve corporate performance indicators such as sales 
growth, competitive advantage, and profitability (Brodie et al., 2011) through viral 
marketing activities (e.g. word of mouth) (Van Doorn et al., 2010) and co-creation of 
products and services (Hoyer et al., 2010).  
Similar to the concept of “engagement” in other domains, there are also multiple 
understandings of the term in marketing and service management research. In particular, 
Van Doorn et al. (2010) introduce the construct customer engagement behaviors (CEB) 
and define it as “a customer’s behavioral manifestations that have a brand or firm focus, 
beyond purchase, resulting from motivational drivers”. CEB is supposed to be the 
convergence of a group of important yet separately studied customer behaviors such as 
retention and cross-buying (Anderson & Sullivan 1993; Bolton 1998; Bolton et al. 2004; 
Mittal & Kamakura 2001; Zeithaml et al., 1996), word of mouth (de Matos & Rossi 
2008), customer recommendations and referrals (Ryu & Feick 2007; Senecal & Nantel 
2004), or blogging and web postings (Chevalier & Mayzlin, 2006; Hennig-Thurau et al., 
2004). Moreover, Van Doorn et al. (2010) also distinguish CEB from other related 
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constructs such as customer-brand relationship (Fournier, 1998) or brand engagement 
(Sprott et al., 2009) that examine the extent customers identify themselves with a brand. 
That is, while brand engagement or customer-brand relationship is of psychological 
nature, CEB focuses on behaviors and is typically the consequence of the former (Van 
Doorn et al., 2010). 
On the contrary, to Mollen & Wilson (2010), in their discussion of online CE, CE 
is not at all a behavioral manifestation but rather “a cognitive and affective commitment 
to an active relationship with the brand” and characterized by “dynamic and sustained 
cognitive processing”, “satisficing of instrumental value (utility and relevance)”, and 
“experiential value”. Customers’ behaviors, according to (Mollen & Wilson, 2010), are 
driven by this engagement, rather than the engagement by themselves. 
Brodie et al. (2011) synthesize different perspectives on CE in the marketing and 
service literature and present five propositions highlighting the characteristics of the 
construct.  That is, (1) CE is a psychological state emerging from the interaction of 
customers with an agent/object within specific service relationships; (2) CE states occur 
in a process in which firms and customers co-create value; (3) CE plays a mediating role 
in a nomological network of service relationships; (4) CE consists of behavioral, 
emotional and cognitive dimensions; and (5) there are different CE levels depending on 
situational conditions. 
 User engagement in the information systems field  
In the last two decades, there has been a major shift in the role of the information 
technology (IT) on human life (Attfield et al., 2011). From being functional tools to 
increase productivity in organizations, Information and communication systems have 
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transformed into an integral part of daily life. People use IT not only to work, but also to 
shop, to share things with friends, to write blogs, or to participate in a community. In 
parallel with this change in the role of IT comes the change in the nature of the human-
computer interaction (HCI) area. That is, HCI, rather than only focusing on the 
instrumental value, also needs to put an emphasis on the user experience (Hassenzahl & 
Tractinsky, 2006). More simply put, the criteria for great user interface (UI) design are 
not only making users feel a tool is easy to use, but also making them feel it is fun to use.  
Towards that end, user engagement has been suggested as a new yet important 
focus for future HCI research (Attfield et al., 2011). Studies examining influences of 
various UI features on user engagement have been conducted (Colbert & Boodoo, 2011; 
Goh et al., 2012; Koda & Maes, 1996; Sundar et al., 2011). However, the definition of 
user engagement is inconsistent across the studies. Particularly, Colbert & Boodoo (2011) 
and Sundar et al. (2011) defined it as the number of user actions. In contrast, the term was 
equated to user impression in (Koda & Maes, 1996), or a composite construct of leisure, 
control and immersion in (Goh et al., 2012). 
Based on a review of user experience related theories as Flow Theory 
(Csikszentmihalyi, 1990), Aesthetic Theory (Beardsley, 1982), Play Theory (Stephenson, 
1967), and Information Interaction (Toms, 2002), O’Brien & Tom (2008) propose that 
user engagement is a category of attributes as “challenge, positive affect, endurability, 
aesthetic and sensory appeal, attention, feedback, variety/novelty, interactivity, and 
perceived user control”.  Furthermore, through an exploratory study, O’Brien & Tom 
(2008) also finds that user engagement is a process that includes stages such as point of 
engagement, engagement and disengagement. The relative importance of user 
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engagement attributes varies over different stages of this user engagement process 
(O’Brien & Tom, 2008). 
Table 1 presents a summary of engagement definitions that have been discussed 
in this section. 
Term Definition Domain Citation 
Work 
engagement 
“a positive, fulfilling, work-
related state of mind that is 
characterized by vigor, 
dedication, and absorption.” 
Organizational 
behavior 
Schaufeli et al., 
2002 
Employee 
engagement 
Engagement can be either a trait, 
a state, or a behavior:  
Trait engagement refers to the 
tendency towards positive 
affect, proactiveness, 
conscienciousness, and 
autotelism.  
State engagement refers to a 
combination of positive 
affectivity, job satisfaction, 
involvement, commitment and 
empowerment. 
Behavioral engagement refers to 
Organizational 
behavior 
Macey & 
Schneider, 2008b 
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proactive and innovative 
behaviors that “going beyond 
what is, within the frames of 
reference, typically expected or 
required” 
Student 
engagement 
“the quality of effort students 
themselves devote to 
educationally purposeful 
activities that contribute directly 
to desired outcomes” 
Education Hu & Kuh, 2002 
Student 
engagement 
Student engagement has four 
components: 
Academic: time on task, credit 
hours toward graduation, and 
homework completion. 
Behavioral: class attendance, 
classroom participation, 
extracurricular participation, and 
extra credit options. 
Cognitive: self-regulation, goal 
setting, relevance of school to 
future plan, strategizing. 
Education Appleton et al., 
2006 
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Psychological: belonging, 
identification with school, school 
membership. 
Customer 
engagement 
behavior  
“a customer’s behavioral 
manifestations that have a brand 
or firm focus, beyond purchase, 
resulting from motivational 
drivers” 
Marketing and 
service 
Van Doorn et al., 
2010 
Customer 
engagement 
“a cognitive and affective 
commitment to an active 
relationship with the brand” 
Marketing and 
service 
Mollen & 
Wilson, 2010 
Customer 
engagement 
A state that emerges out of the 
co-creating process between 
firms and customers; has 
behavioral, emotional, and 
cognitive dimensions; varies 
depending on situations; and 
functions as a mediator in a 
nomological network of service 
relationships. 
Marketing and 
service 
Brodie et al., 
2011 
User 
engagement 
The number of user actions 
interacting with an information 
Information 
systems 
Colbert & 
Boodoo, 2011; 
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system within a specific 
duration. 
Sundar et al., 
2011 
User 
engagement 
User impressions about the 
information system 
Information 
systems 
Koda & Maes, 
1996 
User 
engagement 
A state that involves leisure, 
control, and immersion 
Information 
systems 
Goh et al., 2012 
User 
engagement 
A set of attributes of “challenge, 
positive affect, endurability, 
aesthetic and sensory appeal, 
attention, feedback, 
variety/novelty, interactivity, and 
perceived user control”  
Information 
systems 
O’Brien & Tom, 
2008 
Table 1: Engagement Definitions 
 
A definition of user engagement in the open collaboration model of crowdsourcing 
The literature review in various fields shows that engagement is a relatively new 
but important construct both in academics and industry. A high level of engagement is 
desirable for its positive effects on key outcomes in the respective domains in which it is 
studied (Appleton et al., 2008; Brodie et al., 2011; Harter et al., 2002; Lamas et al., 
2011). However conceptually speaking, engagement appears to be an umbrella of 
multiple separate constructs rather than a phenomenon on its own. Shared across research 
areas are the agreement that engagement has been considered a set of positive behaviors, 
or an emotional state, or a cognitive status. As a result, there have been two general 
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suggestions in the literature regarding engagement conceptualization. According to the 
first suggestion, engagement should be evaluated as a multidimensional construct (e.g. 
Appleton et al., 2006). That is, the measure of the construct should be a simultaneous 
evaluation of the many other constructs that constitute engagement. Alternatively, 
engagement should be defined and evaluated through one of its representative dimensions 
depending on the context in which it is studied (Macey & Schneider, 2008b). 
In this dissertation, I follow the second direction and look at engagement from the 
behavioral perspective. I argue that the behavioral view of user engagement is relevant to 
the open collaboration context. More specifically, among the behavioral, emotional and 
cognitive dimensions of engagement, behavioral engagement is the most important 
outcome to the organizers of open collaboration events. The emotional and cognitive 
dimensions appear to be important antecedents of behavioral engagement, rather than 
constituent components of the expected outcome. That is, high emotional and cognitive 
engagements are a strong driving force for online users to participate and contribute in 
open collaboration initiatives, but they themselves are not the final end that the open 
collaboration event holders desire. In addition, the weaknesses of the behavioral view of 
engagement that has been pointed out in the literature, such as unclear distinction 
between behavioral engagement and job burnout or workaholism (Schaufeli et al., 2008), 
should not be an issue in the open collaboration context. The key rationale here is that 
participation in open collaboration is on voluntary basis, and therefore participants’ 
behaviors should not be driven by external pressure, such as demands from higher level 
managers. 
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As the literature review shows, definitions of behavioral engagement exist in 
various research domains. In particular, Van Doorn et al. (2010) define customer 
engagement as “a customer’s behavioral manifestations that have a brand or firm focus, 
beyond purchase, resulting from motivational drivers”. Macey & Schneider (2008b) 
consider work engagement behaviors are those that “going beyond what is, within 
specific frames of reference, typically expected or required”. In education, Hu & Kuh 
(2002) defines student engagement as “the quality of effort students themselves devote to 
educationally purposeful activities that contribute directly to desired outcomes”. Finally, 
in HCI, IT user engagement refers to the number of user actions (Colbert & Boodoo, 
2011; Sundar et al., 2011).    
A key challenge for defining behavioral engagement is conceptualizing which 
behaviors represent engagement and which do not. From that standpoint, the engagement 
definition by Colbert & Boodoo (2011) and Sundar et al. (2011) is too general. Macey & 
Schneider’s (2008b) concept of behaviors that go beyond expectation is problematic 
because expectation is not a fixed benchmark. Van Doorn et al.’s (2010) definition can 
only be applicable to the marketing context and is also problematic in that it is difficult to 
know whether a behavior is “resulting from motivational drivers”. Arguably, Hu & Kuh’s 
(2002) definition of student engagement is the clearest on the criteria of what represent 
engagement behaviors. However, the definition is not very directive to measurement of 
the construct, as the term “quality of effort” is subject to lots of different interpretations. 
In this dissertation, I define user engagement in the open collaboration context as 
“the intensity, sustainability and variety of tangible effort online users voluntarily devote 
to what is requested in an open collaboration initiative”. I argue that this definition 
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adequately characterize engaging behaviors and is instructive to the measurement of the 
construct.  
By this definition, user engagement possesses some key attributes. First, it 
represents an effort, not a work outcome. That is, it does not matter whether users’ 
contributions are outstanding or mediocre. The emphasis is on the fact that they actually 
make an attempt to do something. Second, it should be observable in some ways. By this 
criterion, the definition leaves out cases where users express high interest in the open 
collaboration event but do not make any tangible contributions to it. Third, user 
engagement is voluntary. Users should do the things they do for the open collaboration 
initiative out of their own will, not because of being forced. Finally, user engagement is 
on-task. That is, not all of the things a user does are considered indicators of user 
engagement. Actions that are not relevant to the task at hand are not counted as 
engagement. For example, in the task which requests users to envision future Omaha 
public transport, some users submit comments on how good their neighbors are should be 
considered off-task and therefore not indicators of engagement. 
The definition also has clear directives for engagement measurement, or how to 
determine which users are more engaged than others. It emphasizes that engagement is 
judged in three dimensions-intensity, sustainability, and variety.  
Intensity refers to the total amount of effort a single participant contributes to an 
open collaboration event. Each contribution a participant makes requires a certain amount 
of effort from his/her end. Therefore, it is reasonable that the more contributions a 
participant makes, the more voluntary effort he/she puts into the event. At the simplest 
form, intensity can be calculated as the number of participant contributions. In more 
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complex situations, contributions may differ in the required effort to make them. For 
example, contributing an idea is expected to require more effort than making a vote. In 
these cases, intensity can be presented as the sum of the weighted contributions, where 
the weights reflect the relative effort for a specific type of contribution. 
While the importance of intensity in judging behavioural engagement is relatively 
straight forward, I argue that in the open collaboration context, sustainability, or the 
durability of a participant’s contributions over time, also matters. An open collaboration 
initiative typically lasts for some months. If its participants are only active for the first 
few days of the events and then never come back, it is obvious that the cost for keeping 
the event alive for the remaining time will go wasted. Moreover, in many instances, it is 
desirable that participants follow up during the course of the event, such as responding to 
the other participants’ comments and feedback on their previously submitted ideas. 
However, for a participant to go back and contribute continuously, it requires additional 
effort compared with him/her attending it only once or twice. In other words, participants 
that make one contribution each day of a week are considered more engaged than those 
that make seven contributions in a single day and never come back.  
In addition, when an open collaboration event offers more than one way for 
participants to contribute, the variety of participants’ effort also needs to be taken into 
account. That is, participants that put effort in many different activities are judged as 
more engaged than those that are less diverse in their contributions. For example, 
participants who only contribute ideas are considered not as engaged as those who not 
only contribute ideas but also give their feedback on the contributions of the others. 
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A Crowdsourcing Engaging Process Model 
 To understand user engagement in open collaboration initiatives, I first need to 
understand how the open collaboration initiatives work. In the crowdsourcing literature, 
there are a number of studies focusing on the issue of the crowdsourcing process. 
However, what is missing in these studies is the lack of emphasis on the crowd engaging 
process, which is, in my opinion, an essential part of any crowdsourcing process. 
Therefore, I propose a crowdsourcing process model that incorporates the crowd 
engaging process. In this section, a review on crowdsourcing process studies and a 
description of the proposed model is provided. 
Crowdsourcing initiatives enable problem owners to get assistance from Internet 
users. Advantageous as it might be, the attractiveness of crowdsourcing might be 
lessened if the crowdsourcing process through which online crowds go towards the 
problem owners’ desired outcomes is problematic. As noted by Guido (2009) in his 
reflection on the Cisco I-Prize crowdsourcing initiative, it is naive to think that 
crowdsourcing is just the matter of making a website and putting up a reward, because 
the evaluation of the collected ideas involves a long and exhausting process. The 
anonymity of the crowd members can elicit opportunistic behaviors, such as registering 
multiple fake accounts to vote for a person in a crowdsourcing contest (Bojin et al., 
2011). It is also challenging to verify the quality of information the crowd provides (Cox, 
2011). Therefore, a clear understanding of the crowdsourcing process is necessary. 
As crowdsourcing research is still in its nascent stage, many exploratory case 
studies have been made with in-depth analysis of a few crowdsourcing cases. For 
example, Dubach et al. (2011) analyzed online users’ behaviors in an idea competition 
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initiated by a retail store company. According to their findings, the process the online 
crowd went through included (1) generating ideas, and (2) rating or commenting on the 
submitted ideas. Furthermore, the authors discovered that to protect and increase their 
chances to win prizes, the contributors also removed duplicate ideas by referring them to 
the original ideas or refined ideas of other contributors upon their promises to share 
prizes if the ideas were selected for awards. In another case study, Bojin et al. (2011) 
analyzed Psynchopation Inc., a media company that utilized art competitions to collect art 
products. The crowdsourcing process in Psynchopation Inc. was similar to that described 
in Dubach et al. (2011). That is, participants submitted and voted on ideas contributed by 
other community members. However, Bojin et al. (2011) pointed out that selecting 
winners by simple voting could elicit participants’ opportunistic behaviors. For example, 
contenders asked their friends to join the community or create multiple accounts to vote 
for them (the barnstorming phenomenon) or community members made an agreement on 
selecting a winner for each competition so that each of them could get a prize after 
multiple competitions (the collusion phenomenon) (Bojin et al., 2011). 
Some other studies examine different collaboration techniques in an experimental 
environment.  Moon & Sproull (2008) found that applying a systematic quality feedback 
mechanism to organizations’ online volunteer work force (such as consumer 
communities) could retain the contributors longer and make them produce more and 
higher quality contributions, as opposed to ad-hoc feedback through comment tools. Bao 
et al. (2011) conducted an experiment to compare the Likert-scale rating and prediction 
voting systems in a collective evaluation task. Their results show that prediction voting 
brought more satisfaction to the evaluators but made them focus on identifying the best 
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solutions, while the Likert-scale rating drove the evaluators to consider the whole range 
of solutions. Following the same theme, Riedl et al. (2010) experimentally examined the 
performance of different rating mechanisms and found that a multi-attribute scale 
produced higher quality evaluation than the thumbs up/down and five-star rating 
techniques. 
Crowdsourcing collaboration processes are also explored through the design 
science approach, where researchers propose novel ideas on how the online crowd can 
collaborate. To illustrate, Kittur et al. (2011) proposed a crowdsourcing framework 
analogous to a distributed computing system, where a complex task was broken down 
into micro tasks that can be performed by many different individuals. As another 
example, simulating a generic algorithm, Yu & Nickerson (2011) created a collective 
idea generation process in which participants were asked to generate new solutions just 
by combining the best features of original solutions. 
Some other works approach the issue by attempting to create a general 
crowdsourcing process model through an analysis of various crowdsourcing instances in 
the industries. For example, analyzing a set of popular 46 crowdsourcing initiatives, 
Geiger et al.(2011) proposed that there are 4 general sequential steps in a crowdsourcing 
process - pre-selection of contributors, accessibility of peer contributions, aggregation of 
contributions, and remuneration for contributions. Depending on contexts, participants in 
a crowdsourcing initiative can be filtered for their qualification (pre-selection of 
contributors). The participants can interact with one another and their interaction might 
be restricted at different level e.g. modify, evaluate, view or do nothing (accessibility of 
peer contributions). The outcome of the process can be the integration of all the 
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contributions or just the selected ones (aggregation of contributions). Finally, the 
contributors are compensated in some ways (remuneration for contributions). 
In another work, Doan et al. (2011) observed two types of collaboration among 
individuals in the crowd-explicit or implicit. For explicit collaboration, online users are 
aware that they are collaborating with other people, such as evaluating other 
contributions, sharing products and knowledge, or jointly building artifacts. For implicit 
collaboration, the final outcome is the joint effort of multiple online users but the online 
users are not aware of the collaboration. An example of implicit collaboration is the 
ReCaptcha application. ReCaptcha helps authenticate user identities to log into some 
websites by asking users to retype some texts that they see in some random images. 
While users think this action is for authenticating purposes, they are also helping 
digitizing printed texts at the same time. 
Malone et al. (2009) perceive crowdsourcing as a collective intelligence system, 
understood as “groups of individuals doing things collectively that seem intelligent”. 
According to the authors, a collective intelligence system has two main functions: either 
to create something new or to decide something. Actors in the collective intelligence 
systems fulfill these two functions either independently or dependently on one another. 
Depending on the function and whether dependencies exist among actors’ contributions, 
the system process can be collection (create-independent), collaboration (create-
dependent), individual decision making (decide-independent), or group decision making 
(decide-dependent). 
The above literature review shows that shared across the studies on 
crowdsourcing process is the view of crowdsourcing systems as an information 
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processing system. That is, a crowdsourcing system (e.g. crowdsourcing website) takes 
the role of a processing unit whose input consists of the contributions from the online 
users and output is the outcomes expected by problem owners. Geiger et al.’s (2011) 
crowdsourcing process model illustrates this point. Within their model, the online crowd 
is the input, which is processed by the crowdsourcing system through four major steps: 
selecting contributors, gathering contributions, aggregating contributions, and 
remunerating contributors.                                                   
Viewing crowdsourcing processes through the lens of the input-process-output 
model is beneficial from a number of points. On the one hand, the model is useful for 
describing complicated processes such as crowdsourcing by breaking them down into 
more comprehensible sub-processes. Through this way, best practices and insightful 
lessons can be communicated and transferred more easily.  On the other hand, dividing 
the crowdsourcing process into smaller separable components makes it easier to locate 
opportunities and challenges for process optimization. Various experimental and design 
science studies such as those by Bao et al. (2011) or Kittur et al. (2011) illustrate this 
point.  
However, in my opinion, the input-process-output perspective of crowdsourcing 
process is rather limited. The problem lies in the input, or the online crowd. More 
specifically, previous studies on crowdsourcing processes typically focus on analyzing 
the interaction among the crowdsourcing participants and the processing of the 
contributions. These studies seem to assume that there always exists an online crowd as 
input for the crowdsourcing system. In reality, this is not a certainty. The assumed “large 
number of people” in Howe’s (2006) definition of crowdsourcing, in fact, can range from 
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zero to several thousands. Moreover, this number fluctuates over time as participants can 
come and leave at their own free. This fluctuation, in turn, depends on how much the 
crowdsourcing event engages the online users. This engagement, I argue, is a process by 
itself. Therefore, a crowdsourcing process, first and foremost, must be an engaging 
process.  
From that perspective, I propose a process model that emphasizes the engaging 
process of open collaboration initiatives as the figure 2 below: 
 
Figure 2: Crowdsourcing Engaging Process Model 
According to the model, regardless of the goals of the initiatives, a crowdsourcing 
initiative has at least three fundamental tasks: (1) gathering the crowd for the event, (2) 
converting the crowd into contributors, and (3) directing the contributions of the crowd 
towards a goal. More specifically, the initiative organizers need to gather a collection of 
people who are aware and willing to participate in the event. The initiative organizers 
also need to motivate this collection of people to actually contribute something to the 
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crowdsourcing event, rather than just looking around. Finally, the initiative organizers 
need to make sure that the participants’ effort is useful for the goals of the initiatives, for 
example gathering crowd innovation, detecting trends or increasing customers’ loyalty. 
These three activities occur continuously and in parallel as the composition of the crowd 
is dynamic. Moreover, the model also highlights the fact that during the activities (1) and 
(2), user engagement is an important factor for improving the final outcomes of the 
crowdsourcing events. 
To illustrate the model, I will describe the engaging process in MindMixer 
(www.mindmixer.com), a crowdsourcing firm specializing in helping city halls gather 
public ideas and opinions on municipal issues and challenges. To fulfill its service, for 
each city hall MindMixer set up a crowdsourcing website where online users can access 
and discuss various civic issues. For example, MindMixer set up www.engageomaha.com  
for the Omaha city hall. Besides creating the crowdsourcing website, MindMixer also 
needs to ensure that online users are willing to participate and contribute to the event. For 
this purpose, MindMixer employs an engagement plan. Specifically, to gather the crowd 
for the event, MindMixer makes the public aware of the event through media channels 
such as local radio, television or social networking sites. As a result, interested online 
users will sign up for the crowdsourcing website. To convert these registered users into 
actual contributors, MindMixer designs the website user interface and describes 
discussion topics in ways that they feel will motivate participants to contribute. As the 
city problem owner expects to receive useful ideas on civic works from the online 
citizens, the participants are directed towards (1) submitting new ideas; (2) commenting 
on submitted ideas; and (3) voting on the best ideas. 
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In the crowdsourcing engaging process model, the “direct contributions towards a 
goal” component is equivalent to the crowdsourcing process often perceived in the 
previous literature (e.g. Geiger et al., 2011). However, instead of looking at the 
coordination and collaboration of the collective effort of online users, the model 
highlights the crowd engaging process, which drives online users from knowing about the 
crowdsourcing event, to actually contributing something to it, to following the event until 
its end. 
This conceptualization of the crowdsourcing process has significant implications 
for studying predictors of user engagement in crowdsourcing initiatives. More 
specifically, the model shows that user participation in a crowdsourcing event typically 
goes through 2 major stages: (1) the online user knows of the event and decides to visit 
the crowdsourcing site, and (2) after he/she visits the site, he/she makes continual 
contributions to the event.  User engagement in these two stages might be influenced by 
different drivers. For the first stage, online users’ decisions to participate in a 
crowdsourcing event depend on their evaluation of the crowdsourcing tasks offered and 
other extrinsic motivating factors (e.g. rewards, personal knowledge gains) prior to their 
actual participation in the event. For the second stage, whether online users remain 
engaged in the event depends, besides on the motivators in the first stage, also on their 
actual experience during their participation in the event. For example, an online user 
might be willing to contribute ideas on new features of Dell’s products because he/she is 
a Dell computer fan. However, if he/she has bad experience during his/her participation 
because of technological problems or logistical issues, he/she may stop contributing. 
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The distinction between these two stages of interaction with online users is 
significant to both research and practice. From a research standpoint, user engagement in 
the crowdsourcing event might be influenced by different sets of predictors in different 
stages of participation. For example, drivers of the first stage might be online users’ 
perception of the reward value or how interesting the crowdsourcing task is. Drivers of 
the second stage might be the ease of use of the technology or the interaction among the 
participants or between the participants and the problem owners. Consequently, from the 
practitioners’ perspective, correct identification of key drivers in different participation 
stages helps them build suitable intervening strategies. However, the significance of time 
dimension appears inconspicuous in the previous literature on crowdsourcing user 
motivation. The remainder of this section is dedicated to delineate this point. 
Given the importance of user engagement in the crowdsourcing context, multiple 
research attempts have been made to understand why online users participate and 
contribute in crowdsourcing events (e.g. Boudreau & Lakhani, 2009; Borst, 2010; 
Brabham, 2012; Kaufman et al., 2011). These studies, in general, classify the drivers of 
online users’ engagement into two types - either the activity by itself is interesting to the 
online users (intrinsic motivation), or they perform the activity because of a specific 
reward (extrinsic motivation) (Ryan & Deci, 2000). A number of intrinsic motivators 
have been identified in the literature, including fun, fame, professional and personal 
identity or altruism (Boudreau & Lakhani, 2009; Brabham, 2012; Wagner & 
Prasarnphanich, 2007). Extrinsic motivators, in contrast, can be money, social pressure, 
peer support, career advancement or skill development (Boudreau & Lakhani, 2009; 
Brabham, 2012; Malone et al., 2009).  
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Previous research also noticed that user participation in the crowdsourcing event 
might be dominantly driven either by intrinsic or extrinsic motivation across different 
crowdsourcing initiatives (Brabham, 2012). For example, in iStockphoto.com, a 
photography and illustration crowdsourcing website, online users submit their works to 
the site because of the monetary rewards and opportunities to develop their skills rather 
than needs for networking and sharing with peers (Brabham, 2008). On the contrary, 
people contribute to the Wikipedia project dominantly because of altruistic motives 
(Wagner & Prasarnphanich, 2007).  
For open collaboration initiatives, in particular, previous studies indicate that user 
participation is more driven by intrinsic rather than extrinsic motivators (Boudreau & 
Lakhani, 2009; Lakhani & Wolf, 2005; Wagner & Prasarnphanich, 2007; Zheng et al., 
2011). This means that, whether online users are willing to work in an open collaboration 
initiative depends on how interesting the crowdsourcing task is to them, not on what they 
can get in exchange for their time and effort. Consequently, to achieve high user 
engagement in open collaboration initiative, it is ideal that the crowdsourcing task itself 
should match the individual preference and interests of the online users. 
The perspective of intrinsic/extrinsic motivation makes several contributions to 
the study of user motivation in crowdsourcing. First, it provides a categorization scheme 
that is built on a well-established theory, Self-Determination Theory (SDT) (Deci & 
Ryan, 1985). This allows for the classification of the research findings i.e. the motivators 
in the exploratory studies. The theoretical foundation provided by SDT ensures the 
completeness of the motivator taxonomy better than a taxonomy that is built out of the 
data itself in the exploratory studies. Second, the findings on intrinsic and extrinsic 
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motivators in crowdsourcing events have implications to practitioners. On the one hand, 
they show that for a number of people, crowdsourcing tasks by themselves are already 
sufficient reason to participate and contribute. On the other hand, external interventions 
such as rewards, promise of job offers also have an effect on user engagement in the 
crowdsourcing events. Finally, the distinction between intrinsic and extrinsic motivators 
makes practitioners aware of the interaction between these two types of motivation. 
According to Deci & Ryan (1985), while intrinsic motivation is innate to individuals, 
extrinsically motivating factors such as tangible rewards might actually thwart this 
motivation. Consequently, the intrinsic/extrinsic motivation approach implies that 
external interventions should be designed so that they do not spoil online users’ intrinsic 
motivation to engage in the crowdsourcing events. 
However, the intrinsic/extrinsic motivation approach to the user engagement 
study is limited in two ways:  
1. Lack of theoretical parsimony: Even though many studies claim to base their research 
on the SDT, the role of the SDT is in fact only to provide the descriptive categories 
for some exploratory and context-dependent findings. Consequently, the number of 
motivators for user participation in crowdsourcing events seems to be bounded only 
by the number of contexts in which this phenomenon is studied, which is many. 
According to Hossain’s (2012) literature review on user motivation in online 
crowdsourcing platforms, 28 extrinsic motivators and 20 intrinsic motivators have 
been identified in the literature. This finding indicates the theoretical weakness of 
current crowdsourcing user motivation research. On the one hand, a theoretical causal 
model with 48 predictors cannot be parsimonious. On the other hand, even though the 
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list of motivators is long, the comprehensiveness of this list is not guaranteed, as the 
motivators are the results of exploratory works rather than built on strong theoretical 
rationale. Besides the lack of parsimony, the literature also shows that the generality 
of the motivators is questionable. More specifically, online users have different 
motivators in different crowdsourcing initiatives. Studies on motivation of 
contributors to Wikipedia by Wagner & Prasarnphanich (2007) and to iStockPhoto by 
Braham (2008) illustrate this point. Moreover, conflicting research findings have been 
found even in the same context of study. For example, both Leimeister et al. (2009) 
and Zheng et al. (2011) study user motivation in the idea competition context. 
However, while Leimeister et al. (2009) find extrinsic motivators as direct 
compensation, leaning, self-marketing and social motives significant in idea 
competitions, Zheng et al.’s (2011) findings show that intrinsic motivation is more 
important than extrinsic motivation in this context. 
2. Unclear stages of participation: As described earlier, user participation in a 
crowdsourcing event typically goes through two major stages: (1) the online user 
knows of the event and decides to participate and (2) after he/she participates, he/she 
makes contributions to the event.  User engagement in these two stages might be 
influenced by different drivers. However, this nuance in time dimension has been 
missing in the studies that follow intrinsic/extrinsic motivation approach. It is not 
clear whether the intrinsic/extrinsic motivators are formed before the online users 
participate in the event or only emerge during their participation. For example, fun is 
found to be an important motivator in several studies (Boudreau & Lakhani, 2009; 
Brabham, 2009; Brabham, 2012). Yet, it is one thing that the online users find the 
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task itself fun. It is quite a different story if fun originates from their interaction with 
the crowdsourcing platforms. For example, a person might participate in an open 
source software project because he/she enjoys programming in general, but it might 
also be because of their pleasant experience when participating in that specific 
project. This nuance, while potentially revealing important insights, has not been 
made salient in the previous literature. 
Parting away from this main stream perception of crowdsourcing engagement, in 
this dissertation, I emphasize the view of engagement as a process with at least two major 
stages as identified above. From this perspective, I conducted a lab experiment that 
examined whether certain aspects of the task structure had an effect on users’ ongoing 
engagement with an open collaboration event, based on Flow Theory proposed by 
Csikszentmihalyi (1975). Further arguments for the merits of the approach, as well as 
articulation of the study’s theoretical model are presented in the next section. 
III. THEORETICAL DEVELOPMENT 
As explained in the previous section, it is important that online users are willing 
to make contributions to crowdsourcing events. It is also important that the online users 
do not make contributions only once and never go back, but rather continually do it until 
the end of the event. Hence, understanding what keeps online users contributing is both 
essential and relevant.  
In this dissertation, I propose to address this issue from the Flow Theory 
perspective. First proposed by Csikszentmihalyi (1975), Flow Theory focuses on 
explaining and predicting the emergence of flow, an optimal experience where 
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individuals find intrinsic enjoyment in what they are doing. From this theoretical angle, I 
assume that participants’ ongoing engagement in open collaboration tasks significantly 
depends on whether the tasks are interesting to them. My assumption is grounded in the 
empirical findings that indicate the eminent role of intrinsic motivation in user 
participation in open collaboration projects (Boudreau & Lakhani, 2009; Lakhani & 
Wolf, 2005; Wagner & Prasarnphanich, 2007). However, I argue that the Flow Theory 
approach helps us move beyond what has been found in the previous literature in terms of 
practical implications. More explication of my standpoint is provided below. 
Without a doubt, confirming intrinsic motivation as an antecedent of user 
engagement in open collaboration is valuable finding to the research community. 
Notwithstanding, it might be of less interest to the practitioners. Given that the ultimate 
goal of a practitioner is to create interventions to increase user engagement in 
crowdsourcing events, the advice that the task should be interesting to the online users is 
not a sufficiently actionable guideline. The problem is that interestingness seems to 
depend much on the nature of the task and individual preferences. For example, an online 
user participates in an open source software project because he/she likes programming. It 
is impossible to apply this insight in another context, such as contributing ideas to 
improve municipal administrative because the tasks are different in the two contexts.  
The flow state in Flow Theory is also a form of intrinsic motivation. However, 
flow is a special type of motivation - it is emergent (Nakamura & Csikszentmihalyi, 
2002). That is, flow is shaped out of the interaction between the individual and the 
external environment, or “what happens at any moment is responsive to what happened 
immediately before within the interaction, rather than being dictated by a preexisting 
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intentional structure located within either the person (e.g. a drive) or the environment 
(e.g. a tradition or script)” (Nakamura & Csikszentmihalyi, 2002).  
That flow emerges from the interaction between a person and his/her surrounding 
environment is significant to practitioners. While intrinsic motivators typically depend on 
a person’s internal traits and preferences, flow depends on external factors of the 
environment. These external factors, in turn, can be manipulated. That is, practitioners 
can develop interventions to stimulate flow. Moreover, the fact that flow exists in various 
activities including both work and leisure (Csikszentmihalyi & Csikszentmihalyi, 1988) 
indicates that the enablers of flow should be context-independent, or that flow does not 
depend on what the task is, but how the task is structured.  The rules to create flow, as 
Csikszentmihalyi & Csikszentmihalyi (1988) point out, are clear goal, challenge-skill 
balance, and immediate and unambiguous feedback. 
Following this argument, I suggest that ongoing engagement of online users in 
open collaboration events can be improved if the open collaboration process is designed 
in such a way that the participants have a clear sense of what they need to achieve, 
perceive a balance between the challenge and their skills, and receive clear and prompt 
feedback. In addition, functioning as the mediator in the causal relationship between 
these three process characteristics and ongoing engagement is the participants’ flow state.  
 In the remaining of this section, the concept of flow and rationale for my 
theoretical model are explicated. Furthermore, I also present the rationale for using eye-
trackers to measure the flow state alongside the more conventional self-report 
measurement.  
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Flow Concept 
In his dissertation work on the behaviors of a group of male artists, 
Csikszentmihalyi (1965) observed an interesting phenomenon. The artists under his study 
could spend hours on their paintings and sculptures with total concentration, against their 
hunger and fatigue. However, once they completed their works, they put them away and 
quickly forgot them.  It turned out that what the artists were actually interested in was not 
the value of their paintings or sculptures, but the process by which they created the 
products itself. They found that the creating experience was intrinsically rewarding, or 
that the experience was rewarding in and of itself, regardless of its results.  Later studies 
of Csikszentmihalyi and colleagues found that this experience also existed in many other 
activities-playing chess, rock climbing, dancing or composing music, across age, gender, 
and cultural backgrounds (Csikszentmihalyi, 1975). Csikszentmihalyi called this 
experience flow, a word often mentioned by his subjects when they were asked to reflect 
on the experience. He generally described it as “the state in which people are so involved 
in an activity that nothing else seems to matter; the experience itself is so enjoyable that 
people will do it even at great cost, for the sheer sake of doing it” (Csikszentmihalyi, 
1990). 
Csikszentmihalyi and colleagues further explored that the flow experience was 
associated with nine psychological attributes: challenge-skill balance, clear goal, clear 
and immediate feedback, concentration, merging of action and awareness, loss of self-
consciousness, sense of control, distorted time experience, and autotelic experience 
(Csikszentmihalyi, 1990; Nakamura & Csikszentmihalyi, 2002). Flow is first 
characterized by a sense of challenge-skill balance or that the individual perceives that 
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his/her skill just matches the challenge of the activity. In the flow state, the individual 
also clearly knows what need to be done. He/she also knows how well he/she progresses 
toward the goal by constantly receiving unambiguous feedback. In addition, once a 
person is in flow, he experiences high concentration at what he is doing. Also at the 
moment, the person is not aware of himself/herself as being a separate entity from the 
actions he/she is performing. In other words, he/she senses a merging of action and 
awareness.  Furthermore, the person also experiences loss of self-consciousness.  He/she 
just does the action without caring what others think of him/her at the moment. The 
person also experiences a great sense of control. He/she knows how to respond to 
whatever happens next.  Moreover, to that person, time seems to move faster or he has a 
distorted time experience. Finally, his experience is autotelic, or the sense that 
performing the action is rewarding in and of itself and often the end goal is just an excuse 
for the process. 
While flow was widely accepted as a valuable psychological construct, it was 
repeatedly criticized for the inconsistency in how it was operationalized and tested 
(Finneran & Zhang, 2005; Koufaris, 2002; Siekpe, 2005). Some studies in physical 
activity and work considered all of the nine flow attributes were the constituents of the 
flow experience (Engeser & Rheinberg, 2008; Fullagar & Kelloway, 2009; Jackson & 
Eklund, 2004). Other studies only considered a number of the nine components as the 
aspects of the flow experience. In addition, the studies also differed in what components 
constituted the flow state. For example, in (Guo & Poole, 2009), the flow state was 
treated as a composite of concentration, control, merging of action and awareness, 
distorted time experience, loss of self-consciousness, autotelic experience. In contrast, 
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Ghani & Deshpande (1994) and Liao (2006) operationalized flow state by only two 
dimensions-concentration and enjoyment (autotelic experience). In (Huang, 2003; 
Trevino & Webster, 1992), flow was evaluated through the four sub-components control, 
concentration, curiosity and intrinsic interest. 
Besides confusion on what established the flow state, literature was also 
ambiguous in the relationships among the nine flow-associated psychological 
components. Several scholars, including Csikszentmihalyi and his colleagues, considered 
the three components clear goal, challenge-skill balance, and immediate feedback as 
antecedents of the flow state, rather than the constituent factors of the experience 
(Bakker, 2005; Guo & Poole, 2009; Nakamura & Csikszentmihalyi, 2002). On the 
contrary, Jackson and colleagues, upon their development of flow measurement 
instrument for physical activities, treated the three components as inherent aspects of the 
flow experience (Jackson & Eklund, 2002, 2004). In addition, the feeling of control was 
considered as either an antecedent, or a constituent, or a consequence of the flow 
experience in different studies (Siekpe, 2005). Similarly, in (Chen, 1999; Novak et al., 
2000), concentration was an antecedent and enjoyment was a consequence of flow 
experience, while both of these components were judged as the flow experience itself in 
(Ghani, 1995). 
The conceptual discrepancies in the flow literature, in my opinion, are because of 
two reasons. First, while the holistic flow experience is complex and comprises many 
dimensions, some studies might only be interested in certain aspects of the experience 
and therefore examined the construct as such. For example, Koufaris (2002) studied only 
control, enjoyment, and concentration components of flow because he deemed them 
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valuable to the online shopping context. Second, while empirical studies on the flow state 
are abundant, only a few of them were conducted through experiments to test the causal 
relationships among the flow components (Keller & Bless, 2008). As a result, the 
literature has enough evidence for the significant correlations among the nine flow-
associated components, but is still fuzzy on the causal relationships among them.  
The conceptual inconsistency of the flow literature makes it necessary for 
researchers to clearly define the construct in their flow related studies. Therefore, in this 
study, I define flow as the degree to which an individual perceives a holistic 
psychological state characterized by high concentration, sense of control, merging of 
action and awareness, loss of self consciousness, distorted time experience, and autotelic 
nature. This definition is in accordance with the original flow conceptualization by 
Csikszentmihalyi and colleagues (Nakamura & Csikszentmihalyi, 2002). Moreover, in 
line with (Nakamura & Csikszentmihalyi, 2002), I consider the three components 
challenge-skill balance, clear goal, and immediate feedback as the precursors of the flow 
state and will examine this role of the components in a lab experiment. More arguments 
on my standpoint are provided in the “Theoretical Model” sections. 
Theoretical Model 
Challenge-Skill Balance and Flow 
Challenge-skill balance was an eminent antecedent of the flow experience (Keller 
& Landhauber, 2012). Challenge-skill balance refers to the situation where an 
individual’s capability is at the just right level that the task or activity demands. Any 
divergence from this balance point leads to non-flow psychological states. Specifically, 
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Csikszentmihalyi (1975) proposed if the individual’s skill exceeded the challenge, he/she 
would get bored. If it was below the challenge, he/she would have anxiety. 
The role of challenge-skill balance as a predictor of the flow state has been 
examined in a number of experiments (Chanel et al., 2008; Engeser & Rheinberg, 2008; 
Keller & Bless, 2008; Keller et al., 2011). For example, letting participants play the 
computer game Pac-man at different difficulty levels, Engeser & Rheinberg (2008) found 
that measurement on the flow state when the participants played at the medium level was 
significantly higher than it was either when they played at the easy or difficult level. 
Keller et al. (2011) used a German version of the TV show “Who wants to be a 
millionaire?” to create the boredom (challenge < skill), fit (challenge = skill), and anxiety 
(challenge > skill) conditions. In the boredom and anxiety conditions, the participants 
were asked very easy questions or very hard questions, while in the fit condition, the 
question difficulty was adjusted based on the participants’ previous performance. The 
participants reported to achieve higher flow level in the fit conditions than in the others.   
 Significant relationship between challenge-skill balance and the flow state was 
also found in correlational research in various contexts such as music education (Bakker, 
2005), online shopping (Guo & Poole, 2009), and daily life activities (Csikszentmihalyi 
& Rathunde, 1993). Given the ample and diverse evidence of challenge-skill balance as 
the antecedent of the flow state, I expect that it should have the same effect in the open 
collaboration context, and therefore propose the following hypothesis: 
H1: In the open collaboration context, people who report perceiving a higher 
level of challenge-skill balance will also report perceiving a higher level of the flow state. 
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Clear Goal, Immediate and Unambiguous Feedback, and Flow 
Besides challenge-skill balance, clear goal and immediate and unambiguous 
feedback were also considered conducive to the flow experience (Nakamura & 
Csikszentmihalyi, 2002). A task has a clear goal when the person engaging in it knows 
clearly what he/she supposed to achieve with the task. Immediate and unambiguous 
feedback refers to the fact that upon achieving the task goal, the individual receives clear 
and timely performance feedback at every step of his/her progress. 
The impact of a clear goal and immediate and unambiguous feedback (denoted as 
“feedback” in this section for brevity) on the emergence of flow has been empirically 
supported. For instance, Choi & Kim’s (2004) found that appropriate goals and feedback 
were among the factors that made online gamers achieved optimal experience (or flow). 
Guo & Poole (2009) reported the significant role of clear goals and feedback as 
antecedents of flow in the online shopping activity. Mannell & Bradley (1986) 
manipulated the goal clarity in an experiment study and found higher task absorption in 
the “clear goal” condition than in the “unclear goal” condition. Novak et al. (2003) 
examined the impact of different goal types, i.e. task-oriented goal and experiential goal, 
on the flow experience in online shopping. The authors found stronger influence of the 
task-oriented goals to online consumers’ flow state than that of the experiential goals. 
Davis & Wiedenbeck (2001), in a lab experiment on engagement in technology usage, 
manipulated feedback by a menu-based word processor (high feedback level) and a 
command-based one (low feedback level). The authors reported users’ higher flow state 
in the word processing task when they used the menu-based version. Webster & Ho 
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(1997) also confirmed the flow-inducing effect of feedback in another experiment that 
examined the audience’s engagement in multimedia presentations. 
Generally, findings in the literature are favorable towards the influence of clear 
goals and feedback on the flow state. Based on this remark, I assume that they should 
have the same effect to the flow experience in the open collaboration context. 
Furthermore, I argue that while clear goals are naturally a must for guiding people 
working on open collaboration tasks, the effect of feedback on user engagement is not so 
obvious. Therefore, within this specific study, I treat “clear goal” as a control variable 
and propose to examine the following hypothesis: 
H2: In the open collaboration context, when there is a clear goal, people who 
report perceiving a higher level of immediate and unambiguous feedback will also report 
perceiving a higher level of the flow state. 
Flow and User Engagement in Open Collaboration 
 There is a conceptual distinction between flow state and user engagement I define 
in this study. User engagement that serves as the outcome of interest in our research 
refers to the overt actions online users perform in response to the call of an open 
collaboration event. In contrast, the flow state, even though being alternatively termed 
engagement in some studies (e.g. Chanel et al., 2008), refers to an internal psychological 
status. Mapping the two constructs to the engagement literature, the flow state is similar 
to the cognitive and emotional engagement, while the user engagement in our study is an 
instance of the behavioral engagement. 
 While the two constructs are different, I propose that the flow state and user 
engagement should be positively correlated, and that the former is the predictor of the 
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later. My argument for this assumption relies on findings on numerous positive 
consequences of the flow state in both online and offline activities, such as increased 
performance, increased satisfaction, higher intention to return or purchase, or longer stay 
in a web session (for overview, see Landhauber & Keller, 2012 and Wong, 2006). In 
short, I hypothesize the following relationships: 
 In the open collaboration context: 
H3: People who report experiencing a higher level of the flow state will also 
exhibit stronger indicators of user engagement. 
H4: The flow state mediates the positive relationship between challenge-skill 
balance and user engagement. 
H5: The flow state mediates the positive relationship between immediate and 
unambiguous feedback and user engagement. 
Figure 3 present the theoretical model of my research: 
 
 
Figure 3: Theoretical Model 
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Physiological-Psychometric Approach to Measure the Flow 
To measure the flow experience, I propose to use a novel approach that combines 
the use of a survey and an eye tracking tool. In fact, how to measure the flow state has 
been a thorny problem (Finneran & Zhang, 2005; Hoffman & Novak, 2009; Moneta, 
2012). To date, dominant measurement methods include the survey and the experience 
sampling method (ESM) (Moneta 2012). The survey method typically asks subjects to 
reflect on their flow experience in an activity by rating their experience on a Likert scale 
or by answering some open-ended questions (Chen et al., 1999; Hoffman & Novak, 
2009). While those methods are easy to conduct (Hoffman & Novak, 2009), they have 
limitations in that they can only capture subjects’ conscious impressions on their flow 
experiences, which might be distorted over time and inaccurate (Finneran & Zhang, 
2005). To overcome this limitation, ESM has been used where the subjects are asked to 
fill out short questionnaires at specific intervals while they are performing the activity 
under study (Csikszentmihalyi, 1990). However, this method runs the risk of interrupting 
the flow state of the subjects (Finneran & Zhang, 2005). 
In this dissertation, I propose combining a survey with a physiological approach 
to measure flow state. Specifically, I will use an eye-tracking tool, a device that keeps 
track of eye movements, to capture the flow experience. Physiological methods to 
measure psychological constructs has recently gained popularity and have been 
recommended for IS research (Dimoka et al., 2012). A physiological approach has a 
number of advantages over surveys and ESM. Rather than relying on a subjective 
reflection of the subjects on their flow experiences, the physiological approach can 
capture objective indicators in real time by recording eye gaze and movement. The real 
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time measuring of eye movements is important to a construct like flow that can vary over 
time. In addition, the fact that eye gaze and movement are automatically tracked through 
sensors provides an unobtrusive approach to collect measurement data.  
However, a key issue with physiological approach is to explicate how the 
observed physiological indicators are associated with the psychological construct. 
Relying on Flow Theory and previous eye-tracking literature, I propose a number of 
exploratory research questions regarding the relationships between the flow state and eye 
movements and pupil size in the remaining of this section. 
Eye movements and the flow state 
An important piece of information that eye-trackers can offer is what one’s eyes 
were looking at and how they were moving within a specific time and context. These data 
bring rich insights to research in various domains (Duchowski, 2002). For instance, 
marketing research utilizes eye-tracking data to examine how advertisements or products 
catch consumers’ attention (e.g. Krugman et al., 1994; Sciulli et al. 2012). Cognitive 
scientists use eye movements to infer the influence of text content and presentation to 
reading behaviors (Just & Carpenter, 1980; Rayner, 1998). In the human-computer 
interaction domain, eye movements are greatly beneficial to studies on utility and 
information search (Lorigo et al. 2008; Poole & Ball 2006). 
The value of eye movements lies in their association with human attention. In 
particular, it is generally assumed that when people fix their eyes on a visual target, their 
attention is directed toward it (Krugman et al., 1994). Attention, in turn, is strongly 
connected to the flow state (Csikszentmihalyi & Csikszentmihalyi, 1988). This line of 
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reasoning provides the rationale for my arguments for the link between the flow state and 
certain eye movements. 
In fact, in order to explain the causal relationship between challenge-skill balance 
and the flow state, Csikszentmihalyi relied on several major works in attention research 
(e.g. Hasher & Zacks, 1979; Kahneman, 1973; Hoffman et al., 1983). In particular, in line 
with this body of literature, Csikszentmihalyi assumed that human attention was a limited 
resource (Csikszentmihalyi & Csikszentmihalyi, 1988). Consequently, in the face of an 
infinite number of external stimuli in the surroundings, a person is selective on which 
stimuli to focus on in a given moment. In the challenge-skill balance condition, a 
person’s attentional resource barely fit that demanded by the challenge. As a 
consequence, all external stimuli that are not relevant to the challenge would be 
suppressed. In contrast, if the challenge is below the person’s skill, it would consume 
only a portion of his/her attentional resource. The person would have spare room to be 
attentive to other things and consequently lose concentration. Vice versa, if the challenge 
is above his/her skill, the person would be overloaded, which would lead to frustration 
and stress. 
Csikszentmihalyi’s assumption of the relationship between attentional resource 
and the flow state has a great implication to flow associated eye movements.  That is, 
when people experience flow, their eye gaze, as a proxy of their attention, should be 
mainly attracted by the task-relevant visual stimuli. A study conducted by Nakano & Ishii 
(2010) provides some empirical support for this reasoning. The authors studied eye 
movements of people during their conversation with automatic agents and found that the 
subjects’ self-reported engagement in the conversation was associated with their eyes 
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fixing only on the conversation-relevant objects. Therefore, I propose the following 
research question: 
 RQ1: Is there a positive association between the flow state and the proportion of 
gaze time on the task-related visual areas than non-task related visual areas? 
In addition, when people are in flow, they also experience high concentration. 
Therefore, it is expected that the eye movements of people “in the zone” show some signs 
of being concentrated. Regarding that, the eye-tracking literature has ample and 
consistent evidence that shows that longer fixation durations are associated with deeper 
cognitive processing (Holmqvist et al., 2011).  Moreover, when Jennett et al. (2008) used 
eye tracking to examine game immersion, a similar concept to flow, the authors found 
that over time, the participants in the immersive condition had longer duration per 
fixation (reduced number of fixation per second), while those who were in the non-
immersive condition had shorter fixation duration (increased number of fixation per 
second). Therefore, my next research question is: 
 RQ2: Is there a positive association between the flow state and fixation 
durations? 
Pupil size and the flow state 
 Another important piece of information eye-tracking tools can provide is the pupil 
size. In psycho-physiological literature, pupilometry is a well-established field of study 
(Andreassi, 2000; Beatty & Lucero-Wagoner, 2000). To date, psycho-physiologists have 
found significant correlations between pupil size with a number of cognitive and 
emotional states (Andreassi, 2000). Arguably, the most major finding in this research 
stream is the association between pupil dilation and mental effort. Positive correlation 
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between pupil size and mental effort has been consistently supported in different 
cognitive problem solving tasks. For example, Hess & Polt (1964) found that pupils grew 
bigger when the participants multiplied two double-digit numbers than they were with 
single-digit number multiplication. In the context of short term memory tests, pupil size 
was reported to proportionate to the number of digits a person had to recall (Kahneman & 
Beatty, 1967). Reading more complex sentences was also found to associate with bigger 
pupil size (Ahern & Beatty, 1981; Stanner et al., 1972). Visualization of abstract words 
(e.g. liberty) made pupils dilate more than that of concrete words (e.g. house) (Paivio & 
Simpson, 1966). Interestingly though, a number of studies noted that in occasions when 
the required mental effort exceeded that of a person’s capacity, pupil constriction, rather 
than dilation, occurred (Granholm et al., 1996; Poock, 1973). 
 Some studies also found the link between changes in pupil size and certain 
emotional states. For instance, Hess and colleagues reported significant association 
between eye dilation and sexual preferences (Hess & Polt, 1960; Hess et al., 1965).  The 
authors found that bigger dilation occurred when participants looked at nude pictures of 
the opposite sex than when they looked at those of the same sex (Hess & Polt, 1960). 
Later on, Hess et al. (1965) further found that homosexual males’ pupils grew larger 
when looking at male nude pictures than when looking at female ones. In addition, 
Partala & Surakka (2002) found that pupils dilated more when participants listened to 
emotional arousing sounds (either positively or negatively) than when they listened to 
neutral sounds. Bradley et al. (2008) resonated this finding as they found the same pupil 
response to emotional arousing pictures. Derrick et al. (2011) also found pupil dilation 
was related to surprise. 
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 In summary, the pupilometry literature shows that pupil size positively correlates 
with mental effort and high emotional state. The flow state, as conceptualized by 
Csikszentmihalyi, is also characterized by intense concentration and positive affect. 
Therefore, I propose the following research question: 
 RQ3: Is there a positive association between the flow state and pupil dilation? 
IV. RESEARCH METHOD 
 As presented in the theoretical section, my goal in this dissertation is two-fold. 
First, I would like to examine whether enabling the challenge-skill balance and clear and 
immediate feedback can invoke the flow state, and subsequently increases the user 
engagement in the crowdsourcing context. Second, I would like to capture the flow 
experience of the participants through both self-report measures and eye-tracking. 
Towards these purposes, I developed and conducted a lab experiment that aimed at: (1) 
simulating a real open-collaboration crowdsourcing event, (2) manipulating the 
challenge-skill balance, (3) manipulating the clear and immediate feedback, and (4) 
ensuring the validity of the eye-tracking data. In the remainder of this section, the 
experiment design is described, and explication of how the design satisfied the 
aforementioned objectives is presented. 
Experiment Scenario 
To ensure the external validity of the experiment, the experiment scenario was 
designed to resemble a real crowdsourcing event. In particular, the experiment subjects 
were asked to contribute ideas on improving the University of Nebraska at Omaha 
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(UNO). This task was chosen because generating ideas is among the most popular open 
collaboration crowdsourcing activities. Moreover, the subjects were also requested to 
work through a website with their real names, which was a typical set-up in 
crowdsourcing. To enhance the “authenticity” of the environment, the website interface 
was designed to imitate that from www.mindmixer.com, a crowdsourcing service 
provider specializing in citizen engagement solutions for city halls and government 
offices. In addition, at the beginning of the experiment session, the subjects were 
reminded that the task they were working on was real and on-going and that many other 
participants had joined and been contributing to the event. However, they were also told 
that they could not see other participants’ ideas because the website had been designed 
such that only system administrators could see all the ideas. This arrangement was to 
control for the effect of pre-existing content on the subjects’ engagement. Finally, the 
subjects were allowed to work on the task for as long as they wanted to simulate the fact 
that the real-life crowdsourcing participants work on voluntary basis and can choose to 
work for as long as they like. 
Manipulations 
Manipulation of Challenge-skill Balance 
The purpose of the challenge-skill balance manipulation is to create the conditions 
in which the subjects would feel more or less balanced between the challenge of the task 
and their own ability. Towards that end, I created a set of cognitive challenges related to 
the topic “How to make UNO a better university” with three difficulty levels – easy 
(level 1), medium (level 2), and hard (level 3). It was expected that most of the subjects 
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would feel level-1 challenges were below their skill; level-2 challenges were 
approximately equal to their skill; and level-3 challenges were above their skill. 
The difficulty levels of the challenges were determined based on the revised 
version of Bloom’s taxonomy of learning objectives (Krathwohl, 2002). According to 
this taxonomy, there are five types of cognitive process (listed in the increasing level of 
sophistication) as remember, understand, apply, analyze, evaluate, and create. Following 
this classification, the challenges were designed such that higher level of challenge 
difficulty invokes more sophisticated cognitive processes. In particular, the level-1 
challenges only request respondents to remember familiar events. To solve the level-2 
and level-3 challenges, the respondents need to be able to analyze, evaluate, and create. 
The level-3 challenges are distinct from the level-2 challenges by the fact that in the 
level-3 challenges, the respondents are forced to address specific dilemmatic situations, 
while in the level-2 challenges, they are free to choose the issues for discussion.  
Based on the above criteria, seven challenges were created. The relative difficulty 
of the challenges was validated through a survey on fifty one UNO students, including 
eleven students prior to the experiment and forty experiment subjects. The validation was 
done as follows. Each student was asked to match one and only one challenge to each 
level of difficulty on a 7-point scale (see the appendix A for the challenge validation 
form). The scores that the students assigned to each challenge were then averaged and the 
challenges with higher average scores would be considered more difficult than others. 
The validation result confirmed that the difficulty of the challenges increased from level-
1, to level-2, and to level-3. The list of the challenges, along with their corresponding 
levels and total validating scores, is provided in the table 2 below: 
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Level Required 
Cognitive 
Process 
Challenges Average 
Score per 
Challenge 
Average 
Score per 
Challenge 
Level 
1 Remember List things that take place everyday on the 
UNO campuses in your observation. 
3.35 2.88 
List things you do on a typical day on the 
UNO campuses. 
2.12 
List things your friends do on a typical day 
on the UNO campuses. 
3.18 
2 Analyze, 
Evaluate, 
Create 
 
Think of something that you are not 
satisfied with about your university. Justify 
why it is so. 
3.61 4.09 
Tell us your wishes of a future UNO. 
Propose what UNO should do to make 
those wishes come true. 
4.57 
3 Analyze, 
Evaluate, 
Create 
(dilemmatic 
situations) 
In the effort to build its brand, UNO wants 
to apply “word of mouth” strategy on social 
media platforms. For example, UNO would 
pay people who spread good words about 
the school on Facebook. However, online 
users refuse to cooperate because their 
5.20 5.54 
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friends will think that they use them to 
make money. Propose your ideas on how to 
overcome this problem. 
UNO have just implemented a 15 million 
dollar information system to improve its 
administrative operations. A small group of 
old administration staffs refused to use it as 
they could not understand how it worked 
despite many hours of training. Some 
suggested to fire these officers and to 
recruit young employees who were easier to 
train and requested lower pay. The 
management board, however, felt that it 
was not ethical to fire the people who had 
been with the school for years and made 
many contributions. Please help the 
management board to come up with 
ETHICAL reasons for why we SHOULD 
FIRE them. 
5.88 
Table 2: Three Difficulty Levels of Challenges 
The seven challenges were then used to invoke the “challenge-skill 
balance/imbalance” states through a process as follows. Each subject was asked to work 
on all of the seven challenges. The first challenge was the same for all subjects, which 
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was the level-1 challenge: “List things that take place everyday on the UNO campuses in 
your observation”. This challenge was used only to help the subjects get used to the 
software and its results were not counted in the analysis. The remaining six challenges 
were grouped into three blocks of two challenges. The blocks were different in the 
challenge difficulty levels and their order of appearance was randomized. The subject 
needed to work on each challenge for at least four minutes. After that, he/she could 
continue working on it for as long as he/she wanted, or switch to another challenge by 
clicking the “Done” button on the web page. The four minute condition was enforced 
through the “Done” button by the fact that it became clickable only after four minutes. 
This condition was to make sure that the subject had considered the challenge seriously 
before switching to another one. After the session, the participant was asked to report on 
their perceived challenge-skill balance and flow state, and some sustained engagement 
indicators (more details on these indicators in the “Measurements” section) 
corresponding to the time they worked on each of the challenge blocks. 
Clear and Immediate Feedback 
The purpose of the feedback manipulation is to make the subjects (not) feel that 
they are well-informed of their progress towards the task goal. Moreover, as flow state is 
a positive experience, the feedback scheme should be designed such that it encourages 
the participants to move forward. Towards these goals, in the “Feedback” treatment, the 
subjects were arranged to receive positive comments from the review panel on their 
contributions, and constant update about their relative progress compared to other 
participants. In the “No Feedback” condition, the subjects did not receive this 
information. Moreover, to make the subjects in the “No Feedback” condition have a 
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stronger sense of not being well-informed of their progress, in the instruction at the 
beginning of the session, they were introduced about the feedback channels. However, 
when they actually worked on the task, the feedback channels were visually marked as 
“Not available”. Details of the “Feedback” manipulation are as follows: 
Comments from the review panel - The various cases in which Csikszentmihalyi and 
colleagues found the existence of the flow state showed that people in flow could see the 
immediate impact of their actions (Csikszentmihalyi & Csikszentmihalyi, 1988). For 
example, an artist is able to see how each of his/her strokes impacts the quality of his/her 
painting. To simulate this condition in the experiment, I fabricated a number of 
comments from the review panel of the event to make the subjects feel that their 
contributions are making instant impact. Moreover, the comments were positive and 
encouraging so as not to prevent the subjects going into the flow state. To ensure that the 
treatment is consistent across participants in the “Feedback” group, the same comments 
showed up at the same moments in the session. Specifically, 
o At the 2nd minute of the 3rd challenge when the subject has submitted at least 5 
contributions, the system shows “The review panel is looking at your 
contributions and says your contributions are relevant. Good job!” 
o At the 3rd minute of the 5th challenge, the system shows “The review panel says 
they are intrigued by some of your contributions”. 
o At the 2nd minute of the 7th challenge, the system shows “The review panel says 
they have identified three of your ideas to be recommended to the Chancellor”.  
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Progress Bar – Another channel for instant feedback on the subjects’ performance is the 
progress bar, which shows how much the subjects have contributed compared to other 
participants in the community. The visual interface of the progress bar is as below: 
 
Figure 4: The Progress Bar 
The progress bar is divided into the three regions: “The Average”, “Among the 
Top”, and “Super”. The more contributions the subject submits, the further he/she 
progresses towards the more “prestigious” region. Every time the subject submits a 
contribution, his/her progress is updated based on the formula: 
• Red Area Progress = (Red Length/AVG)* (Accumulated Words) 
• Yellow Area Progress = (Yellow Length/AVG) * (Accumulated Words - AVG) 
• Green Area Progress = (Green Length/AVG) * (Accumulated Words - 2*AVG) 
Where:  
• Red/Yellow/Green Length -The lengths of the red, yellow, green regions.  
• AVG = 70 words – This is the average number of words the participants have 
contributed in a previous pilot study. 
The ratio of the lengths of the red, yellow, and green regions is 5:3:2 respectively. 
Therefore, visually the participant will see fast progress at the beginning (the red area), 
then slower towards the end. This friction is to create a sense of challenge for those who 
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want to be at the top. Moreover, the performance progress is on per challenge basis. That 
is, when the subject starts a new challenge, the progress bar is refreshed. This 
arrangement, rather than the accumulated progress over the whole session, was used to 
avoid the influence of the challenge order on the subject’s progress in the progress bar, 
which consequently may influence his/her engagement. 
In principle, the idea of the progress bar is to show how the subject’s performance 
is compared to other participants.  For this purpose, a much simpler scheme is just to 
show the average contributions by other participants and that by the subject on the screen. 
However, a caveat of this scheme is that because the subject knows exactly how much 
he/she has to contribute in order to be equal or better than the average, it may cause 
negative influence to the subjects’ engagement. In particular, if the subject perceives that 
he/she cannot contribute as much, he/she may just stop contributing. In other direction, if 
he/she perceives that it is too easy for him/her to surpass the average, he/she may also 
stop contributing after contributing a bit more than the average.  
I argue that the proposed progress bar scheme is more advantageous than the 
above scheme for three reasons. First, it shows a visual progress, which is more intuitive 
than showing the direct numbers. Second, even though it shows how much more he/she 
needs to try to be in the more “prestigious” region, it does not show the exact amount of 
contributions the participant need to submit and therefore can avoid the problem with 
direct numbers mentioned above. Finally, the labels for the progress regions give the 
subjects the sense that they are progressing towards the better, and therefore provide a 
positive feedback overall.  
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Enhancing the Validity of the Eye-tracking Data 
In this experiment, the subjects’ ocular behaviors, i.e. eye movements and pupil 
size, were recorded and used as the physiological indicator of the flow state. A major 
challenge with this approach in terms of implementation, however, is the susceptibility of 
the eye tracking data to both the characteristics of the experiment subjects, and the visual 
setting of the testing environment.  
In terms of the experiment subjects’ characteristics, eye tracking data can be 
influenced by the physical conditions of the subjects. For example, people with droopy 
eyelids, downward eyelashes, or wearing mascara are not ideal subjects as these physical 
traits may cover their pupils and prevent the filming (Holmqvist et al., 2011). Ocular 
behaviors of people with mental problems such as schizophrenia, autism, phobias, eating 
disorder differ from those of normal people (Jansen et al., 2005, Klin et al., 2002, 
Loughland et al., 2002, Pflugshaupt et al., 2007). Consuming alcohol induces tunnel 
vision and missing important visual events (Buikhuisen, 1972). Fatigue can also alter a 
person’s eye movements (Marshall, 2007). In addition, a person’s cultural background 
can have a role in how he/she looks at things. For example, Chua et al. (2005) found that 
Americans looked more at the focal object while Chinese participants looked more at the 
scene background when they were required to look at the same naturalistic scene. 
In addition, eye tracking data can also be influenced by the visual context. For 
example, pupil dilation is susceptible to the illumination of the environment (Holmqvist 
et al., 2011; Marshall, 2007). Accidentally including people or faces in a stimulus picture 
while the focus of the study is not on them may be a problem, as these objects tend to 
catch people’s attention more than other figures (Holmqvist et al., 2011). Furthermore, 
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Tatler (2007) noted the central bias phenomenon, or people’s tendency to look at the 
centre of the monitor screen. Visual differences across experiment treatments may also 
threaten an experiment’s internal validity. To illustrate, Jennett et al. (2008) 
operationalized immersive game and non-immersive game conditions by requesting 
participants to either play Half-Life or click boxes on a computer screen. While the 
authors found different eye patterns in the two conditions, they acknowledged that the 
visual difference between the two tasks made direct comparison of these eye patterns 
invalid. Moreover, interactive features in computer interfaces such as scrolling bars or 
popup messages make fixations on the same position on a computer screen not 
necessarily indicate that people attend to the same target object (Jacob et al., 2003). 
To prevent the experiment pitfalls mentioned in the eye tracking literature, the 
following measures have been applied: 
Controlling for participant differences - As mentioned earlier, the differences in 
the subjects’ ocular patterns may come from the differences in their level of fatigue, 
country of origin. In the experiment, this information was collected and treated either as 
the variables to control for. Moreover the subjects were also asked if they had 
experienced schizophrenia, autism, phobias, or eating disorder so that if their answers 
were yes, their data would not be used for analysis. 
Maintaining a consistent and unobtrusive testing environment - All of the subjects 
performed the experiment task in the same physical setting as shown in the figure 5. This 
arrangement is to avoid the influence of the difference in the physical settings on the 
ocular patterns of the subjects. Moreover, the wall in front of the subject was 
intentionally left blank. It was to prevent undesired influence of visual backdrop on the 
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subjects’ eye behaviors. In addition, all 
experiment sessions were conducted in the 
same lighting condition to control for the 
effect of illumination on pupil size. Finally, 
external intrusion of the experimenter during 
the experiment sessions was kept at 
minimum, following advice from Mandryk et 
al. (2006). In particular, the subjects were 
asked to follow the instruction from a tutorial 
video to proceed until the end of the session 
and contact the experimenter only when they had technical problems. 
Maintaining consistent visual stimuli within a treatment - In this experiment, it 
was assumed that the computer screen remained static while the subjects were working 
on the experiment task. To ensure this condition and subsequently facilitate the 
interpretation of the eye-tracking data, a number of technical measures were 
implemented. For instance, the web page was designed such that all the visual 
components were of fixed sizes and placed only within the view of the computer screen. 
Moreover, the scrollbar for the whole web page was disabled so that the subjects could 
not change the whole scene by scrolling up and down the page. Instead, to present 
overflowed content, such as the idea list, we used local frames with local scrollbars (see 
figure 6). Moreover, all the web-browser short-cut keys relating to shifting web pages 
backward/forward or scrolling up/down were disabled to prevent the subjects from 
changing the scene by accident. 
Figure 5: Eye-tracking Station 
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Figure 6: Local Scrollbars for Consistent Visual Interface 
Maintaining consistent visual stimuli across treatments - To make the ocular 
patterns between the “Feedback” and “No Feedback” conditions comparable, the web 
interfaces were kept almost exactly the same across the two conditions. The visual 
components of the feedback manipulation, i.e. the notification box and the progress bar, 
also existed in the “No Feedback” condition. However, unlike the “Feedback” condition, 
no messages would appear in the notification box and the performance progress was 
marked “Not Available” (see Figure 7). As mentioned earlier, this arrangement is also to 
enhance the subjects’ sense of not being given feedback in the “No Feedback” condition. 
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Figure 7: Visual components of the Feedback scheme in the “Feedback” and “No 
Feedback” conditions 
Preventing visual bias - To test the hypothesis that the flow state is associated 
with more gaze time on the task-related areas than the non-task related areas, a number of 
task-irrelevant visual components were embedded in the experiment page, including the 
social networking bar and the scenic images (see Figure 6). It is important to emphasize 
that the components were intended to be task-irrelevant, but not to distract the subjects 
moving in the flow state. Therefore, static scenic images, rather than pictures of people or 
stimulating content, were used to make the components visually neutral. Moreover, the 
components were placed at the corners, instead of the center of the screen to avoid central 
bias phenomenon, i.e. the tendency to look at the center of the screen, as noted in (Tatler, 
2007). 
Measurements 
Main constructs 
User engagement measurement 
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As defined earlier, user engagement refers to the intensity, sustainability and 
variety of voluntary and tangible effort online users devote to what are requested in an 
open collaboration initiative. In the context of this experiment, it is measured as follows:  
- Intensity: The intensity dimension is measured by the number of words of all the 
relevant ideas a subject generates within the experiment session. The number of 
words of the ideas, instead of the number of ideas, is used because the higher level 
challenges in the experiment might require more text to answer properly. The 
relevance of the ideas to the experiment task was qualitatively evaluated on two 
criteria (1) whether the ideas directly addressed the challenges and (2) the ideas 
responding to a single challenge are not verbatim copies of one another. 
- Sustainability: In a real-life context, the sustainability dimension should be evaluated 
by the spread of a participant’s contributions over time. However, in the experiment, 
this condition was limited by the fact that the subject participated only once and in a 
finite time. Therefore, this dimension was assessed instead by the subjects’ 
willingness to spend more time on the task and their intention to participate in the 
activities that are organized in a similar way in the future. The questionnaires to 
measure the two variables were self-created and listed below. 
Willingness to spend more time (7-point scale) 
1. With the challenges this difficult and the experience I have had, I would have 
been willing to continue working on this task for another 15 minutes. 
2. With the challenges this difficult and the experience I have had, I would have 
been willing to spend more time on it. 
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3. With the challenges this difficult and the experience I have had, I would rather 
stop working on it as soon as I can. 
Intention to participate in similar activities (7-point scale) 
1. If you are invited to continue participating in the real-life event of this topic, how 
likely is it that you will if it is organized in the way you have experienced? 
2. If you are invited to continue participating in the real-life event of this topic, are 
you willing to return to it if it is organized in the way you have experienced? 
3. If you are invited to continue participating in the real-life event of this topic, will 
you decline the invitation? 
- Variety: As in this experiment task, the participants are requested to perform only 
one action type, i.e. contributing ideas, the variety dimension is not evaluated. 
Flow state measurement 
The flow state was measured through three sources: 
- Self-report measures of the participants’ flow state:  To capture the flow state 
through self-report, the 36-item Flow State Scale developed by Jackson and 
colleagues (Jackson & Eklund, 2002, 2004; Jackson & Marsh, 1996) has been 
recognized the most psychometrically sound and popularly used in the flow literature 
(Montena, 2012). However, in circumstances where the flow state needs to be 
measured multiple times or in large-scale projects that include many measures, a 
shorter version of the scale, known as the Flow Short, is preferred (Martin & Jackson, 
2008). The Flow Short Scale includes the nine items that are the most representative 
to the nine dimensions of flow out of the 36 items in the Flow State Scale. It has been 
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reported to have good internal reliability (0.73-0.84) in various contexts as work, 
sports and music (Martin & Jackson, 2008).  
Due to its reported soundness and administrative convenience, the Flow Short Scale 
was used in this experiment. Moreover, as mentioned in the theoretical section, I 
considered the constituents of flow included only six dimensions- merging of action 
and awareness, concentration, control, distorted time experience, loss of self 
consciousness, and autotelic nature, while the other three dimensions as clear goal, 
challenge-skill balance, and feedback are antecedents. Therefore, only six items (5-
point scale) corresponding to the six dimensions in the Flow Short Scale were used, 
which are: 
1. I do things spontaneously and automatically without having to think. 
2. I am completely focused on the task at hand. 
3. I have a feeling of total control.  
4. I am not worried about what others may be thinking of me. 
5. The way time passes seems to be different from normal. 
6. The experience is extremely rewarding. 
- Time spent on each block of challenges- As one of the flow dimensions is a 
distorted time experience, I evaluated this dimension objectively by the time the 
subjects work on the challenges. Specifically, it is expected that the more time 
participants spend on the challenges beyond the 4 minutes, the more they are in the 
flow state. 
- Eye tracking data- As argued in the theoretical section, it is expected that the flow 
state is associated with (1) larger proportion of gaze time on the task-related visual 
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areas than non-task related visual areas; (2) longer fixation durations; and (3) more 
pupil dilation. This ocular information was captured during the experiment session 
and correlated with other sources of flow state measurement. 
Measurement of the predictors 
As described earlier, the purpose of the experiment manipulations is to invoke 
different states of perceived challenge-skill balance and clear and immediate feedback. 
To validate the effects of these manipulations, I measured the subjects’ perceived 
challenge-skill balance, perceived clear and immediate feedback using the items 
corresponding to the constructs from Jackson & Eklund’s (2004) Flow State Scale. 
Moreover, since Jackson & Eklund’s (2004) instrument only measures whether 
participants perceives more or less challenge-skill balance, but not whether the challenge 
is above or below the skill, I used an additional single item scale from (Keller et al., 
2011) to inquire this information. The scales are listed as below: 
Perceived challenge-skill balance (5-point scale, Cronbach’s alpha = 0.87) (from 
Jackson & Eklund, 2004) 
1. I was challenged, but I believed my skills would allow me to meet the challenge. 
2. My abilities matched the high challenge of the situation. 
3. I felt I was competent enough to meet the high demands of the situation. 
4. The challenge and my skills were at an equally high level. 
Perceived challenge-skill balance (7-point scale) (from Keller et al., 2011) 
1. Please indicate the degree to which the demands of the task were too low or too 
high for you on a scale ranging from (1) too low to (7) too high. 
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Perceived clear and immediate feedback (5-point scale, Cronbach’s alpha = 0.74) (from 
Jackson & Eklund, 2004) 
1. It was clear to me how my performance was going. 
2. I was aware of how well I was performing. 
3. I had a good idea while I was performing about how well I was doing. 
4. I could tell by the way I was performing how well I was doing. 
Control Variables 
In this experiment, the “clear goal” condition was treated as a control variable i.e. 
all treatments had the same task. Moreover, the perceived clear goal was also measured 
and controlled for in the data analysis. Other variables to be controlled for include 
interest in task, computer self-efficacy and fatigue. The level of fatigue was measured 
both before and after the experiment session to take into account the influence of the 
experiment process on the subjects’ fatigue. Besides, some demographic information as 
age, college year, gender, study major, and country of origin were also captured and 
controlled for. The questionnaires, along with their sources, are as below: 
Perceived clear goal (5-point scale, Cronbach’s alpha = 0.8) (from Jackson & Eklund, 
2004) 
1. I knew clearly what I wanted to do. 
2. I had a strong sense of what I wanted to do. 
3. I knew what I wanted to achieve. 
4. My goals were clearly defined. 
Interest in task (5-point scale, Cronbach’s alpha = 0.93) (from Hirt et al., 1996; Murray 
et al., 1990) 
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1. Contributing ideas on how to improve UNO is interesting. 
2.  If asked to come up with ideas on how to improve UNO, I would be happy to do 
it. 
3. It is hard for me to get really involved with the task of contributing ideas on how 
to improve UNO. 
4. I am willing to contribute ideas on how to improve UNO. 
Computer self-efficacy (5-point scale, Cronbach’s alpha = 0.94) (from Torkzadeh & 
Koufteros 1994)  
I feel confident: 
1. calling up a data file to view on a monitor screen. 
2. using the computer to write a letter or essay. 
3. entering and saving data (numbers or words) in a file. 
4. moving the cursor around the monitor screen. 
5. making selections from an on-screen menu. 
6. escaping/exiting from a program or software. 
7. working on a personal computer (microcomputer).  
8. storing software correctly. 
 Fatigue (Ikehara & Crosby 2005) 
1. Do you feel alert or fatigued right now? 
Procedure 
Each experiment session had only one subject and proceeded as follows. Upon 
arrival, the subjects were asked to sign the consent form and fill in an online 
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questionnaire on their demographics, interest in the task, computer self-efficacy, and 
fatigue level. They were also given an experiment code that randomly assigned them to 
one of the two “Feedback” treatment groups. Next, they were led to the computer station 
where they would work on the experiment task. They were informed that during the 
session, their eye movements would be recorded. Next, the eye calibration was 
performed. After that, the subjects were asked to watch a video tutorial1 and followed its 
instruction to proceed next. As mentioned earlier, to enhance the “authenticity” of the 
experiment context, the tutorial emphasized that the subject was going to work on an 
actual task that had been live for a while. Next, the subjects were left alone to perform the 
task until they finished all the challenges. After the subjects finished working `on the 
task, they were requested to fill out an online questionnaire on their perceived goal 
clarity, perceived challenge-skill balance, perceived clear and immediate feedback, flow 
state, willingness to spend more time, and intention to participate in similar activities, and 
fatigue level. Out of these constructs, the perceived challenge-skill balance, flow state, 
willingness to spend more time, and intention to participate in similar activities were 
measured three times corresponding to three levels of challenges. Finally, the subjects 
were debriefed on the purpose of the study and the manipulations. They were also 
requested not to disclose the information to other people. 
  
                                                 
1 The tutorial is available at www.youtube.com/embed/pZkrWUXziR4 
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V. DATA ANALYSIS AND RESULTS 
Overall, the structure of the experiment is equivalent to a 3x2 mixed factorial 
design i.e. one 3-level within-subject factor and one 2-level between-subject factor. The 
challenge-skill balance is the within-subject factor, with each subject working on all three 
levels of challenge difficulty in his/her session. The feedback is the between-subject 
factor, with the subjects randomly assigned to either “Feedback” or “No Feedback” 
groups. To attain the statistical power of 0.8 (Baroudi & Orlikowski 1989) in this 
experiment structure, forty students from the University of Nebraska at Omaha were 
recruited. This sample size was determined based on the output of GPower, an a priori 
power analysis software tool (Faul et al. 2007). Moreover, the fact that the recruited 
participants were UNO students was to ensure that the participants were capable of 
responding to the experiment task requests. 
 The data analysis on this data set is presented in three main parts. First, in the 
“Descriptive Statistics” section, the data characteristics are described, including the 
demographic information and report on the measurement reliability. Second, in the 
“Manipulation Check” section, the effect of the manipulations on perceived challenge-
skill balance and feedback was validated. Finally, the “Hypotheses Testing” section 
presents the results of a series of standard regression analyses and mediation tests aiming 
at finding supports for the proposed hypotheses on the relationships between challenge-
skill balance, feedback, flow state, user engagement, and eye movements.  
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Descriptive Statistics of Self-Report Data  
 The 40 subjects were equally assigned to the “Feedback” and “No Feedback” 
groups. All subjects were business students. However, they were varied in terms of 
education level, with the junior and senior students taking 72.5% of the sample size (see 
Figure 8 for the sample distribution by college year). Moreover, the sample was virtually 
equal in terms of gender distribution, with 19 males and 21 females. As for the country of 
origin, 36 subjects were from the US, one from Togo, one from Spain, one from 
Germany, and one from South Korea. The age range of the sample was quite broad, 
spreading from 19 to 58 years old. However, 50% of the sample was within the 19 to 21 
years old range (see Figure 9 for the sample distribution by age). None of the subjects 
reported having experienced schizophrenia, autism, phobias, or eating disorders and 
therefore their eye tracking data were deemed eligible for analysis. 
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 The Cronbach’s alpha of the self-report multi-item measurement scales were 
calculated using SPSS v.21 to check for their internal consistency. The calculation was 
done over the sample size of 40 experiment subjects. For the variables that were 
measured for three times corresponding to the three challenge levels i.e. challenge-skill 
balance, flow short scale, willing to spend more time, and intention to participate in a 
similar event, the Cronbach’s alpha was calculated over 120 data points (40 participants x 
3 measurement times). The table 3 lists the instruments and their Cronbach’s alpha. The 
result showed that except for the flow short scale (marked in bold in the table 3), all of 
the instruments had an acceptable level of internal consistency, with the Cronbach’s 
alpha ranging from 0.74 to 0.96 (Nunnally, 1978). 
Measurement Instrument The Cronbach’s alpha (Sample Size) 
Interest in Task 0.74 (N = 40) 
Computer Self-Efficiency 0.76 (N = 40) 
Clear Goal 0.77 (N = 40) 
Feedback 0.96 (N = 40) 
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Challenge-Skill Balance  
(items from Jackson & Eklund, 2004) 
0.78 (N = 120) 
Flow Short Scale 0.33 (N = 120) 
Willing to spend more time 0.79 (N = 120) 
Intention to participate in similar event 0.87 (N = 120) 
Table 3: Cronbach’s Alpha of the Self-Report Measurement Instruments 
 For the measurement scales that had acceptable Cronbach’s alphas, the average 
scores of the scales’ items were taken and used in further statistical analyses. As for the 
Flow Short Scale, the very low Cronbach’s alpha indicated that on this data set, the 
individual items of the scale did not converge towards a higher-order latent construct i.e. 
the holistic flow state, and therefore the average score of these items would not represent 
the flow state intensity. However, as mentioned in the “Research Method” section, the six 
items in the scale represented the six theoretical dimensions of the flow state, which were 
merging of action and awareness, concentration, control, loss of self-consciousness, time 
distortion, and autotelic experience. Each of these dimensions, I argue, is already a 
desirable psychological state for crowdsourcing engagement by itself. Therefore, for the 
subsequent statistical analyses, I treated the six flow dimensions as separate variables and 
examined whether any of them had a mediating role in the relationships between 
challenge-skill balance, feedback and user engagement. 
Eye-Tracking Data 
 As for the eye-tracking data, out of the 40 experiment subjects, only 29 had their 
eye movements successfully recorded. The data of the other 11 subjects were rejected 
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either because some technical problems with the eye-tracking system occurred during the 
experiment sessions or the subjects looked at the keyboard when typing by habit. 
Therefore, for all the analyses related to eye-tracking data, we worked with the sample 
size of 29 subjects only. 
 The eye-tracking data were recorded with a Tobii X2-60 (60Hz) eye tracker. The 
raw data, including the X and Y coordinates of the eye gaze (gaze data points), left/right 
pupil sizes, and their corresponding timestamps, were further processed with OGAMA 
v.4.4, an eye-movement analysis software (Voßkühler et al., 2008) to calculate fixations. 
A fixation refers to a series of successive gaze points residing approximately in the same 
location, conforming to predefined temporal and spatial threshold criteria (Recarte & 
Nunes, 2000). The fixations were detected using a dispersion-type algorithm published 
by LC Technologies (Voßkühler et al., 2008), with the fixation detection radius set at 20 
pixels, and minimum number of gaze points to be considered a fixation set at 5.  
 In order to test the hypotheses on the association between eye movements and the 
flow state, the following eye-metrics were collected: 
- Average pupil size of the left and right eyes: As I hypothesized a positive 
relationship between the flow state and pupil dilation, the subjects’ pupil sizes were 
recorded. 
- Fixation time/Session time: The flow state was proposed to be associated with 
longer fixation duration in a session. To test this hypothesis, the ratio of total fixation 
time to the session time was calculated. This metric was used instead of the absolute 
fixation time to adjust for the difference in the time the subjects spent on task. 
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- Fixation duration mean: This metric was derived by taking the average of the 
duration of all fixations recorded in a session. This metric was used as another 
evidence to support the association between the flow state and fixation time. 
- Average saccade length (px): This metric was generated by the software Ogama 
v.4.4 (Voßkühler et al., 2008). Average saccade length refers to the mean of all 
lengths of the straight line connections between two consecutive fixations. I expected 
that when a participant was not in flow, his/her eyes would move around a lot and 
therefore have longer average saccade length. 
- Average saccade velocity (px/s): This metric was generated by the software Ogama 
v.4.4. Average saccade velocity was calculated as the mean of all saccades 
length/time span values. For the same reason for the saccade length, I expected that 
the flow state would be negatively associated with average saccade velocity. 
- AOI fixation time/session time: Lastly, to test the hypothesis that the flow state is 
associated with larger proportion of gaze time on the task-related visual areas than 
non-task related visual areas, I calculated the ratio of total fixation time in all AOIs 
(Area of Interests) to the session time. The areas of interest were the regions of the 
web interface that were relevant to the task, which are the Notification Box, 
Performance Box, Title Box, Input Box, Challenge Box, and Idea Box (see figure 10). 
It was expected that the higher the flow state, the higher the ratio. 
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Figure 8: Areas of Interest (AOIs) on the Website Interface 
Manipulation Check 
Validating the manipulation of the challenge-skill balance  
 It was expected that the level-1 challenges were below the skill of most subjects; 
level-2 challenges were equal; and the level-3 were above. To validate this effect of the 
challenges, I ran the repeated measures ANOVA using SPSS v.21 to determine if there 
were significant differences in the perceived challenge-skill balance across the three 
levels of challenge difficulty. The perceived challenge-skill balance, as introduced in the 
“Research Method” section, was measured by two instruments – the four-item scale from 
(Jackson & Eklund, 2004) and the single-item scale from (Keller et al., 2011). The 
instrument by Jackson & Eklund (2004) measured whether the subjects perceived more 
or less challenge-skill balanced on a 5-point scale. The higher the score, the more 
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balanced the subjects perceived. In contrast, the instrument by Keller et al. (2011) 
requested the subjects to compare the challenges with their own skill on a 7-point scale. 
On this scale, a score of 4 meant challenge was equal to skill; less than 4 (1 to 3) meant 
below; and more than 4 (5 to 7) meant above.  Due to the interpretation difference 
between the two instruments, I ran two separate repeated measures ANOVAs (α = 0.05) – 
one with the average score of the items from the Jackson & Eklund’s (2004) scale as the 
dependent variable, and the other one with the scores from Keller et al.’s (2011) scale.  
 As for the Jackson & Eklund’s perceived challenge-skill balance scores, it was 
expected that they were the highest at the level-2 challenge condition, and lower at the 
level-1 and level-3 challenge conditions, as the subjects should perceive the challenges 
were either too low or too high for them at the level-1 and level-3 challenges. The 
repeated measures ANOVA result showed that there was indeed a statistically significant 
difference in perceived challenge-skill balance across the three levels of challenge 
difficulty (F(2,78) = 4.99, p = 0.009,η2=0.11). A Bonferroni post-hoc test further 
revealed that perceived challenge-skill balance at the level-2 challenges was statistically 
significantly higher than that at the level-1 challenges (0.30±0.10, p = 0.014). Moreover, 
perceived challenge-skill challenge at the level-2 challenges were also higher than that at 
the level-3 challenges, but not statistically significant (0.06± 0.91, p = 1.000).  There was 
no statistically significant difference in the perceived challenge-skill balance between the 
level-3 challenges and the level-1 challenges (0.24± 0.11, p = 0.106).  
 As for the Keller et al.’s perceived challenge-skill balance scores, it was expected 
that the scores rated at the level-1 challenges would be below 4, at the level-2 challenges 
equal to 4, and at the level-3 challenges larger than 4. The descriptive statistics calculated 
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at each challenge level condition confirmed this pattern somewhat. On average, the level 
1 challenges were rated as below skill (M=3.7, SD = 1.2), while level 2 and level 3 
challenges were rated as above skill, and the level 3 was rated more above skill than the 
level 2 (M=4.3, SD=0.91 at level 2; and M=4.6, SD=0.85 at level 3). Moreover, the 
repeated measures ANOVA result showed that the difference in Keller et al.’s scores 
across three levels of challenges were statistically significant (F(2,78) = 11.24, p < 
0.001,η2=0.22). However, the Bonferroni post-hoc test further showed that this 
significant difference was only between the level 1 and level 2 (-0.58±0.19, p=0.015) and 
between level 1 and level 3 (-0.83±0.19, p<0.001), but not between the level 2 and level 3 
(-0.25±0.15, p=0.29).  
 Overall, the statistical result confirmed that the challenges successfully 
manipulated the perceived challenge-skill balance. However, the difference in perceived 
challenge-skill balance induced by the level 2 challenges and level 3 challenges was not 
statistically distinct. 
Validating the manipulation of the feedback 
 To check for the feedback manipulation, I ran an independent sample t-test (α = 
0.05) comparing the perceived immediate and clear feedback between the “Feedback” 
and “No Feedback” groups. The result showed that there was a statistically significant 
higher perceived feedback in the “Feedback” than in the “No Feedback” condition (t(38) 
= 3.19, p = 0.003). Therefore, the feedback condition was successfully manipulated. 
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Hypotheses Testing 
Eye Movements and Flow State 
 In the theoretical development section, it was proposed that the flow state was 
associated with (1) larger proportion of gaze time on the task-related visual areas than 
non-task related visual areas; (2) longer fixation durations; and (3) bigger pupil size. To 
test these hypotheses, I calculated the Pearson’s correlations between the self reported six 
flow dimensions, the time the subjects spent on the challenges and the eye-tracking 
metrics with SPSS v. 21. The results are presented in the table 4 below.  
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 Merging of 
action and 
awareness 
Concentration Control Loss of Self-
Consciousness 
Time 
Distortion 
Autotelic 
Experience 
Time spent 
on 
challenges 
AOI Fixation 
Time/Session 
Time 
-.284** .213* .130 .102 .109 .220* .044 
Left Pupil Size .369** .007 .070 .084 -.166 .177 -.168 
Right Pupil Size .406** .012 .081 -.017 -.144 .228* -.096 
Fixation 
Duration Mean 
-.139 -.062 .050 -.156 .125 .159 .043 
Fixation 
Time/Session 
Time 
-.243* .155 .086 .111 .103 .162 -.042 
Average Saccade 
Length 
.031 .045 -.104 .151 -.184 -.460** -.224* 
Average Saccade 
Velocity 
-.239* .230* .003 .349** .023 -.216* -.225* 
**. Correlation is significant at 0.01 level 
*. Correlation is significant at 0.05 level 
Table 4: Correlation between the Self-Reported Flow Indicators and Eye-tracking Metrics 
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 The table 4 showed that there were a number of statistically significant 
correlations between the self-reported flow indicators and eye-tracking metrics. In 
particular, the ratio of AOI fixation time to session time was positively correlated with 
concentration (r = 0.213, p = 0.047) and autotelic experience (r = 0.220, p = 0.040), but 
surprisingly had a negative correlation with merging of action and awareness (r = -0.284, 
p = 0.008). As for the pupil size, both right and left eyes had a significantly positive 
correlations with merging of action and awareness (r = 0.369, p < 0.001 for the left eye; r 
= 0.406, p < 0.001 for the right eye). Moreover, right pupil size was also positively 
correlated with autotelic experience (r = 0.228, p = 0.034). The association between the 
flow state and fixation duration was evaluated through the fixation duration mean and the 
fixation time/session time ratio. As the table 4 showed, fixation duration mean was not 
significantly correlated with any of the self-report flow indicators. In addition, fixation 
time/session time ratio was found negatively correlated with merging of action and 
awareness (r = -0.243, p = 0.023), which was surprising. Finally, average saccade length 
and average saccade velocity were found to be negatively correlated with autotelic 
experience (r = -0.460, p < 0.001 for the average saccade length; r = -0.216, p = 0.044 for 
the average saccade velocity) and time spent on challenges (r = -0.224, p = 0.037 for the 
average saccade length; r = -0.225, p = 0.036 for the average saccade velocity). 
Moreover, average saccade velocity was also found to be negatively correlated with 
merging of action and awareness (r = -0.239, p = 0.026). 
Challenge-Skill Balance, Feedback and Flow 
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 In the theoretical development section, it was proposed that enabling the 
challenge-skill balance and clear and immediate feedback would invoke the flow state 
(H1 and H2). The flow state, as mentioned earlier, was evaluated through self-reported 
data on the six dimensions of the flow state, the time the subjects spent on each challenge 
level, and the seven eye tracking metrics. Consequently, it was expected that an increase 
in perceived challenge-skill balance and feedback would result in an increase in the 
perception of the six flow dimensions, and the time the subjects spent on the challenges. 
Moreover, it was hypothesized that the flow state was associated with more gaze time on 
the stimuli relevant to the task, larger pupil dilation, and more fixation time. Therefore, it 
was also expected that perceived challenge-skill balance and feedback would be 
positively related to a higher ratio of fixation time on AOI over session time, higher ratio 
of fixation time over session time, and larger pupil dilation. In addition, I also explored 
the relationships between challenge-skill balance and feedback, and average saccade 
length and saccade velocity. As flow was hypothesized to be associated with more 
fixation time, it was expected that it would be negatively associated with saccade length 
and saccade velocity.  
 To test these hypotheses, a series of standard multiple regression analyses was 
conducted using SPSS v. 21, with each flow indicator being the dependent variable in a 
single regression, and the perceived challenge-skill balance and the perceived feedback as 
the two independent variables. Moreover, the variables as clear goal, interest in task, age, 
college year, fatigue, gender, and computer self-efficiency were included in the 
regression models to control for their effects. The analysis results are shown in the table 5 
below. The dependent variable and model fit information (R, R2, Adjusted R2, F and p 
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values) for each regression were presented in a single row and marked in grey. It was 
followed by information on how much challenge-skill balance and feedback contributed 
as the predictors in the model (B, Std. Error, β, t and p values). The coefficients of the 
controlled variables were excluded in the table to make it easier for the readers to 
examine the results of the main relationships. For the full presentation of the results, 
please refer to the appendix B.  
 The results showed that perceived challenge-skill balance and feedback had 
statistically significant effect on a number of flow indicators. In particular, increased 
perceived challenge-skill balance significantly increased concentration (B = 0.297, Std. 
Error = 0.106, β = 0.290, t = 2.795, p = 0.006), sense of control (B = 0.508, Std. Error = 
0.157, β = 0.307, t = 3.234, p = 0.002), and loss of self-consciousness (B =0.317, Std. 
Error =0.188, β = 0.169, t = 1.690, p = 0.094-significant at α = 0.1). Surprisingly, 
perceived feedback had a significantly negative influence on loss of self-consciousness 
(B = -0.299, Std. Error = 0.131, β = -0.270, t = -2.280, p = 0.025), even though positively 
influenced sense of time distortion (B = 0.427, Std. Error = 0.134, β = 0.383, t = 3.186, p 
= 0.002). Finally, both challenge-skill balance and feedback significantly and positively 
contribute to higher sense of autotelic experience (B = 0.653, Std. Error = 0.176, β = 
0.346, t = 3.701, p < 0.001 for challenge-skill balance, and (B = 0.354, Std. Error = 
0.123, β = 0.319, t = 2.872, p = 0.005 for feedback). 
 As for the eye-tracking data analysis result, the analysis result showed partial 
support for the positive association between perceived challenge-skill balance and the 
ratio of fixation time on AOIs over session time (B = 0.064, Std. Error = 0.038, β = 
0.204, t = 1.674, p = 0.098-significant at α = 0.1). It also showed that increased perceived 
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feedback significantly contributed to the increased pupil size (B =0.177, Std. Error = 
0.085, β = 0.252, t = 2.074, p = 0.041 for the left eye, and B = 0.232, Std. Error = 0.082, 
β = 0.325, t = 2.832, p = 0.006 for the right eye), but negatively related to average 
saccade length (B = -0.148, Std. Error = 0.075, β = -0.258, t = -1.978, p = 0.052-
significant at α = 0.1). 
Dependent Variable: Merging of action and awareness 
R = 0.399, R2 = 0.159, Adjusted R2 = 0.09, F(9,110) = 2.310, p = 0.02* 
Predictor B Std. 
Error 
β t Sig. 
Challenge-skill Balance -0.56 0.185 -0.31 -0.304 0.762 
Feedback 0.097 0.129 0.091 0.750 0.455 
Dependent Variable: Concentration 
R = 0.379, R2 = 0.144, Adjusted R2 = 0.074, F(9,110) = 2.054, p = 0.04* 
Predictor B Std. 
Error 
β t Sig. 
Challenge-skill Balance 0.297 0.106 0.290 2.795 0.006** 
Feedback -0.14 0.074 -0.023 -0.187 0.852 
Dependent Variable:  Control 
R = 0.533, R2 = 0.284, Adjusted R2 = 0.225, F(9,110) = 4.844, p < 0.001** 
Predictor B Std. 
Error 
β t Sig. 
Challenge-skill Balance 0.508 0.157 0.307 3.234 0.002** 
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Feedback -0.174 0.110 -0.179 -1.589 0.115 
Dependent Variable:  Loss of self-consciousness  
R = 0.454, R2 = 0.207, Adjusted R2 = 0.142, F(9,110) = 3.181, p = 0.002** 
Predictor B Std. 
Error 
β t Sig. 
Challenge-skill Balance 0.317 0.188 0.169 1.690 0.094+ 
Feedback -0.299 0.131 -0.270 -2.280 0.025* 
Dependent Variable:  Time Distortion 
R = 0.425, R2 = 0.180, Adjusted R2 = 0.113, F(9,110) = 2.691, p = 0.007** 
Predictor B Std. 
Error 
β t Sig. 
Challenge-skill Balance -0.026 0.192 -0.014 -0.135 0.893 
Feedback 0.427 0.134 0.383 3.186 0.002** 
Dependent Variable:  Autotelic Experience 
R = 0.550, R2 = 0.302, Adjusted R2 = 0.245, F(9,110) = 5.288, p < 0.001** 
Predictor B Std. 
Error 
β t Sig. 
Challenge-skill Balance 0.653 0.176 0.346 3.701 < 0.001** 
Feedback 0.354 0.123 0.319 2.872 0.005** 
Dependent Variable: Log-Transformed Time spent on challenges  
R = 0.269, R2 = 0.072, Adjusted R2 = -0.007, F(9,105) = 0.912, p = 0.518 
Predictors B Std. β t Sig. 
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Error 
Challenge-skill Balance 0.009 0.023 0.044 0.391 0.697 
Feedback 0.014 0.016 0.112 0.851 0.397 
Dependent Variable: AOI Fixation Time/Session Time 
R = 0.549, R2 = 0.301, Adjusted R2 =0.220, F(9,77) = 3.690, p = 0.001** 
Predictors B Std. 
Error 
β t Sig. 
Challenge-skill Balance 0.064 0.038 0.204 1.674 0.098+ 
Feedback 0.016 0.024 0.081 0.656 0.514 
Dependent Variable: Left Pupil Size 
R = 0.565, R2 = 0.319, Adjusted R2 =0.239, F(9,77) = 4.002, p < 0.001** 
Predictors B Std. 
Error 
β t Sig. 
Challenge-skill Balance 0.003 0.135 0.003 0.022 0.982 
Feedback 0.177 0.085 0.252 2.074 0.041* 
Dependent Variable: Right Pupil Size 
R = 0.625, R2 = 0.391, Adjusted R2 =0.320, F(9,77) = 5.498, p < 0.001** 
Predictors B Std. 
Error 
β t Sig. 
Challenge-skill Balance 0.002 0.129 0.002 0.018 0.986 
Feedback 0.232 0.082 0.325 2.832 0.006** 
Dependent Variable: Fixation Duration Mean 
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R = 0.560, R2 = 0.313, Adjusted R2 =0.233, F(9,77) = 3.9, p < 0.001** 
Predictors B Std. 
Error 
β t Sig. 
Challenge-skill Balance 15.196 23.295 0.079 0.652 0.516 
Feedback 11.234 14.753 0.093 0.762 0.449 
Dependent Variable: Fixation Time/Session Time 
R = 0.534, R2 = 0.285, Adjusted R2 =0.202, F(9,77) = 3.414, p = 0.001** 
Predictors B Std. 
Error 
β t Sig. 
Challenge-skill Balance 0.031 0.034 0.113 0.920 0.361 
Feedback 0.016 0.022 0.092 0.738 0.463 
Dependent Variable: Average Saccade Length 
R = 0.378, R2 = 0.143, Adjusted R2 =0.042, F(9,77) = 1.422, p = 0.194 
Predictors B Std. 
Error 
β t Sig. 
Challenge-skill Balance -12.677 5.578 -0.307 -2.273 0.026* 
Feedback -5.073 3.532 -0.196 -1.436 0.155 
Dependent Variable: Average Saccade Velocity 
R = 0.462, R2 = 0.213, Adjusted R2 =0.121, F(9,77) = 2.319, p = 0.023* 
Predictors B Std. 
Error 
β t Sig. 
Challenge-skill Balance -0.056 0.119 -0.061 -0.475 0.636 
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Feedback -0.148 0.075 -0.258 -1.978 0.052+ 
**. Significant at 0.01 level 
*. Significant at 0.05 level 
+. Significant at 0.1 level 
Note: Clear goal, interest in task, age, college year, fatigue, gender, and computer self-
efficiency were included in the models as controlled variables, but not presented in the 
table. 
Table 5: Regression Analysis Result of Challenge-skill Balance and Feedback on the 
Flow State Indicators 
Flow and User Engagement 
 In this study, it was hypothesized that the flow state was positively associated 
with user engagement. Therefore, for the data analysis, it was expected that the flow 
indicators would positively relate to the three indicators of user engagement, which are 
the number of words generated, willing to spend more time, and intention to participate in 
a similar event. To test these relationships, standard multiple regressions were utilized, 
with the DVs being the three user engagement indicators, and the IVs were the flow 
indicators. The variables as clear goal, interest in task, age, college year, fatigue, gender, 
and computer self-efficiency were also included in the regression models to control for 
their effects. The results are presented in the tables 6 and 7, with the exclusion of the 
controlled variables for reading convenience. 
 As shown in the table 6, most of the self-reported six flow dimensions were not 
significantly related to the user engagement indicators. Autotelic experience, however, 
was the exception. Higher sense of autotelic experience was shown to significantly relate 
to higher number of words generated (B = 24.137, Std. Error = 8.304, β = 0.281, t = 
2.907, p = 0.004), increased willingness to spend more time (B = 0.576, Std. Error = 
0.108, β = 0.468, t = 5.360, p < 0.001), and higher intention to participate in a similar 
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event (B = 0.467, Std. Error = 0.117, β=0.368, t =4.001, p <0.001). In addition, merging 
of action and awareness was shown to significantly and positively relate to the number of 
words generated (B = 21.778, Std. Error = 8.867, β =0.242, t = 2.456, p = 0.016). 
Dependent Variable: Word Count 
R = 0.481, R2 = 0.232, Adjusted R2 =0.138, F(13,106) = 2.459, p = 0.006** 
Predictors B Std. 
Error 
β t Sig. 
Merging of action and 
awareness 
21.778 8.867 .242 2.456 .016* 
Concentration 22.001 15.611 .139 1.409 .162 
Control -8.057 9.924 -.082 -.812 .419 
Self-Consciousness -9.215 8.442 -.107 -1.092 .277 
Time Distortion 13.289 8.016 .155 1.658 .100 
Autotelic Experience 24.137 8.304 .281 2.907 .004* 
Dependent Variable: Willing to spend more time 
R = 0.612, R2 = 0.375, Adjusted R2 =0.298, F(13,106) = 4.885, p < 0.001** 
Predictors B Std. 
Error 
β t Sig. 
Merging of action and 
awareness 
-.081 .115 -.063 -.708 .480 
Concentration .137 .202 .060 .678 .499 
Control .138 .128 .099 1.076 .284 
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Self-Consciousness .125 .109 .101 1.144 .255 
Time Distortion .045 .104 .037 .431 .667 
Autotelic Experience .576 .108 .468 5.360 < .001** 
Dependent Variable: Intention to participate in a similar event 
R = 0.552, R2 = 0.304, Adjusted R2 =0.219, F(13,106) = 3.568, p < 0.001** 
Predictors B Std. 
Error 
β t Sig. 
Merging of action and 
awareness 
.095 .125 .071 .759 .449 
Concentration -.054 .219 -.023 -.248 .805 
Control .273 .139 .190 1.961 .053+ 
Self-Consciousness .172 .119 .135 1.451 .150 
Time Distortion -.089 .113 -.070 -.788 .433 
Autotelic Experience .467 .117 .368 4.001  <.001** 
**. Significant at 0.01 level 
*. Significant at 0.05 level 
+. Significant at 0.1 level 
Note: Clear goal, interest in task, age, college year, fatigue, gender, and computer self-
efficiency were included in the models as controlled variables, but not presented in the 
table. Please refer to the appendix C for the full result. 
Table 6: Regression Analysis Results of the Self-reported Flow State Dimensions on 
the User Engagement Indicators. 
 The table 7 presents the relationships between the eye-tracking metrics and the 
user engagement indicators. Among the significant results, average saccade length was 
shown to negatively contribute to the number of words generated (B =-2.676, Std. Error = 
0.615, β =-0.678, t= -4.350, p <0.001). Average saccade velocity was also shown to be 
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negatively related to intention to participate in a similar event (B = -0.739, Std. Error = 
0.442, β =-0.354, t = -1.671,p =0.099-significant at α =0.1). Surprisingly, the ratio of 
fixation time over session time was also negatively related to the number of words 
generated (B =-332.902, Std. Error =191.256, β = -0.562, t =-1.741, p = 0.086- significant 
at α =0.1).  
Dependent Variable: Word Count 
R = 0.692, R2 = 0.479, Adjusted R2 =0.378, F(14,72) = 4.735, p < 0.001** 
Predictors B Std. 
Error 
β t Sig. 
AOI Fixation Time/Session 
Time 
206.155 160.723 .395 1.283 .204 
Left Pupil Size 6.791 26.966 .047 .252 .802 
Right Pupil Size 8.257 28.862 .058 .286 .776 
Fixation Duration Mean -.014 .138 -.016 -.100 .921 
Fixation Time/Session Time -332.902 191.256 -.562 -1.741 .086+ 
Average Saccade Length -2.676 .615 -.678 -4.350 <.001** 
Average Saccade Velocity 24.156 32.133 .136 .752 .455 
Dependent Variable: Willing to spend more time 
R = 0.614, R2 = 0.376, Adjusted R2 =0.255, F(14,72) = 3.105, p < 0.001** 
Predictors B Std. 
Error 
β t Sig. 
AOI Fixation Time/Session 2.009 2.186 .310 .919 .361 
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Time 
Left Pupil Size .332 .367 .184 .906 .368 
Right Pupil Size -.505 .393 -.283 -1.287 .202 
Fixation Duration Mean -.003 .002 -.259 -1.446 .152 
Fixation Time/Session Time 1.022 2.602 .139 .393 .696 
Average Saccade Length -.012 .008 -.248 -1.457 .150 
Average Saccade Velocity -.583 .437 -.263 -1.333 .187 
Dependent Variable: Intention to participate in similar event 
R = 0.533, R2 = 0.284, Adjusted R2 =0.145, F(14,72) = 2.043, p = 0.026* 
Predictors B Std. 
Error 
β t Sig. 
AOI Fixation Time/Session 
Time 
-1.043 2.212 -.170 -.472 .639 
Left Pupil Size .224 .371 .131 .604 .548 
Right Pupil Size -.436 .397 -.259 -1.096 .277 
Fixation Duration Mean -.001 .002 -.105 -.545 .587 
Fixation Time/Session Time 2.328 2.632 .335 .884 .379 
Average Saccade Length .000 .008 -.007 -.036 .971 
Average Saccade Velocity -.739 .442 -.354 -1.671 .099+ 
**. Significant at 0.01 level 
*. Significant at 0.05 level 
+. Significant at 0.1 level  
Note: Clear goal, interest in task, age, college year, fatigue, gender, and computer self-
efficiency were included in the models as controlled variables, but not presented in the 
table. Please refer to the appendix D for the full result. 
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Table 7: Regression Analysis Results of the Eye-tracking Metrics on the User 
Engagement Indicators 
Predictors to User Engagement 
 While it was hypothesized that perceived challenge-skill balance and feedback 
influenced user engagement through the invocation of the flow state, the direct effects of 
the two constructs on user engagement were also examined using standard multiple 
regression analysis. The results, after controlling for the effects of the covariates, showed 
that both of the constructs did not have significant effects on the number of words the 
subject generated. Moreover, perceived feedback had a partially significant negative 
effect on willingness to spend more time (B = -0.148, Std. Error = 0.075, β = -0.258, t = -
1.978, p = 0.052-significant at α = 0.1). Perceived challenge-skill balance, in contrast, 
had a partially significant positive effect on the intention to participate in a similar event 
(B = 0.459, Std. Error = 0.248, β = 0.192, t = 1.849, p = 0.067-significant at α=0.1). The 
analysis results are presented in the table 8 below. 
Dependent Variable: Word Count 
R = 0.353, R2 = 0.125, Adjusted R2 =0.053, F(9,110) = 1.741, p = 0.088 
Predictors B Std. 
Error 
β t Sig. 
Challenge-skill Balance 18.310 16.967 .113 1.079 .283 
Feedback 10.459 11.844 .110 .883 .379 
Dependent Variable: Willing to spend more time  
R = 0.487, R2 = 0.237, Adjusted R2 =0.174, F(9,110) = 3.793, p < 0.001** 
Predictors B Std. β t Sig. 
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Error 
Challenge-skill Balance -0.056 0.119 -0.061 -0.475 0.636 
Feedback -0.148 0.075 -0.258 -1.978 0.052+ 
Dependent Variable: Intention to participate in similar event  
R = 0.378, R2 = 0.143, Adjusted R2 =0.073, F(9,110) = 2.042, p = 0.041* 
Predictors B Std. 
Error 
β t Sig. 
Challenge-skill Balance .459 .248 .192 1.849 .067+ 
Feedback -.097 .173 -.069 -.560 .577 
**. Significant at 0.01 level 
*. Significant at 0.05 level 
+. Significant at 0.1 level  
Note: Clear goal, interest in task, age, college year, fatigue, gender, and computer self-
efficiency were included in the models as controlled variables, but not presented in the 
table. 
Table 8: Regression Analysis Results of Challenge-skill Balance and Feedback on 
the User Engagement Indicators 
Mediation Testing 
 In this study, it was hypothesized that the 
influence of challenge-skill balance and feedback on 
user engagement was mediated through the flow 
state. Therefore, it was expected that each of the six 
flow dimensions would serve as a mediator between 
challenge-skill balance and feedback and user 
engagement indicators. To test these relationships, I conducted a series of mediation tests 
using the bootstrapping method (Preacher & Hayes, 2004, 2008). In the remainder of this 
Figure 9: Mediator Model  
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section, the mediation testing procedure is explained, followed by the presentation and 
interpretation of the results. 
 In principle, the relationships between a predictor X, a mediator M and an 
outcome Y can be represented as the model shown in the figure 11. Assuming that M 
mediates the relationship between X and Y, the total effect of X on Y, represented by the 
coefficient c, can be broken down into two components. One component is the direct 
effect c’, which is the effect of X on Y independent of M. The other component is the 
indirect effect of X on Y through M, or the mediation effect. This effect is calculated as 
the product of the effect of X on M, represented by the coefficient a, and the effect of M 
on Y, represented by the coefficient b. The coefficients c, c’, a, and b are related to one 
another through the formula: c = c’ + ab (Hayes, 2009). M is said to fully mediate the 
effect of X on Y if c’ is equal to zero, or partially mediate the relationship if c’ is not. 
 To confirm the statistical significance of the mediation effect, there have been a 
number of approaches. In the past, the most popular one has been that proposed by Baron 
& Kenny (1989). According to the approach, M is considered the mediator between X 
and Y if a and b paths are statistically significant and c’ is closer to zero than c. The 
procedure, despite its popularity, has been criticized for only inferring the statistical 
significance of the indirect effect ab through the statistical significance of its component 
paths a, b (Hayes, 2009). Therefore, the approach was often used in companion with the 
Sobel test (Sobel, 1982, 1986) which uses “the ratio of ab to its standard error as the test 
statistic for testing the null hypothesis that the true indirect effect is equal to zero, with 
the p value derived from the standard normal distribution” (Hayes, 2009). A major 
shortcoming of the Sobel test, however, is that it requires the sampling distribution of ab 
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to be normal, which is hard to achieve (Hayes, 2009). To avoid this constraint of the 
Sobel test, Hayes (2009) proposed using the bootstrapping method. With this method, the 
sampling distribution of the indirect effect ab is not assumed normal, but empirically 
approximated through the re-sampling with replacement procedure. Based on this 
sampling distribution, a ci% confidence interval of the indirect effect can be determined. 
The indirect effect is said to be different from zero with ci% confidence if the range from 
the LLCI (lower bound value) to ULCI (upper bound value) of the ci% confidence 
interval does not contain zero. This is conceptually equivalent to rejecting the null 
hypothesis that the true indirect effect is zero at the 100 – ci% level of significance. For a 
detailed description of the method, the readers are referred to (Hayes, 2009).  
 In this study, the bootstrapping method was applied to examine whether each of 
the six flow dimensions mediate the influence of challenge-skill balance and feedback on 
the user engagement indicators. In particular, three separate mediation analyses 
corresponding to three user engagement indicators as dependent variables were run with 
the SPSS macro “Mediate” developed by Hayes (for the download link of the macro: 
http://www.afhayes.com/spss-sas-and-mplus-macros-and-code.html). For the input of 
each analysis, challenge-skill balance and feedback were listed as predictors; the six flow 
dimensions as mediators; and clear goal, interest in task, age, college year, fatigue, 
gender, and computer self-efficiency as covariates. For the analysis configuration, the 
confidence interval type was set as bias-corrected percentile bootstrap with the 
confidence level of 95%.  The number of re-samples was set at 10,000. The analysis 
results are listed in the tables 9 and 10, which present the direct effect (the coefficient c’ 
and its statistical significance) of the challenge-skill balance and feedback on the 
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dependent variables, and their indirect effects through each of the flow dimensions (the 
coefficient ab and their 95% confidence interval). 
 As the table 9 showed, the direct effect on the word count of challenge-skill 
balance and feedback after controlling for the mediation effects were insignificant. 
However, the indirect effects through autotelic experience of the two variables were 
significantly positive (Effect = 14.6, SE(boot) = 8.26, 95% CI = [2.3814, 35.2229] for the 
challenge-skill balance; and Effect = 7.9, SE(boot) = 4.73, 95% CI = [1.2086, 20.1205]) . 
In other words, autotelic experience fully mediated the positive effects of challenge-skill 
balance and feedback on the number of words the subjects generated.  
Dependent Variable: Word Count  
R = 0.542, R2 = 0.293, Adjusted R2 =0.184, F(16,103) = 2.671, p = 0.015 
Predictors B Std. Error t Sig. 
Challenge-skill Balance 2.5664 17.5705 0.1461 0.8842 
Feedback -11.549 12.6957 -0.9096 0.3651 
Indirect Effect Through Merging of action and awareness 
Predictors Effect SE(boot) LLCI ULCI 
Challenge-skill Balance -1.3359 4.9522 -12.2464 8.0731 
Feedback 2.3017 3.1399 -2.0066 11.1319 
Indirect Effect Through Concentration  
Predictors Effect SE(boot) LLCI ULCI 
Challenge-skill Balance 4.7331 5.4071 -2.4021 21.607 
Feedback -0.2212 1.8406 -5.2505 2.4426 
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Indirect Effect Through Control  
Predictors Effect SE(boot) LLCI ULCI 
Challenge-skill Balance -2.7904 6.044 -16.0499 8.7967 
Feedback 0.9569 2.6248 -2.1896 9.1814 
Indirect Effect Through Self-Consciousness  
Predictors Effect SE(boot) LLCI ULCI 
Challenge-skill Balance -3.4668 4.2943 -16.4029 1.5845 
Feedback 3.266 3.7086 -0.9313 15.4263 
Indirect Effect Through Time Distortion  
Predictors Effect SE(boot) LLCI ULCI 
Challenge-skill Balance -3.4668 4.2943 -16.4029 1.5845 
Feedback 3.266 3.7086 -0.9313 15.4263 
Indirect Effect Through Autotelic Experience 
Predictors Effect SE(boot) LLCI ULCI 
Challenge-skill Balance 14.6001 8.2605 2.3814 35.2229 
Feedback 7.9081 4.7297 1.2086 20.1205 
**. Significant at 0.01 level 
*. Significant at 0.05 level 
+. Significant at 0.1 level  
Note: Clear goal, interest in task, age, college year, fatigue, gender, and computer self-
efficiency were included in the models as controlled variables, but not presented in the 
table. Please refer to the appendix E for the full result. 
Table 9: Direct Effects and Indirect Effects through the Flow State Dimensions of 
Challenge-skill Balance and Feedback on the Word Count 
 On the willing to spend more time (see table 10), challenge-skill balance and 
feedback had a significant positive direct effect (B = 0.436, Std. Error = 0.224, t = 1.945, 
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p = 0.055- significant at α = 0.1) while feedback had a significantly negative direct effect 
(B = -0.326, Std. Error = 0.1621, t =-2.0116, p = 0.047). In addition, the indirect effects 
through autotelic experience of the two variables were also both significantly positive 
(Effect = 0.3576, SE(boot) = 0.1499, 95% CI = [0.1275, 0.7363] for the challenge-
skill balance; and Effect = 0.1937, SE(boot) = 0.0814, 95%CI =[0.069,0.401] for the 
feedback). In other words, autotelic experience partially mediated the positive effects of 
challenge-skill balance and feedback on the willingness to spend more time. Moreover, it 
is interesting to observe that feedback by itself had a negative direct effect on the 
willingness to spend more time, but positively contributed to the autotelic experience and 
via this variable had a positive effect on this user engagement indicator. 
Dependent Variable: Willing to spend more time  
R = 0.664, R2 = 0.441, Adjusted R2 =0.354, F(16,103) = 5.077, p < 0.001** 
Predictors B Std. Error t Sig. 
Challenge-skill Balance 0.4362 0.2243 1.9449 0.0545+ 
Feedback -0.326 0.1621 -2.0116 0.0469* 
Indirect Effect Through Merging of action and awareness 
Predictors Effect SE(boot) LLCI ULCI 
Challenge-skill Balance 0.0026 0.0288 -0.0351 0.0995 
Feedback -0.0046 0.0208 -0.0854 0.0166 
Indirect Effect Through Concentration  
Predictors Effect SE(boot) LLCI ULCI 
Challenge-skill Balance 0.0155 0.0791 -0.1321 0.2025 
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Feedback -0.0007 0.0189 -0.0462 0.0352 
Indirect Effect Through Control  
Predictors Effect SE(boot) LLCI ULCI 
Challenge-skill Balance 0.0487 0.0917 -0.102 0.2833 
Feedback -0.0167 0.0361 -0.12 0.0342 
Indirect Effect Through Self-Consciousness  
Predictors Effect SE(boot) LLCI ULCI 
Challenge-skill Balance 0.0207 0.0466 -0.0389 0.1713 
Feedback -0.0195 0.0422 -0.171 0.0273 
Indirect Effect Through Time Distortion  
Predictors Effect SE(boot) LLCI ULCI 
Challenge-skill Balance -0.0015 0.0253 -0.0803 0.0358 
Feedback 0.0247 0.0512 -0.0678 0.1419 
Indirect Effect Through Autotelic Experience 
Predictors Effect SE(boot) LLCI ULCI 
Challenge-skill Balance 0.3576 0.1499 0.1275 0.7363 
Feedback 0.1937 0.0814 0.069 0.401 
**. Significant at 0.01 level 
*. Significant at 0.05 level 
+. Significant at 0.1 level  
Note: Clear goal, interest in task, age, college year, fatigue, gender, and computer self-
efficiency were included in the models as controlled variables, but not presented in the 
table. 
Table 10: Direct Effects and Indirect Effects through the Flow State Dimensions of 
Challenge-skill Balance and Feedback on the Willingness to Spend More Time 
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 According to the table 11, the autotelic experience also fully mediated the positive 
influence of the challenge-skill balance and feedback on the intention to participate in a 
similar event. 
Dependent Variable: Intention to participate in similar event  
R = 0.569, R2 = 0.323, Adjusted R2 =0.218, F(16,103) = 3.0747, p < 0.001 
Predictors B Std. Error t Sig. 
Challenge-skill Balance -0.0561 0.254 -0.221 0.8255 
Feedback -0.1741 0.1835 -0.9485 0.3451 
Indirect Effect Through Merging of action and awareness 
Predictors Effect SE(boot) LLCI ULCI 
Challenge-skill Balance -0.0071 0.0378 -0.1305 0.0447 
Feedback 0.0122 0.0261 -0.0146 0.1124 
Indirect Effect Through Concentration  
Predictors Effect SE(boot) LLCI ULCI 
Challenge-skill Balance -0.0204 0.1069 -0.2496 0.1905 
Feedback 0.001 0.0259 -0.0411 0.0747 
Indirect Effect Through Control  
Predictors Effect SE(boot) LLCI ULCI 
Challenge-skill Balance 0.1458 0.101 0.0002 0.4143 
Feedback -0.05 0.0505 -0.2049 0.0102 
Indirect Effect Through Self-Consciousness  
Predictors Effect SE(boot) LLCI ULCI 
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Challenge-skill Balance 0.0474 0.0576 -0.0122 0.2358 
Feedback -0.0446 0.0481 -0.2231 0.0073 
Indirect Effect Through Time Distortion  
Predictors Effect SE(boot) LLCI ULCI 
Challenge-skill Balance 0.0022 0.0276 -0.0401 0.0826 
Feedback -0.0363 0.0512 -0.1482 0.0606 
Indirect Effect Through Autotelic Experience 
Predictors Effect SE(boot) LLCI ULCI 
Challenge-skill Balance 0.317 0.1501 0.1052 0.7493 
Feedback 0.1717 0.0768 0.0573 0.3863 
**. Significant at 0.01 level 
*. Significant at 0.05 level 
+. Significant at 0.1 level  
Note: Clear goal, interest in task, age, college year, fatigue, gender, and computer self-
efficiency were included in the models as controlled variables, but not presented in the 
table. 
Table 11: Direct Effects and Indirect Effects through the Flow State Dimensions of 
Challenge-skill Balance and Feedback on the Intention to Participate in a Similar 
Event. 
 
VI. DISCUSSION 
The Low Internal Consistency of the Flow Short Scale 
 A major and unexpected problem that occurred in this study was the fact that the 
internal consistency between the six items of the Flow Short Scale was low. Given the 
central role of the flow construct in the study, I would like to start the discussion with a 
close examination of the issue.  
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 Technically, for an instrument, a low Cronbach’s alpha indicates low inter-item 
correlations among the measurement items. Moreover, for the instruments that measure 
unidimensional constructs, a quick fix for the low Cronbach’s alpha issue could be 
dropping the items that do not agree with the remaining items. The rationale for this 
treatment is that all the items are supposed to be instances of the same latent construct 
and therefore removing one or two items from the instrument should not affect the 
construct validity. However, the case of the Flow Short Scale is more complicated than 
that. In the Flow Short Scale, each item represents a dimension, or sub-component of the 
flow state. Thus, dropping any of the items in the scale is equal to saying that the 
dimension is not relevant in a given context, which questions the theoretical foundation 
of the flow concept itself. 
 Given the fact that the scale had good Cronbach’s alpha in previous studies 
(Martin & Jackson, 2008), the coefficient’s low value in the current study indicates that 
certain elements have prevented the participants from achieving the holistic flow 
experience. These elements could be of two major sources - either from the distinctive 
features of the open collaboration context, or from the conditions that are specific to the 
experiment conducted in the study. Elements of the former source, if any, could extend 
our understanding of the flow state. In addition, those of the later source, if any, could 
inform us on how to conduct the study better in future research. 
 Following this rationale, I further examined the correlations among pairs of the 
measurement items in search for the peculiar patterns that could suggest drivers of the 
scale’s internal inconsistency. The correlations are presented in the table 12 below to 
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facilitate the discussion. As each item represents a flow sub-component, the naming of 
the items is after the sub-components they represent. 
  
Merging 
of action 
and 
awarenes
s 
Concentrati
on 
Contro
l 
Loss of Self-
Consciousne
ss 
Time 
Distortio
n 
Autotelic 
Experienc
e 
Merging of 
action and 
awareness 
1 -.151 .127 .115 -.181 .146 
Concentratio
n 
-.151 1 .282** .298** -.116 .216* 
Control .127 .282** 1 .248* .037 .300** 
Loss of Self-
Consciousne
ss 
.115 .298** .248* 1 -.020 -.019 
Time 
Distortion 
-.181 -.116 .037 -.020 1 .044 
Autotelic 
Experience 
.146 .216* .300** -.019 .044 1 
**. Correlation is significant at the 0.01 level (2-tailed). 
*. Correlation is significant at the 0.05 level (2-tailed). 
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Table 12: Correlations among the Flow Short Scale Items 
 As expected, the table shows that the items have weak correlations with one 
another. Among the items, merging of action and awareness and time distortion did not 
have significant correlations with any of the other items. The two items even had 
negative correlations with some of the other items. The correlations between 
concentration, control, and loss of self-consciousness were statistically significant, but 
not strong. Concentration and control were also significantly correlated with autotelic 
experience, but also with the value of no more than 0.3. In fact, I have tried calculating 
the Cronbach’s alpha among the items with significant inter-item correlations only, and 
reached the value of 0.5 at the maximum, which is still a weak value. Overall, the inter-
item correlation table show that the scale severely fell apart. 
 Except for giving the overall situation of the relationships among the scale items, 
the inter-item correlation table did not really suggest further insights on what cause the 
problem. Therefore, I shifted attention to more qualitative information, including the item 
statements and the distribution of the scores on each individual item, seeking to 
understand why the statements had been rated the way they were rated. To facilitate the 
discussion, the item statements and their score distributions are presented in the tables 13 
and 14 below: 
Merging of action and 
awareness 
I do things spontaneously and automatically without 
having to think.  
Concentration I am completely focused on the task at hand. 
Control I have a feeling of total control. 
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Loss of Self-Consciousness I am not worried about what others may be thinking 
of me. 
Time Distortion The way time passes seems to be different from 
normal. 
Autotelic Experience The experience is extremely rewarding. 
Table 13: The Flow State’s Sub-components and their Corresponding Measurement 
Items 
Score 
Score distribution (%) 
Merging of 
Action and 
Awareness Concentration Control 
Loss of Self-
Consciousness 
Time 
Distortion 
Autotelic 
Experience 
1 4.2 0 2.5 0 2.5 5.8 
2 38.3 .8 7.5 17.5 17.5 15.0 
3 18.3 4.2 10.0 6.7 33.3 30.8 
4 37.5 64.2 57.5 43.3 35.0 37.5 
5 1.7 30.8 22.5 32.5 10.8 10.8 
Table 14: Score Distribution of the Flow Scale Items in Percentage 
 As it turns out, the score distributions of the individual items reveal some 
interesting information. Notably, 95% of the sample set reported “completely focused on 
the task at hand” (score 4 or 5 on the concentration scale); 80% reported “feeling of total 
control” (score 4 or 5 on the control scale), and 75.8% reported “not worried about what 
others may be thinking of me” (score 4 or 5 on the loss of self-consciousness scale). On 
the contrary, there are more even mixes of agreements, disagreements, and neutral 
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opinions among the participants on whether they perceived merging of action and 
awareness, time distortion, and autotelic experience. A possible explanation for this 
phenomenon is that there have been some factors other than the experiment 
manipulations causing the score inflation in concentration, control, and loss of self-
consciousness. Moreover, as this pattern existed in the majority of the sample set, the 
factors, if any, should have been consistent across different experiment conditions. 
 Following this rationale, I suggest a number of features in the experiment setting 
that might cause the observed patterns. In particular, for the dominantly reported high 
concentration, potential causes could be of the followings. First, the experiment session 
lasted for forty-five minutes and the participants switched to another challenge after 
every five minutes on the average. It is not too hard to maintain concentration for this 
duration provided that the participant was serious on the task. Second, the participants 
were rewarded extra course credits for participation. The fact may encourage participants 
to concentrate and perform the task seriously, even though they were not required to do 
so. Finally, the participants were requested to give their names when filling out the flow 
questionnaire. Identity disclosure, even to the researchers only, might hinder the 
participants from acknowledging that they were not “completely focused on the task at 
hand”. 
 As for the fact that 80% of the sample size reported high sense of total control, it 
might not be too surprising if we think about the experiment setting. The participants 
were left alone working on the task in a quiet and secluded room. The website was simple 
to use and the participants were given clear instruction on how to use it. The participants 
received no penalty for not performing on the task, and were allowed to work on it for as 
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long as they wanted. These conditions created a very safe working environment. 
Moreover, none of the brainstorming challenges, as reported in the “Analysis and 
Results” section, were so well above the participants’ skills that could make them feel out 
of control. 
 The safe working environment of the experiment could also explain the high 
percentage (75.8%) of the participants who reported “not worried about what others 
maybe thinking of me”, the measurement item for loss of self-consciousness. Moreover, 
the fact that the participants were aware that they were in an experiment could also 
enhance this perception. 
 In contrast to the skewed distributions of concentration, control, and loss of self-
consciousness, those of merging of action and awareness, time distortion, and autotelic 
experience were much more spread-out. It suggests that factors influencing these 
components should be more individual-oriented. However, as the inter-item correlation 
table shows, these three components were not correlated with one another. It indicates 
that the three components did not hold together under the higher-order flow state in the 
context of this experiment. The causes of this problem could stem from the different 
interpretations of the item statements. 
 In particular, the merging of action and awareness is evaluated through the 
statement “I do things spontaneously and automatically without having to think.” A 
person who rated high on this statement possibly did so in two situations. In the first 
scenario, the person might enjoy working on the task and smoothly generate lots of ideas. 
In the second scenario, the person might not enjoy the task and performing it 
haphazardly, “without having to think”. While both scenarios lead to high scores in 
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merging of action and awareness, the scores on autotelic experience would be very 
different. Likewise, an experience of time distortion may not necessarily lead to high 
merging of action and awareness, and autotelic experience. For example, a person who 
concentrate on the task and forget the passage of time, but having trouble generating 
good ideas would score low on both merging of action and awareness, and autotelic 
experience.  
 That being said, one could wonder why these three components had high 
correlations with one another as reported in previous studies. For example, Martin & 
Jackson (2008) achieved the Cronbach’s alpha of 0.73 to 0.84 when using the Flow Short 
Scale to study flow in the three contexts work, sports, and music. The work sample 
included 637 personnel (teachers, executive and administrative staff) from 18 Australian 
elementary and high schools. The sports sample was 239 sports high school students who 
played football, soccer, netball, swimming, basketball, surfing, dancing, or athletics. As 
for the music sample, it comprised 224 young classical musicians who played violin, 
piano, clarinet, flute, cello, voice, or trumpet. Using the same scale, Fullagar & Kelloway 
(2009) achieved the Cronbach’s alpha of 0.83 when studying the flow state of senior 
architectural students working on their studio works. In addition, de Manzano et al. 
(2010), even though not reporting the Cronbach’s alpha, also noted high correlations 
among the Flow Short Scale items when examining the flow state of people playing 
piano.  
 Compared with these cases, this study differs in at least two points. First, the 
experiment task is idea brainstorming, which is an unstructured creative thinking process. 
That is, there are no fixed rules or methods to guide the participants proceed during the 
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process. Whether the participants can generate the next idea largely depends on their 
creativity. Therefore, a person can concentrate, but not necessarily have positive 
emotions at the same time if they could not come up with new ideas. In contrast, sports 
and music activities, such as those mentioned earlier, are structured routines. In these 
activities, the participants just need to follow a sequence of programmed actions. 
Therefore, concentration in these activities is more likely to be associated with 
performing automatically without having to think (merging of action and awareness), 
time distortion, and enjoyment. Second, in this study, the participants did not have stakes 
in the outcome of their works. In contrast, the studies that found flow in work activities, 
such as those by Martin & Jackson (2008) or Fullagar & Kelloway (2009), were field 
studies. That is, the study subjects were people performing real works whose outcomes 
closely related to their own benefits. This difference could possibly explain why the Flow 
Short Scale worked in these previous studies, even though the work activities may also 
involve unstructured creative thinking as idea brainstorming. 
The Ocular Indicators of the Flow State 
 In this study, moving beyond the conventional use of self-report survey for 
measurement of the interested constructs, I used eye-tracking to capture the physiological 
aspect of the flow state. More specifically, I am interested in finding what ocular 
behaviors represent the flow state. Based on Flow Theory and the eye-tracking literature, 
I expect that people who are more “in the zone” should fixate their eyes to task relevant 
stimuli more often, have longer fixation durations and bigger pupil size. I attempted to 
confirm these predictions by correlating the eye-tracking data with the self-reported flow 
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state. Due to the low Cronbach’s alpha of the Flow Short Scale, however, a conclusive 
statement on the eye correlates of the holistic flow experience is impossible. Instead, I 
shifted my attention to finding the eye correlates of the flow state’s sub-components, 
which were merger of action and awareness, concentration, sense of control, loss of self-
consciousness, sense of time distortion, and autotelic experience. The observed 
significant correlations between the eye metrics and the flow state’s sub-components are 
discussed against the proposed predictions as below. 
 As for the first prediction, I proposed that the flow state positively correlated with 
more gaze time on the visual stimuli relevant to the task at hand. The rationale for this 
prediction comes directly from the model of experience, consciousness, and the self that 
Csikszentmihalyi developed to explain the six characteristics of the flow experience 
(Csikszentmihalyi & Csikszentmihalyi, 1988; Nakamura & Csikszentmihalyi, 2002). 
According to the model, when a person is in the flow state, his/her attention is fully 
devoted to the task being engaged, and therefore leaving no room for task-irrelevant 
objects to come into consciousness, including perception of the task as a separate entity, 
of self, or passage of time.  
 On this ground, I expected that higher ratio of AOI fixation time to session time 
should be associated with higher self-reported scores of the six sub-components of the 
flow state. However, as reported in the previous section, the Pearson’s correlation 
analysis showed mixed results. In particular, AOI fixation time/session time was found to 
be positively correlated with self-reported concentration and autotelic experience, but 
negatively correlated with merging of action and awareness. While the positive 
correlations among AOI fixation time/session time ratio, concentration, and autotelic 
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experience provides support to the above assumption on attention exhaustion, the 
negative association between the ratio and merging of action and awareness came as a 
surprise. This negative relationship means that the more the participants felt that they 
performed the task automatically without having to think, the less likely the participants 
fixate their eyes at the task-relevant stimuli. While the phenomenon appeared irrational 
and contradict the attention exhaustion assumption, it would make sense if the following 
were true. That is, the act of performing the task without having to think is the indicator 
of frivolity, rather than task immersion. The participants who rated high on this item was 
because they did not put serious cognitive effort into the task, rather than being so deeply 
involved in it that their actions and thoughts merged into one. Consequently, they tended 
to look around more often, which resulted in the lower AOI fixation time/session time 
ratio that we have observed. Moreover, the disassociation between this sub-component 
and concentration also supports this assumption.  
 For the second prediction, I proposed that more flow would be associated with 
bigger pupil size. I argued for this prediction by two points – (1) concentration and 
positive emotions are inherent facets of the flow state, and (2) that pupil size positively 
correlates with either mental effort or elated emotion has been consistently reported in the 
eye-tracking literature. Surprisingly, my analysis results showed no statistically 
significant correlation between concentration and pupil size. However, I did find a 
significantly positive correlation between pupil size (right eye) and autotelic experience. 
Moreover, the analysis also shows that increased pupil size was associated with merging 
of action and awareness. 
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 The disassociation between pupil size and concentration appeared contradictory to 
previous findings in the eye-tracking literature. However, the score distribution of 
concentration measurement suggests a possible explanation for the observed pattern. As 
shown earlier, 95% of the sample size either agreed or strongly agreed that they 
completely focused on the task at hand, while only 5% reported that they did not feel so. 
Assuming that the positive relationship between pupil size and concentration truly exists, 
it could not be shown in this situation, as most of the participants might have been 
equally focused.  
 Another interesting finding is the significant positive relationship between pupil 
size and merging of action and awareness. As argued earlier, I suspected a high score on 
the item measuring merging of action and awareness was actually an indicator of reduced 
cognitive effort. Following this assumption, the relationship between pupil size and this 
measurement item should have been negative, as pupil size is typically the eye correlate 
of mental effort. 
 However, according to previous eye-tracking literature, the increase in pupil size 
is not necessarily because of increased mental effort, but may also be because of 
emotional arousal (e.g. Bradley et al., 2008; Partala & Surakka, 2002). Combining this 
fact with the observed positive relationship between pupil size and the state of 
“performing task automatically without having to think”, I suggest that the participants 
who rated high on this measurement item, while exerted less cognitive effort, experienced 
higher emotional arousal. Moreover, the pupil dilation due to emotional arousal was 
stronger than that due to increased mental effort. The insignificant correlation between 
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pupil size and concentration, and the significant correlation between pupil size and 
autotelic experience provides further support for this assumption. 
 For the third prediction, I proposed that increased flow state would be associated 
with longer fixation duration. The fixation duration was assessed through two measures-
fixation duration mean and the ratio of complete fixation time to the session time. The 
correlation results showed that the fixation duration mean did not have significant 
correlation with any of the six flow sub-components. In contrast, the fixation time/session 
time ratio had a significantly negative correlation with merging of action and awareness. 
As longer fixation was associated with deeper cognitive processing in the eye tracking 
literature (Holmqvist et al., 2011), this result further enhances my speculation that higher 
score on this self-report measurement item indicates reduced cognitive effort in this 
experiment. 
 In addition to the three main hypotheses, I have also further explored if there were 
any relationships between the flow sub-components and the average saccade length and 
average saccade velocity. My assumption is that if the participants were not much in 
flow, they would look around more often and therefore we should expect higher average 
saccade length and average saccade velocity. However, the correlation analysis showed 
mixed results. On one hand, it appeared to support this speculation, with the significant 
negative correlations between the two eye metrics and autotelic experience. On the other 
hand, the average saccade velocity also significantly and positively correlated with 
concentration, loss of self-consciousness, and negatively correlated with merging of 
action and awareness. In other words, higher average saccade velocity indicated that the 
participants were more focused and immersed in the task at hand, but felt the experience 
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less rewarding at the same time. A possible explanation for this phenomenon is that the 
participants did concentrate on the task, but could not generate as many ideas as they 
wish to. In this situation, they might move their eyes a lot among the task clues (e.g. 
between the challenge question and the input box), rather than fixing their eyes on the 
input box to type ideas. If this was the case, the average saccade velocity would increase. 
The Main Model 
 As for the main model, it was proposed that the perceived challenge-skill balance 
and clear and immediate feedback would associate with emergence of the flow state, and 
subsequently postively associates with the level of user engagement in open collaboration 
initiatives. However, due to the low Cronbach’s alpha of the Flow Short Scale, I 
examined the mediating roles of the six sub-components of the flow state separately. 
Moreover, as user engagement was operationalized by three indicators – number of 
words users generated, willingness to spend more time, and intention to participate in a 
similar event, the associations of challenge-skill balance, feedback, and the flow sub-
components with user engagement were evaluated by their effects on each of these 
indicators one by one. 
Challenge-skill Balance, Feedback, and Flow 
 The results showed that perceived challenge-skill balance and feedback had 
significant association with a number of flow sub-components statistically. In particular, 
increased challenge-skill balance significantly contributed to increased concentration, 
sense of control, and loss of self-consciousness. In contrast, feedback negatively 
associated with loss of self-consciousness, even though positively associated with sense 
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of time distortion. Finally, both challenge-skill balance and feedback positively 
contributed to higher sense of autotelic experience. 
 Despite my suspicion of certain uncontrolled factors that strongly influenced 
concentration, control, and loss of self-consciousness, the analysis results provide support 
for the positive association of challenge-skill balance with the three sub-components of 
the flow state in the open collaboration context. However, challenge-skill balance was not 
found to be associated with merging of action and awareness and time distortion. Given 
my earlier remark on the characteristics of the brainstorming task, the dissociation 
between challenge-skill balance and this sub-component is not surprising. While high 
scores on “performing the task automatically without having to think” surely indicated 
that the participants were capable enough to respond to the challenges, the fact that some 
had to think during their brainstorming might just indicate that they were more thoughtful 
about their ideas, rather than not being able to cope with the challenges.  
 On the other hand, the disassociation between challenge-skill balance and time 
distortion is surprising, given the fact that challenge-skill balance positively related to 
concentration, and loss of self-consciousness. A possible explanation for this 
phenomenon is that even though increased challenge-skill balance was associated with 
increased concentration and loss of self-consciousness, the influence was not intense to 
the point that make the participants feel “The way time passes seems to be different from 
normal”. 
  Interestingly, while challenge-skill balance had a positive association with 
concentration, control, loss of self-consciousness and no effect on time distortion, 
feedback, on the contrary, had a significantly positive association with time distortion and 
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no association with concentration or sense of control. Feedback even had a significantly 
negative contribution to loss of self-consciousness. This finding leads me to the 
assumption that the feedback mechanism has not been perceived of direct relevance to 
the task at hand, yet still drawn substantial attention from the participants. Recall that in 
the experiment, to manipulate clear and immediate feedback, I used information on 
relative performance of the participants and the positive comments from a fabricated 
review panel. The comparative information on performance has perhaps enhanced the 
participants’ self-awareness, which explains the negative association between feedback 
and loss of self-consciousness. Moreover, the dissociation between feedback and 
concentration and control suggested that the feedback information did not necessarily add 
any benefits to the execution of the task at hand. Regardless, the presence of the feedback 
channels created more information for the participants to process during their 
brainstorming, in comparison with the case without them. I argue that this added 
information, along with the cognitive load of the brainstorming task, was major enough 
to consume the participants’ full attention and contributed to the reported sense of time 
distortion. 
 Despite appearing to be a source of cognitive distraction, the feedback channels 
have been the trigger of positive emotion at the same time, as shown through their 
significant contribution to the autotelic experience. This finding, along with the 
significant contribution of the challenge-skill balance to the autotelic experience, is 
especially important in this study. As you might recall, at the beginning of this 
dissertation, I argued that the current crowdsourcing literature, even though pointing out 
that intrinsic motivation has a bigger part in making people participate in open 
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collaboration events, has not shown how to make the events intrinsically interesting in 
particular. Against this background, the study has contributed to the literature by 
providing evidence that challenge-skill balance and performance feedback are among the 
factors that can make joining open collaboration activities by themselves rewarding. 
 Besides examining the influence of challenge-skill balance and feedback on the 
self-reported flow sub-components, I have also analyzed the association of these two 
variables with the eye metrics. The analysis results showed further support for the earlier 
noted correlations between the eye metrics and flow sub-components. In particular, 
challenge-skill balance was found to positively contribute to increased AOI fixation 
time/session time ratio. Given the positive contribution of challenge-skill balance to 
increased concentration and autotelic experience, this observation further validates the 
role of AOI fixation time/session time ration as the eye correlate of concentration and 
autotelic experience. In addition, feedback was found to positively contribute to pupil 
dilation, while negatively contribute to the average saccade length, which further 
consolidates the role of the two metrics as the ocular indicators of the participants’ 
interest in the task being engaged. 
Flow and User Engagement 
 As reported in the “Analysis and Results” section, concentration, control, loss of 
self-consciousness, and time distortion did not have any influence on either of the three 
user engagement indicators. Autotelic experience, on the other hand, was found to 
positively contribute to not only higher number of words, but also increased willingness 
to spend more time, and increased intention to participate in a similar future event. 
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Moreover, merging of action and awareness also contributed to higher number of words 
generated, but had no association with the other two engagement indicators. 
 The dissociations between concentration, control and loss of self-consciousness 
and user engagement are understandable given the low variations in the self-report scores 
on the three variables. In contrast, the significant association of autotelic experience with 
all three indicators of user engagement further consolidates the general conclusion in the 
previous crowdsourcing literature that intrinsic motivation is a major driver of user 
participation in open collaboration events (e.g. Boudreau & Lakhani, 2009).  
 Moreover, the observed relationships between merging of action and awareness 
and the three user engagement indicators further emphasized the critical role of autotelic 
experience in enhancing user engagement. Recall that merging of action and awareness 
was judged by whether the participants could perform the task automatically without 
having to think, it is easy to understand the positive association between this component 
and the number of words the participants generated. The more interesting part, though, is 
the dissociation between the component and willingness to spend more time, and 
intention to participate in similar future event. Intuitively, when a person performs a task 
well, or at least thinks that he/she has performed well, he/she should be more willing to 
spend more time on it, and more likely to do it again. However, the analysis results 
showed that it might not always be true. Enabling a participant to perform a task without 
having to think, for example, by giving very easy brainstorming challenges, may 
temporarily boost his/her engagement at his/her current access to the activity, but not 
necessarily ensure that this engagement will last for long. For the sustainability of user 
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engagement, it requires more than just making the task easier to do. It requires, as the 
analysis results have implied, making it more interesting. 
 To further validate the ocular indicators of the flow state sub-components 
identified earlier, I also examined the roles of the eye metrics as the precursors of user 
engagement. The results showed that average saccade length negatively contributed to the 
number of words the participants generated, and average saccade velocity negatively 
contributed to intention to participate in a similar event. Given the negative relationships 
between autotelic experience and the two saccadic behaviors, these observations are in 
line with the positive relationship between autotelic experience and the three user 
engagement indicators. Moreover, the fixation time/session time ratio was also found to 
negatively relate to the number of words generated. This relationship is expected given 
the negative correlation between the ratio and merging of action and awareness. 
The total effect, direct effect, and indirect effect through flow state sub-
components of challenge-skill balance and feedback on user engagement 
indicators 
 Of all the six sub-components of the flow state, autotelic experience is the only 
one that was found to statistically significantly mediate the relationships between 
challenge-skill balance, feedback, and the three engagement indicators. In particular, the 
autotelic experience fully mediated the positive associations of challenge-skill balance 
and feedback with the number of words generated, and intention to participate in a 
similar future event. The component also partially mediated the positive associations of 
the two variables with the willingness to spend more time. Challenge-skill balance and 
feedback did not have any significant direct associations with the number of words 
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generated and intention to participate in a similar event. In contrast, the two variables did 
directly associate with the willingness to spend more time, but in opposite directions. 
That is, while increased challenge-skill balance was found to associate with more 
willingness to spend more time, increased perceived feedback made this willingness less 
likely. 
 The statistically significant role of autotelic experience as the mediator between 
challenge-skill balance, feedback, and the user engagement indicators, though not being 
able to fully validate the theoretical model that I originally proposed, did provide 
favorable evidence towards this direction. It showed that enabling the conditions of 
challenge-skill balance and feedback did make the brainstorming task more interesting to 
the participants and through this interesting experience improve their engagement, both in 
magnitude and sustainability. This evidence, as I have argued at the beginning of this 
dissertation, would be of direct benefit to practitioners in their effort to build better open 
collaboration processes. 
 However, despite the practical value of the statistic support, the theoretical 
foundation underlying it, Flow Theory, seems to be questioned given the peculiar 
behavior of the variable feedback. The variable, supposedly the positive driver of the 
flow state sub-components, turns out a mixed blessing. It positively contributes to the 
sense of time distortion and autotelic experience, but also has a negative association with 
loss of self-consciousness, and no significant association with concentration and control. 
The variable also has a negative association with the willingness to spend more time. 
These unexpected behaviors suggest that the manipulation of feedback has invoked a 
psychological mechanism other than that proposed by Flow Theory. 
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 On that note, the negative relationship between feedback and loss of self-
consciousness reminds me of another psychological phenomenon - social comparison. 
Social comparison is a group phenomenon in which people match their performance to 
that by others working around them. They tend to perform highly if the others in their 
group perform highly, or at an inferior level if the others in their group do so (Goethals & 
Darley, 1987). In the context of my experiment, I propose that the design of the progress 
bar has been the culprit for the emergence of social comparison. Intended to create a 
sense of progress for the participants, the progress bar appears to also make them believe 
that they have been competing with “some others”. As a result, under the influence of 
social comparison, the participants have been pressed to perform at least equally to “the 
average”. Because the participants constantly compare their performance with that of 
“others”, they become more aware of their self, which explains the observed reduced loss 
of self-consciousness. Moreover, as information on the performance of “other 
participants” does not directly support the participants in their work, the participants 
might consider it as “noise”, which explain the dissociation between feedback and 
concentration and control. The pressure of competing with others could also explain for 
the unwillingness to spend more time as observed in the data. 
 On the bright side, the social comparison appeared to intrigue the participants, as 
evident in the increased sense of autotelic experience and time distortion. In fact, the 
positive effect of social comparison has also been reported in a group brainstorming 
experiment by Shepherd et al. (1995). The research group found that group brainstorming 
productivity significantly increased when they added a fabricated “average performance 
baseline” to the graph reporting real time member’s performance to the participants. In 
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my study, a direct association of feedback with the number of words generated has not 
been found, possibly because the “performance baseline” I set in the progress bar was not 
high enough. However, its indirect effect on the brainstorming productivity through 
autotelic experience may suggest more granular explication of the social comparison 
effect on work performance. 
VII. CONCLUSION 
In this dissertation, I focus on an important problem in crowdsourcing research – 
that is, how to create and maintain a high level of user engagement in the crowdsourcing 
events. Inspired by Csikszentmihalyi’s Flow Theory, I proposed that we could improve 
user engagement in open collaboration events, both in magnitude and sustainability, by 
invoking the flow state though enabling the conditions of challenge-skill balance and 
clear and immediate feedback. The lab experiment to test the model that followed, 
however, revealed that my manipulations of challenge-skill balance and feedback did not 
have the expected influence on the flow state and the subsequent user engagement. At the 
same time, it also revealed a number of exploratory findings that appeared to be 
significant in both flow and crowdsourcing literature. In the remainder of this section, I 
first present a summary of these findings, and then highlight how they contribute to 
research and practice. Moreover, as the next steps for this dissertation, I recommend a 
number of ideas to further validate these findings. Finally, I conclude this dissertation 
with some thoughts on how we can further advance our understanding of crowdsourcing 
engagement through the view of engagement as a two-staged process. 
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Summary of the Findings 
The first finding of this dissertation is the limitation of the Flow Short Scale in the 
context of this experiment. Despite the reported high internal consistency in the previous 
literature, the scale severely fell apart in this study. As discussed in the earlier section, I 
propose that it is because of two main reasons. The first reason is the characteristics of 
the brainstorming task. The unstructured creative process typical of brainstorming 
activity could create situations wherein the supposedly sub-components of the flow state 
go in different directions. The second reason comes from the features of the open 
collaboration context. I argue that the voluntary and solitary nature of the open 
collaboration work environment, as simulated in the experiment, could already enable the 
participants to highly perceive that they are in total control (sense of control), and do not 
concern about what other people think about them (loss of self-consciousness). 
Consequently, it makes these two components uncorrelated with the other ones of the 
flow state. 
The second finding of this study is the critical role of autotelic experience to user 
engagement. I found a significant positive association of the psychological state with 
both the magnitude and sustainability of the user engagement. In addition, autotelic 
experience was found to be associated with more long-term effect on user engagement 
than merging of action and awareness in the brainstorming task. 
The third finding relates to the behaviors of the variables challenge-skill balance, 
and feedback. Challenge-skill balance appears to behave in line with the attention 
exhaustion assumption proposed by Csikszentmihalyi & Csikszentmihalyi (1988), with 
its significant positive associations with concentration, control, loss of self-
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consciousness, and autotelic experience. In contrast, the behavior of the variable feedback 
appears to be driven by mechanisms other than Flow Theory. I suggest social comparison 
effect is a prominent possibility. 
The fourth finding relates to the eye correlates of the flow state sub-components. 
In particular, I found that the AOI fixation time/session time ratio significantly and 
positively correlated with concentration and autotelic experience, which suggested that 
the gaze time on the task relevant visual objects indicated whether the participants are 
interested in the task at hand. In addition, pupil dilation was found to signify elated 
emotion. Finally, the higher average saccade length and velocity was found to indicate 
less intrinsic enjoyment in the task at hand. 
 Finally, the manipulated challenge-skill balance and feedback was found to 
indirectly associate with user engagement through the invocation of autotelic experience. 
The finding provides favorable evidence for my speculation stated at the beginning of the 
study. That is, enabling the conditions of challenge-skill balance and clear and immediate 
feedback would make the open collaboration task more interesting, and subsequently 
increase user engagement. 
Contributions 
With the findings presented above, this study contributes to both research and 
practice. As for the academic contributions, the study contributes to at least three major 
research streams:  flow research, crowdsourcing research, and psycho-physiological 
research in IS. 
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In the context of flow research literature, this study is the first endeavor to 
examine the flow construct in the open collaboration context through a lab experiment. 
The setting, compared to previous experimental studies on the flow construct, is novel in 
terms of the experiment task and the work environment. That is, while the previous 
experiment studies used structured activities such as games or playing music as 
experiment tasks (Chanel et al., 2008; Engeser & Rheinberg, 2008; Keller & Bless, 2008; 
Keller et al., 2011), this study adopted an unstructured brainstorming activity. Moreover, 
previous studies enforced time limits on the experiment session, whereas the current 
study left it unbounded and allowed the participants to work alone on a voluntary basis. 
Given that these characteristics are inherent to the open collaboration context, the failure 
of the Flow Short Scale indicates either the irrelevance of the scale, or the impossibility 
to invoke the holistic flow experience in this context. Regardless, both of the issues are 
important and interesting for future research. 
While the experimental design failed to invoke the holistic flow experience with 
the implemented manipulations of the challenge-skill balance and feedback, I did find 
that they made the participants more interested in doing the task just by itself, and 
through this experience increased the participants’ engagement in the activity. This 
finding is novel in the crowdsourcing literature. It shows that intrinsic motivation, the 
state of doing an activity just for the sake of doing it, does not necessarily depend on an 
individual’s preference and past experience, but can intentionally be invoked with 
appropriate interactive mechanisms of the open collaboration platforms. The previous 
crowdsourcing literature has recognized the importance of intrinsic motivation in the 
open collaboration events, but neither pointed out it could be manipulated, nor gave 
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evidence for this possibility. Moreover, the observed superiority of autotelic experience 
to merging of action and awareness in influencing long-term engagement suggests an 
interesting distinction between making a task interesting to do and making the task easy 
to do, which has not been mentioned in the previous literature. 
That being said, it is worth mentioning that the current finding is of exploratory 
nature. That is, while the evidence is statistically significant, the theoretical rationale 
underlying it is not so clear. Flow Theory, supposedly the theoretical backbone for the 
proposed relationships, turned out not fully capable of explaining what had been 
observed. As mentioned earlier, social comparison effect appears a relevant 
complementary reasoning. Overall, additional experiments with better theoretical insights 
are necessary. 
Finally, the study also contributes to research by adding an example to the 
emerging trend of combining physiological measurements with self-report instruments in 
IS research. In particular, I have accompanied the self-report measurement of the flow 
state with eye-tracking. As presented in the “Research Method” section, this attempt 
created additional challenges in terms of experiment design and logistics compared with 
using self-report instruments only. However, the eye-tracking and self-report data did 
complement each other in better deciphering what happened to the experiment 
participants’ flow experience. For instance, thanks to observing the AOI fixation 
time/session time ratio, I have figured out that the item measuring merging of action and 
awareness appeared to indicate the level of frivolity, rather than task absorption as it is 
supposed to. Similarly, pupil dilation, which had been hypothesized to be related to 
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mental effort initially, appeared to be more related to emotional arousal as I cross-
checked the eye metric with the flow sub-components. 
 As for practical contributions, the findings of the study suggest a number of ways 
to improve the organization of open collaboration events, especially in brainstorming 
tasks. First, practitioners should, rather than simply inviting participants to contribute 
ideas to a general topic, create a sense of challenge for them upon their participation. The 
challenges should put their ability to its limit, but should not be too hard as they could 
become counter-productive to the invocation of the autotelic experience. At the same 
time, the challenges should not be too easy. Effortless participation may boost short-term 
user engagement, but does not ensure its perpetuity. Only when the challenges are at the 
right level of the participants should they entail their sense of autotelic experience and 
subsequently the magnitude and sustainability of their engagement. 
 Second, practitioners should provide constant feedback to the participants on their 
performance. An example for such feedback could be encouragement from the organizers 
and instant update on the relative performance as implemented in this study. A caveat for 
this implementation, though, is the trade-off between the increased sense of autotelic 
experience and decreased willingness to spend more time. Even though further research 
is still needed to understand this interesting phenomenon and mitigate the negative effect, 
the constant feedback positively contributes to better user engagement overall, as the data 
showed that it indirectly boosted both the number of words generated and intention to 
participate in similar future events. 
 Finally, the current findings on the association between the ocular indicators and 
the flow state sub-components provide some hints on a method to monitor the 
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participants’ ongoing interest in a task automatically. For example, practitioners could 
equip the working station with an eye tracking tool that analyzes the ocular behaviors of 
the participants periodically. If the data show that compared with the previous period, the 
participants gaze less at the task relevant objects, have higher average saccade length and 
velocity, or reduced pupil size, it will be likely that the participants are less interested in 
the task and interventions need to be taken at the moment to regain it. 
Next Steps 
 While the study reveals a number of interesting findings, it is limited in a number 
of ways. First, the findings on the behaviors of the flow sub-components rely on the data 
collected through single-item measurements. Even though the items are considered the 
most representative to the constructs they measure (Martin & Jackson, 2008), single-item 
scales are still inferior to multi-item scales in reliability (Gliem & Gliem, 2003). Second, 
while the brainstorming challenges used in the experiment did create a significant 
variation in the perceived challenge-skill balance, they did not create the situation in 
which the participants clearly perceived that the challenges were beyond their skills. It 
would be interesting to see if the participants’ ocular behaviors taking place when the 
challenges were below their skills differed from those when the challenges were above 
their skills. Third, as discussed earlier in the “Discussion” section, the experiment factors 
such as extra credits for participation, secluded experiment room might cause the elated 
scores in perceived concentration, control, and loss of self-consciousness. Forth, also 
because of the experiment setting, the examined user engagement is actually only a 
snapshot of the user engagement that has been conceptualized. The sustainability of the 
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engagement could only be assessed indirectly through self-reported intention, rather than 
actual returns by the participants. Finally, the brainstorming task used in the experiment 
is only one of several activities that could take place in a typical open collaboration event. 
Other popular activities such as commenting and voting have not been examined, which 
therefore limit the scope of the current findings.  
 Therefore, the next steps for this study will focus on validating the current 
findings in more rigorous settings, which tentatively comprise of three phases. In the first 
phase, we will replicate the current experiment using the multiple-item scales from the 
full version of the Jackson & Eklund’s (2004) Flow State Scale to measure the six flow 
sub-components. Moreover, we will also create additional brainstorming challenges that 
are likely to be beyond the skills of most participants. Further, since using the Flow State 
Scale full version creates a much longer questionnaire, we will change the current 
procedure from letting the participants work on all three challenge levels to one level 
only in their sessions. This modification will let the participants to report on their flow 
experience only once, instead of three times with the current experiment design. 
Moreover, we will also perform more granular AOI analysis of the eye-tracking data. For 
example, it would be interesting to see if there was a significant correlation between the 
levels of challenge difficulty and pupil dilation when they looked at the challenge 
description of the website. Additionally, the effect of the feedback channels could also be 
examined through the relationship between fixation duration   The purpose of this phase 
is to confirm the existence of the current findings with more rigorous measurements. 
 In the second phase, we will bring the experiment to a field setting. That is, we 
will create an actual open collaboration event that invites UNO students to brainstorm on 
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how to improve UNO, implementing the same process that has been carried out in the 
lab. While the downside of this method is we will not be able to collect the eye-tracking 
data, the upside will be that we can better validate whether the break-down of the flow 
state scale was because of the inherent features of the open collaboration context, or 
because of the peculiarity of the lab setting. 
 In the third phase, we will add commenting, and voting activities as the sequels to 
the open collaboration event in the second phase, and manipulate these activities the same 
way as we manipulate the brainstorming activity i.e. creating the challenge-skill balance 
and feedback conditions. The purpose of this phase is to examine the influence of task 
types on the flow experience. As discussed in the “Discussion” section, I suspect that the 
loose structure of the brainstorming task has negative influence on the invocation of the 
flow state. Following this reasoning, I propose that it will be easier for people to move 
into the flow state with the commenting, and voting activities, as they are respectively 
more structured than the brainstorming task. I expect that this third phase will give the 
answer to this prediction. 
 Furthermore, along with replicating the experiment in different settings and with 
different tasks, we can study the feedback mechanism in depth. In the “Discussion” 
section, I identified that social comparison was the side-effect of the progress bar utilized 
in the feedback manipulation, and that this effect was blamed for the unexpected 
influence of the feedback on the flow sub-components and user engagement indicators. 
We could further examine if it is the case by creating a condition in which we remove the 
labels “The average”, “Among the top”, and “Super” above the progress bar, and tell the 
participants that the progress is only a visual reflection of how much they have 
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contributed in the event. With this change, the progress bar will turn from an indicator of 
relative performance to that of a self-progress. I expect that the social comparison effect 
will not be invoked in this new condition. 
 Finally, the fact that the analysis results did not turn out as Flow Theory predicted 
opens an opportunity to develop a new or expanded theory that is fully capable of 
explaining the observed results. I propose that it can be done in two directions. The first 
direction constitutes identifying what cannot be explained by Flow Theory’s 
assumptions, proposing additional assumptions/mechanisms that rationalize the 
remaining unexplained observations, and testing these additional assumptions in 
empirical studies. For the second direction, we enlarge our theoretical background to 
include additional theories that enable us to explain the remaining observed patterns, or 
enable us to look at the study at a different angle that better explains what has happened 
in this study. 
And Beyond 
Within the scope of this dissertation, I attempted to find out that if the participants 
have a sense of challenge-skill balance, and clear and immediate feedback, they will feel 
the open collaboration activities more interesting, and thanks to it contribute more to 
open collaboration events. While this research question by itself is important and 
interesting, it is only one of the many possibilities that we can expand our knowledge on 
how to improve user engagement in open collaboration in particular, and crowdsourcing 
in general. This remark does not merely come from my good faith in human intelligence, 
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but also relies on my view of crowdsourcing as an engaging process. This last section is 
dedicated to explaining this possibility. 
To remind, in the “Background” section, I have introduced the concept of 
engagement in crowdsourcing as a process that comprises two stages. The first stage, 
initiation, lasts from when online users know of the crowdsourcing event till they 
contribute for the first time. The second stage, ongoing engagement, lasts from when 
online users make their first contribution till the end of the event. The first-time 
contribution is an important milestone in user engagement because it signifies the turning 
point of the “crowdsourcer-crowdsourcee“communication from that of a unilateral 
pattern to a bilateral interaction. In the first stage, the crowdsourcer can only “impress” 
the crowdsourcee into contributing to the event whereas in the second stage, the 
crowdsourees’ contributions will also depend on their ongoing interaction with the 
crowdsourcing platform. Therefore, studies on user engagement in the first stage are 
driven by the question “Why do participants contribute?” while those in the second stage 
are driven by the question “What keep them contributing?” 
This process-driven view of engagement is new in the crowdsourcing literature. 
Moreover, I argue that it will move research on crowdsourcing engagement towards 
being of more practical value to practitioners. To be more specific, the current 
crowdsourcing literature has identified numerous factors that can influence participation 
in crowdsourcing events and typically classified them into intrinsic or extrinsic 
motivators. A major limitation of the intrinsic/extrinsic motivation view is that it creates a 
false impression that the practitioners cannot utilize the intrinsic motivators because they 
are, as the word says, “intrinsic” to the participants. 
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With the process-driven view of engagement, we do not concern about whether a 
motivator is of intrinsic or extrinsic type. Instead, we are more concerned about whether 
it has been formed before the participant made the first contribution, or after that. If it is 
of the former case, the next research question will be what elements of the crowdsourcing 
event, bounded by the unilateral communication pattern, has made the participants 
decided to contribute. Similarly, if it is of the later case, it will be interesting to find out 
what has happened during the participants’ interaction with the crowdsourcing platform 
that has made this motivator emerge or be enhanced. 
The current study is an example of how we can benefit from this view. From the 
previous literature we know that fun is a major driver to open collaboration events, but it 
has also been identified as an intrinsic motivator. It means that whether a participant feels 
fun depends on himself/herself, not on the incentives the crowdsourcer offers. From the 
process-driven engagement view, I have argued that even though we cannot reward the 
participants a sum of “fun” like money, we can invoke it through appropriate interactive 
mechanisms as the participants move along the event. In other words, in my view, fun is 
a second-stage motivator and emerged out of the bilateral communication between the 
participants and the crowdsourcing system. This research direction has resulted in my 
finding on the significant roles of challenge-skill balance and feedback in improving user 
engagement. Following this direction, I can also extend this study by finding out other 
process-oriented elements that make an open collaboration activity fun, either through 
exploration of case studies, or rely on related works in other domains. 
Similarly, learning has also been identified as a major driver of crowdsourcing 
participation. An interesting way to extend this finding is asking those who reported 
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participating to learn that they had that motivation initially, or only after engaging in the 
crowdsourcing activities. If the answer is because of the later reason, a subsequent 
interesting question would be what elements in the activities made them feel learning a 
lot. Perhaps, they had a high sense of learning because the system gave them feedback on 
what skill or knowledge they had obtained every time they completed a task. If it is the 
case, it will be an interesting finding on how to improve user engagement through 
invocation of the sense of learning. 
The above examples are only two among the many opportunities to advance 
knowledge on crowdsourcing engagement that we can have just by reviewing the 
previously reported motivators with this new insight. Overall, starting with two simple 
questions-“What made you contribute” and “What kept you contributing”, this process-
driven engagement approach, I believe, will carry us from the current understanding of 
the phenomenon to creating highly engaging crowdsourcing activities in the years to 
come. 
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APPENDICES 
Appendix A - Survey Form to Validate Challenges 
 
Participant Name:  
Experiment Code:  
Date:  
SONA Id  
 
Instructions: During the experiment you have worked on the below challenges. Please 
match them to the relative level of difficulty you think they belong to in the table on the 
second page. 
 
Challenge 1: In the effort to build its brand, UNO wants to apply “word of mouth” strategy on 
social media platforms. For example, UNO would pay money to people who spread good words 
about the school on Facebook. However, online users refuse to cooperate because their friends 
will think that they use them to make money. Propose your ideas on how to overcome this 
problem. 
Challenge 2: List things you do on a typical day on the UNO campuses. 
Challenge 3: List things that take place everyday on the UNO campuses in your observation. 
Challenge 4: UNO has just implemented a 15 million dollar information system to improve its 
administrative operations. A small group of old administration staffs refused to use it because 
they could not understand how the system worked despite many hours of training. Some 
suggested to fire these officers and to recruit young employees who were easier to train and 
requested lower pay. The management board, however, felt that it was not ethical to fire the 
people who had been with the school for years and made many contributions. Please help the 
management board to come up with ETHICAL reasons for why we SHOULD FIRE them.   
Challenge 5:  Tell us your wishes of a future UNO. Propose what UNO should do to make those 
wishes come true. (Please note that the request has two parts (1) your wish and (2) suggested 
actions to make the wish comes true) 
Challenge 6: List things your friends do on a typical day on the UNO campuses. 
Challenge 7: Think of something that you are not satisfied with about UNO. Justify why it is so. 
(Please note that the request has two parts (1) your dissatisfaction and (2) your reasons for it) 
Level of difficulty  
(1-the lowest; 7-the highest) 
Please match the challenges to the level of difficulty you think 
they belong to. 
Note: You can only put one challenge in each level. 
1  
2  
3  
4  
159 
 
5  
6  
7  
 
Appendix B - Regression of Challenge-Skill Balance and 
Feedback on the Flow State 
 
Regression on Merger of Action and Awareness 
 
Variables Entered/Removeda 
Model 
Variables 
Entered 
Variables 
Removed Method 
1 CSE, 
FatiguePreSessi
onQ22, 
CollegeYearQ7, 
Feedback, 
GenderQ5, 
Balance, AgeQ4, 
Interest, Goalb 
. Enter 
 
a. Dependent Variable: Awareness 
b. All requested variables entered. 
Model Summaryb 
Model R R Square 
Adjusted R 
Square 
Std. Error of the 
Estimate 
1 .399a .159 .090 .9522 
 
a. Predictors: (Constant), CSE, FatiguePreSessionQ22, CollegeYearQ7, 
Feedback, GenderQ5, Balance, AgeQ4, Interest, Goal 
b. Dependent Variable: Awareness 
ANOVAa 
Model Sum of Squares df Mean Square F Sig. 
1 Regression 18.850 9 2.094 2.310 .020b 
Residual 99.742 110 .907   
Total 118.592 119    
160 
 
 
a. Dependent Variable: Awareness 
b. Predictors: (Constant), CSE, FatiguePreSessionQ22, CollegeYearQ7, Feedback, GenderQ5, 
Balance, AgeQ4, Interest, Goal 
Coefficientsa 
Model 
Unstandardized Coefficients 
Standardized 
Coefficients 
t Sig. B Std. Error Beta 
1 (Constant) 3.146 1.639  1.919 .058 
Balance -.056 .185 -.031 -.304 .762 
Feedback .097 .129 .091 .750 .455 
Goal .136 .218 .074 .625 .533 
Interest -.238 .226 -.118 -1.054 .294 
AgeQ4 -.019 .013 -.163 -1.475 .143 
CollegeYearQ7 -.012 .097 -.012 -.125 .901 
FatiguePreSessionQ22 .230 .091 .269 2.539 .013 
GenderQ5 .448 .208 .225 2.153 .033 
CSE -.093 .284 -.037 -.329 .743 
 
Coefficientsa 
Model 
Correlations Collinearity Statistics 
Zero-order Partial Part Tolerance VIF 
1 (Constant)      
Balance .120 -.029 -.027 .725 1.380 
Feedback .228 .071 .066 .515 1.942 
Goal .163 .059 .055 .544 1.839 
Interest .045 -.100 -.092 .611 1.635 
AgeQ4 -.045 -.139 -.129 .628 1.592 
CollegeYearQ7 -.029 -.012 -.011 .894 1.119 
FatiguePreSessionQ22 .278 .235 .222 .682 1.466 
GenderQ5 .230 .201 .188 .700 1.429 
CSE -.031 -.031 -.029 .593 1.686 
 
 
Regression on Concentration 
 
Variables Entered/Removeda 
161 
 
Model 
Variables 
Entered 
Variables 
Removed Method 
1 CSE, 
FatiguePreSessi
onQ22, 
CollegeYearQ7, 
Feedback, 
GenderQ5, 
Balance, AgeQ4, 
Interest, Goalb 
. Enter 
 
a. Dependent Variable: Concentration 
b. All requested variables entered. 
 
Model Summaryb 
Model R R Square 
Adjusted R 
Square 
Std. Error of the 
Estimate 
1 .379a .144 .074 .5474 
 
a. Predictors: (Constant), CSE, FatiguePreSessionQ22, CollegeYearQ7, 
Feedback, GenderQ5, Balance, AgeQ4, Interest, Goal 
b. Dependent Variable: Concentration 
 
ANOVAa 
Model Sum of Squares df Mean Square F Sig. 
1 Regression 5.540 9 .616 2.054 .040b 
Residual 32.960 110 .300   
Total 38.500 119    
 
a. Dependent Variable: Concentration 
b. Predictors: (Constant), CSE, FatiguePreSessionQ22, CollegeYearQ7, Feedback, GenderQ5, 
Balance, AgeQ4, Interest, Goal 
 
Coefficientsa 
Model 
Unstandardized Coefficients 
Standardized 
Coefficients 
t Sig. B Std. Error Beta 
162 
 
1 (Constant) 1.919 .942  2.036 .044 
Balance .297 .106 .290 2.795 .006 
Feedback -.014 .074 -.023 -.187 .852 
Goal .067 .125 .065 .540 .591 
Interest .150 .130 .130 1.156 .250 
AgeQ4 .001 .007 .011 .096 .923 
CollegeYearQ7 .067 .056 .112 1.197 .234 
FatiguePreSessionQ22 -.015 .052 -.030 -.280 .780 
GenderQ5 -.143 .120 -.126 -1.194 .235 
CSE .043 .163 .030 .264 .792 
 
Coefficientsa 
Model 
Correlations Collinearity Statistics 
Zero-order Partial Part Tolerance VIF 
1 (Constant)      
Balance .308 .258 .247 .725 1.380 
Feedback .097 -.018 -.017 .515 1.942 
Goal .158 .051 .048 .544 1.839 
Interest .237 .110 .102 .611 1.635 
AgeQ4 -.090 .009 .008 .628 1.592 
CollegeYearQ7 .050 .113 .106 .894 1.119 
FatiguePreSessionQ22 .114 -.027 -.025 .682 1.466 
GenderQ5 -.081 -.113 -.105 .700 1.429 
CSE .147 .025 .023 .593 1.686 
 
a. Dependent Variable: Concentration 
 
Regression on Control 
Variables Entered/Removeda 
Model 
Variables 
Entered 
Variables 
Removed Method 
163 
 
1 CSE, 
FatiguePreSessi
onQ22, 
CollegeYearQ7, 
Feedback, 
GenderQ5, 
Balance, AgeQ4, 
Interest, Goalb 
. Enter 
 
a. Dependent Variable: Control 
b. All requested variables entered. 
 
 
Model Summaryb 
Model R R Square 
Adjusted R 
Square 
Std. Error of the 
Estimate 
1 .533a .284 .225 .8101 
 
a. Predictors: (Constant), CSE, FatiguePreSessionQ22, CollegeYearQ7, 
Feedback, GenderQ5, Balance, AgeQ4, Interest, Goal 
b. Dependent Variable: Control 
 
ANOVAa 
Model Sum of Squares df Mean Square F Sig. 
1 Regression 28.611 9 3.179 4.844 .000b 
Residual 72.189 110 .656   
Total 100.800 119    
 
a. Dependent Variable: Control 
b. Predictors: (Constant), CSE, FatiguePreSessionQ22, CollegeYearQ7, Feedback, GenderQ5, 
Balance, AgeQ4, Interest, Goal 
 
Coefficientsa 
Model 
Unstandardized Coefficients 
Standardized 
Coefficients 
t Sig. B Std. Error Beta 
1 (Constant) 4.817 1.394  3.455 .001 
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Balance .508 .157 .307 3.234 .002 
Feedback -.174 .110 -.179 -1.589 .115 
Goal .093 .185 .055 .502 .617 
Interest .163 .192 .088 .849 .398 
AgeQ4 -.035 .011 -.332 -3.257 .001 
CollegeYearQ7 -.162 .082 -.168 -1.963 .052 
FatiguePreSessionQ22 .182 .077 .230 2.357 .020 
GenderQ5 -.025 .177 -.013 -.140 .889 
CSE -.546 .242 -.236 -2.256 .026 
 
Coefficientsa 
Model 
Correlations Collinearity Statistics 
Zero-order Partial Part Tolerance VIF 
1 (Constant)      
Balance .387 .295 .261 .725 1.380 
Feedback .105 -.150 -.128 .515 1.942 
Goal .183 .048 .040 .544 1.839 
Interest .191 .081 .069 .611 1.635 
AgeQ4 -.202 -.297 -.263 .628 1.592 
CollegeYearQ7 -.179 -.184 -.158 .894 1.119 
FatiguePreSessionQ22 .305 .219 .190 .682 1.466 
GenderQ5 -.031 -.013 -.011 .700 1.429 
CSE .046 -.210 -.182 .593 1.686 
 
a. Dependent Variable: Control 
 
Regression on Loss of Self-Conciousness 
 
Variables Entered/Removeda 
Model 
Variables 
Entered 
Variables 
Removed Method 
165 
 
1 CSE, 
FatiguePreSessi
onQ22, 
CollegeYearQ7, 
Feedback, 
GenderQ5, 
Balance, AgeQ4, 
Interest, Goalb 
. Enter 
 
a. Dependent Variable: SelfConciousness 
b. All requested variables entered. 
 
Model Summaryb 
Model R R Square 
Adjusted R 
Square 
Std. Error of the 
Estimate 
1 .454a .207 .142 .9683 
a. Predictors: (Constant), CSE, FatiguePreSessionQ22, CollegeYearQ7, 
Feedback, GenderQ5, Balance, AgeQ4, Interest, Goal 
b. Dependent Variable: SelfConciousness 
 
ANOVAa 
Model Sum of Squares df Mean Square F Sig. 
1 Regression 26.847 9 2.983 3.181 .002b 
Residual 103.144 110 .938   
Total 129.992 119    
 
a. Dependent Variable: SelfConciousness 
b. Predictors: (Constant), CSE, FatiguePreSessionQ22, CollegeYearQ7, Feedback, GenderQ5, 
Balance, AgeQ4, Interest, Goal 
 
Coefficientsa 
Model 
Unstandardized Coefficients 
Standardized 
Coefficients 
t Sig. B Std. Error Beta 
1 (Constant) .855 1.667  .513 .609 
Balance .317 .188 .169 1.690 .094 
Feedback -.299 .131 -.270 -2.280 .025 
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Goal .690 .221 .359 3.118 .002 
Interest .515 .229 .244 2.244 .027 
AgeQ4 .005 .013 .044 .415 .679 
CollegeYearQ7 -.059 .099 -.054 -.597 .552 
FatiguePreSessionQ22 -.013 .092 -.015 -.145 .885 
GenderQ5 -.267 .212 -.128 -1.260 .210 
CSE -.363 .289 -.139 -1.257 .211 
 
Coefficientsa 
Model 
Correlations Collinearity Statistics 
Zero-order Partial Part Tolerance VIF 
1 (Constant)      
Balance .223 .159 .144 .725 1.380 
Feedback .033 -.212 -.194 .515 1.942 
Goal .295 .285 .265 .544 1.839 
Interest .240 .209 .191 .611 1.635 
AgeQ4 -.020 .040 .035 .628 1.592 
CollegeYearQ7 -.069 -.057 -.051 .894 1.119 
FatiguePreSessionQ22 .148 -.014 -.012 .682 1.466 
GenderQ5 -.148 -.119 -.107 .700 1.429 
CSE .045 -.119 -.107 .593 1.686 
 
a. Dependent Variable: SelfConciousness 
 
Regression on Time Distortion 
 
Variables Entered/Removeda 
Model 
Variables 
Entered 
Variables 
Removed Method 
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1 CSE, 
FatiguePreSessi
onQ22, 
CollegeYearQ7, 
Feedback, 
GenderQ5, 
Balance, AgeQ4, 
Interest, Goalb 
. Enter 
 
a. Dependent Variable: TimeDistortion 
b. All requested variables entered. 
 
Model Summaryb 
Model R R Square 
Adjusted R 
Square 
Std. Error of the 
Estimate 
1 .425a .180 .113 .9902 
 
a. Predictors: (Constant), CSE, FatiguePreSessionQ22, CollegeYearQ7, 
Feedback, GenderQ5, Balance, AgeQ4, Interest, Goal 
b. Dependent Variable: TimeDistortion 
ANOVAa 
Model Sum of Squares df Mean Square F Sig. 
1 Regression 23.743 9 2.638 2.691 .007b 
Residual 107.848 110 .980   
Total 131.592 119    
 
a. Dependent Variable: TimeDistortion 
b. Predictors: (Constant), CSE, FatiguePreSessionQ22, CollegeYearQ7, Feedback, GenderQ5, 
Balance, AgeQ4, Interest, Goal 
 
Coefficientsa 
Model 
Unstandardized Coefficients 
Standardized 
Coefficients 
t Sig. B Std. Error Beta 
1 (Constant) 2.078 1.704  1.219 .225 
Balance -.026 .192 -.014 -.135 .893 
Feedback .427 .134 .383 3.186 .002 
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Goal -.353 .226 -.183 -1.562 .121 
Interest .404 .235 .190 1.722 .088 
AgeQ4 .006 .013 .050 .458 .648 
CollegeYearQ7 -.147 .101 -.133 -1.461 .147 
FatiguePreSessionQ22 -.088 .094 -.098 -.938 .350 
GenderQ5 .115 .216 .055 .533 .595 
CSE .024 .296 .009 .080 .936 
 
Coefficientsa 
Model 
Correlations Collinearity Statistics 
Zero-order Partial Part Tolerance VIF 
1 (Constant)      
Balance .122 -.013 -.012 .725 1.380 
Feedback .329 .291 .275 .515 1.942 
Goal .063 -.147 -.135 .544 1.839 
Interest .219 .162 .149 .611 1.635 
AgeQ4 .007 .044 .040 .628 1.592 
CollegeYearQ7 -.163 -.138 -.126 .894 1.119 
FatiguePreSessionQ22 .051 -.089 -.081 .682 1.466 
GenderQ5 .153 .051 .046 .700 1.429 
CSE .067 .008 .007 .593 1.686 
 
a. Dependent Variable: TimeDistortion 
 
Regression on Autotelic Experience (Feeling of Rewarding) 
 
Variables Entered/Removeda 
Model 
Variables 
Entered 
Variables 
Removed Method 
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1 CSE, 
FatiguePreSessi
onQ22, 
CollegeYearQ7, 
Feedback, 
GenderQ5, 
Balance, AgeQ4, 
Interest, Goalb 
. Enter 
 
a. Dependent Variable: Rewarding 
b. All requested variables entered. 
 
 
Model Summaryb 
Model R R Square 
Adjusted R 
Square 
Std. Error of the 
Estimate 
1 .550a .302 .245 .9094 
 
a. Predictors: (Constant), CSE, FatiguePreSessionQ22, CollegeYearQ7, 
Feedback, GenderQ5, Balance, AgeQ4, Interest, Goal 
b. Dependent Variable: Rewarding 
 
 
ANOVAa 
Model Sum of Squares df Mean Square F Sig. 
1 Regression 39.360 9 4.373 5.288 .000b 
Residual 90.965 110 .827   
Total 130.325 119    
 
a. Dependent Variable: Rewarding 
b. Predictors: (Constant), CSE, FatiguePreSessionQ22, CollegeYearQ7, Feedback, GenderQ5, 
Balance, AgeQ4, Interest, Goal 
 
Coefficientsa 
Model 
Unstandardized Coefficients 
Standardized 
Coefficients 
t Sig. B Std. Error Beta 
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1 (Constant) 1.308 1.565  .836 .405 
Balance .653 .176 .346 3.701 .000 
Feedback .354 .123 .319 2.872 .005 
Goal -.061 .208 -.032 -.294 .769 
Interest .143 .215 .067 .662 .509 
AgeQ4 -.010 .012 -.087 -.867 .388 
CollegeYearQ7 -.074 .093 -.067 -.796 .428 
FatiguePreSessionQ22 -.048 .087 -.054 -.555 .580 
GenderQ5 -.027 .199 -.013 -.136 .892 
CSE -.333 .272 -.127 -1.227 .223 
 
Coefficientsa 
Model 
Correlations Collinearity Statistics 
Zero-order Partial Part Tolerance VIF 
1 (Constant)      
Balance .436 .333 .295 .725 1.380 
Feedback .436 .264 .229 .515 1.942 
Goal .265 -.028 -.023 .544 1.839 
Interest .221 .063 .053 .611 1.635 
AgeQ4 -.115 -.082 -.069 .628 1.592 
CollegeYearQ7 -.147 -.076 -.063 .894 1.119 
FatiguePreSessionQ22 .169 -.053 -.044 .682 1.466 
GenderQ5 .088 -.013 -.011 .700 1.429 
CSE .033 -.116 -.098 .593 1.686 
 
a. Dependent Variable: Rewarding 
 
Regression on Log-Transformed Time 
 
Variables Entered/Removeda 
Model 
Variables 
Entered 
Variables 
Removed Method 
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1 CSE, 
FatiguePreSessi
onQ22, 
CollegeYearQ7, 
Goal, GenderQ5, 
Balance, AgeQ4, 
Interest, 
Feedbackb 
. Enter 
 
a. Dependent Variable: Log_Time 
b. All requested variables entered. 
 
Model Summaryb 
Model R R Square 
Adjusted R 
Square 
Std. Error of the 
Estimate 
1 .269a .072 -.007 .11623 
 
a. Predictors: (Constant), CSE, FatiguePreSessionQ22, CollegeYearQ7, 
Goal, GenderQ5, Balance, AgeQ4, Interest, Feedback 
b. Dependent Variable: Log_Time 
 
ANOVAa 
Model Sum of Squares df Mean Square F Sig. 
1 Regression .111 9 .012 .912 .518b 
Residual 1.418 105 .014   
Total 1.529 114    
 
a. Dependent Variable: Log_Time 
b. Predictors: (Constant), CSE, FatiguePreSessionQ22, CollegeYearQ7, Goal, GenderQ5, 
Balance, AgeQ4, Interest, Feedback 
 
Coefficientsa 
Model 
Unstandardized Coefficients 
Standardized 
Coefficients 
t Sig. B Std. Error Beta 
1 (Constant) 6.589 .207  31.839 .000 
Balance .009 .023 .044 .391 .697 
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Feedback .014 .016 .112 .851 .397 
Goal -.035 .027 -.168 -1.306 .194 
Interest .003 .029 .015 .122 .903 
AgeQ4 -.001 .002 -.055 -.461 .646 
CollegeYearQ7 .004 .012 .037 .364 .717 
FatiguePreSessionQ22 -.021 .012 -.208 -1.810 .073 
GenderQ5 .002 .026 .010 .090 .928 
CSE -.027 .035 -.091 -.752 .454 
 
Coefficientsa 
Model 
Correlations Collinearity Statistics 
Zero-order Partial Part Tolerance VIF 
1 (Constant)      
Balance -.057 .038 .037 .697 1.434 
Feedback -.030 .083 .080 .511 1.957 
Goal -.146 -.126 -.123 .536 1.867 
Interest -.096 .012 .011 .592 1.689 
AgeQ4 -.014 -.045 -.043 .628 1.592 
CollegeYearQ7 .071 .035 .034 .876 1.141 
FatiguePreSessionQ22 -.211 -.174 -.170 .672 1.488 
GenderQ5 .022 .009 .008 .701 1.426 
CSE -.087 -.073 -.071 .598 1.672 
 
a. Dependent Variable: Log_Time 
 
Regression on AOI Fixation Time/Session Time 
 
Variables Entered/Removeda 
Model 
Variables 
Entered 
Variables 
Removed Method 
1 CSE, Feedback, 
CollegeYearQ7, 
FatiguePreSessi
onQ22, Gender, 
Balance, Goal, 
AgeQ4, Interestb 
. Enter 
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a. Dependent Variable: AOIFix 
b. All requested variables entered. 
 
Model Summaryb 
Model R R Square 
Adjusted R 
Square 
Std. Error of the 
Estimate 
1 
.549a .301 .220 
.1548532333997
89 
 
a. Predictors: (Constant), CSE, Feedback, CollegeYearQ7, 
FatiguePreSessionQ22, Gender, Balance, Goal, AgeQ4, Interest 
b. Dependent Variable: AOIFix 
 
ANOVAa 
Model Sum of Squares df Mean Square F Sig. 
1 Regression .796 9 .088 3.690 .001b 
Residual 1.846 77 .024   
Total 2.643 86    
 
a. Dependent Variable: AOIFix 
b. Predictors: (Constant), CSE, Feedback, CollegeYearQ7, FatiguePreSessionQ22, Gender, 
Balance, Goal, AgeQ4, Interest 
 
Coefficientsa 
Model 
Unstandardized Coefficients 
Standardized 
Coefficients 
t Sig. B Std. Error Beta 
1 (Constant) -.880 .312  -2.818 .006 
Balance .064 .038 .204 1.674 .098 
Feedback .016 .024 .081 .656 .514 
Goal .037 .039 .116 .950 .345 
Interest .035 .045 .100 .773 .442 
AgeQ4 .009 .002 .471 3.824 .000 
CollegeYearQ7 -.017 .018 -.094 -.942 .349 
FatiguePreSessionQ22 -.041 .020 -.267 -2.055 .043 
Gender .013 .038 .037 .338 .736 
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CSE .191 .055 .441 3.459 .001 
 
Coefficientsa 
Model 
Correlations Collinearity Statistics 
Zero-order Partial Part Tolerance VIF 
1 (Constant)      
Balance .229 .187 .159 .612 1.634 
Feedback .138 .075 .062 .599 1.669 
Goal .136 .108 .090 .604 1.655 
Interest .244 .088 .074 .538 1.860 
AgeQ4 .176 .400 .364 .599 1.669 
CollegeYearQ7 -.185 -.107 -.090 .906 1.104 
FatiguePreSessionQ22 .068 -.228 -.196 .536 1.865 
Gender .060 .038 .032 .754 1.326 
CSE .270 .367 .330 .559 1.789 
 
a. Dependent Variable: AOIFix 
 
Regression on Left Pupil Size 
 
Variables Entered/Removeda 
Model 
Variables 
Entered 
Variables 
Removed Method 
1 CSE, Feedback, 
CollegeYearQ7, 
FatiguePreSessi
onQ22, Gender, 
Balance, Goal, 
AgeQ4, Interestb 
. Enter 
 
a. Dependent Variable: PupilLeft 
b. All requested variables entered. 
 
 
Model Summaryb 
Model R R Square 
Adjusted R 
Square 
Std. Error of the 
Estimate 
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1 
.565a .319 .239 
.5484777826021
21 
 
a. Predictors: (Constant), CSE, Feedback, CollegeYearQ7, 
FatiguePreSessionQ22, Gender, Balance, Goal, AgeQ4, Interest 
b. Dependent Variable: PupilLeft 
 
ANOVAa 
Model Sum of Squares df Mean Square F Sig. 
1 Regression 10.835 9 1.204 4.002 .000b 
Residual 23.164 77 .301   
Total 33.998 86    
 
a. Dependent Variable: PupilLeft 
b. Predictors: (Constant), CSE, Feedback, CollegeYearQ7, FatiguePreSessionQ22, Gender, 
Balance, Goal, AgeQ4, Interest 
 
Coefficientsa 
Model 
Unstandardized Coefficients 
Standardized 
Coefficients 
t Sig. B Std. Error Beta 
1 (Constant) 5.755 1.105  5.206 .000 
Balance .003 .135 .003 .022 .982 
Feedback .177 .085 .252 2.074 .041 
Goal -.273 .137 -.241 -1.992 .050 
Interest .193 .159 .156 1.215 .228 
AgeQ4 -.034 .008 -.517 -4.254 .000 
CollegeYearQ7 .070 .062 .111 1.127 .263 
FatiguePreSessionQ22 .080 .070 .147 1.142 .257 
Gender -.222 .136 -.177 -1.631 .107 
CSE -.348 .195 -.225 -1.785 .078 
 
Coefficientsa 
Model 
Correlations Collinearity Statistics 
Zero-order Partial Part Tolerance VIF 
1 (Constant)      
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Balance .106 .003 .002 .612 1.634 
Feedback .204 .230 .195 .599 1.669 
Goal .055 -.221 -.187 .604 1.655 
Interest .153 .137 .114 .538 1.860 
AgeQ4 -.435 -.436 -.400 .599 1.669 
CollegeYearQ7 .131 .127 .106 .906 1.104 
FatiguePreSessionQ22 .043 .129 .107 .536 1.865 
Gender -.185 -.183 -.153 .754 1.326 
CSE .098 -.199 -.168 .559 1.789 
 
a. Dependent Variable: PupilLeft 
 
Regression on Right Pupil Size 
 
Variables Entered/Removeda 
Model 
Variables 
Entered 
Variables 
Removed Method 
1 CSE, Feedback, 
CollegeYearQ7, 
FatiguePreSessi
onQ22, Gender, 
Balance, Goal, 
AgeQ4, Interestb 
. Enter 
 
a. Dependent Variable: PupilRight 
b. All requested variables entered. 
 
 
Model Summaryb 
Model R R Square 
Adjusted R 
Square 
Std. Error of the 
Estimate 
1 
.625a .391 .320 
.5257339546549
71 
 
a. Predictors: (Constant), CSE, Feedback, CollegeYearQ7, 
FatiguePreSessionQ22, Gender, Balance, Goal, AgeQ4, Interest 
b. Dependent Variable: PupilRight 
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ANOVAa 
Model Sum of Squares df Mean Square F Sig. 
1 Regression 13.676 9 1.520 5.498 .000b 
Residual 21.283 77 .276   
Total 34.958 86    
 
a. Dependent Variable: PupilRight 
b. Predictors: (Constant), CSE, Feedback, CollegeYearQ7, FatiguePreSessionQ22, Gender, 
Balance, Goal, AgeQ4, Interest 
 
Coefficientsa 
Model 
Unstandardized Coefficients 
Standardized 
Coefficients 
t Sig. B Std. Error Beta 
1 (Constant) 4.786 1.060  4.517 .000 
Balance .002 .129 .002 .018 .986 
Feedback .232 .082 .325 2.832 .006 
Goal -.245 .131 -.214 -1.868 .066 
Interest .255 .152 .203 1.677 .098 
AgeQ4 -.033 .008 -.503 -4.379 .000 
CollegeYearQ7 .137 .060 .214 2.295 .024 
FatiguePreSessionQ22 .031 .067 .057 .467 .642 
Gender -.153 .130 -.120 -1.172 .245 
CSE -.259 .187 -.164 -1.383 .171 
 
Coefficientsa 
Model 
Correlations Collinearity Statistics 
Zero-order Partial Part Tolerance VIF 
1 (Constant)      
Balance .119 .002 .002 .612 1.634 
Feedback .282 .307 .252 .599 1.669 
Goal .109 -.208 -.166 .604 1.655 
Interest .207 .188 .149 .538 1.860 
AgeQ4 -.471 -.447 -.389 .599 1.669 
CollegeYearQ7 .229 .253 .204 .906 1.104 
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FatiguePreSessionQ22 .014 .053 .042 .536 1.865 
Gender -.136 -.132 -.104 .754 1.326 
CSE .140 -.156 -.123 .559 1.789 
 
a. Dependent Variable: PupilRight 
 
Regression on Fixation Duration Mean 
 
Variables Entered/Removeda 
Model 
Variables 
Entered 
Variables 
Removed Method 
1 CSE, Feedback, 
CollegeYearQ7, 
FatiguePreSessi
onQ22, Gender, 
Balance, Goal, 
AgeQ4, Interestb 
. Enter 
 
a. Dependent Variable: FixDur 
b. All requested variables entered. 
 
Model Summaryb 
Model R R Square 
Adjusted R 
Square 
Std. Error of the 
Estimate 
1 
.560a .313 .233 
94.72828662301
6630 
 
a. Predictors: (Constant), CSE, Feedback, CollegeYearQ7, 
FatiguePreSessionQ22, Gender, Balance, Goal, AgeQ4, Interest 
b. Dependent Variable: FixDur 
 
ANOVAa 
Model Sum of Squares df Mean Square F Sig. 
1 Regression 314959.018 9 34995.446 3.900 .000b 
Residual 690955.518 77 8973.448   
Total 1005914.536 86    
 
a. Dependent Variable: FixDur 
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b. Predictors: (Constant), CSE, Feedback, CollegeYearQ7, FatiguePreSessionQ22, Gender, 
Balance, Goal, AgeQ4, Interest 
 
Coefficientsa 
Model 
Unstandardized Coefficients 
Standardized 
Coefficients 
t Sig. B Std. Error Beta 
1 (Constant) -301.809 190.932  -1.581 .118 
Balance 15.196 23.295 .079 .652 .516 
Feedback 11.234 14.753 .093 .762 .449 
Goal 46.847 23.675 .240 1.979 .051 
Interest 38.278 27.400 .180 1.397 .166 
AgeQ4 4.666 1.368 .416 3.410 .001 
CollegeYearQ7 -13.322 10.756 -.123 -1.239 .219 
FatiguePreSessionQ22 -40.315 12.082 -.430 -3.337 .001 
Gender -43.937 23.513 -.203 -1.869 .065 
CSE 75.352 33.690 .283 2.237 .028 
 
Coefficientsa 
Model 
Correlations Collinearity Statistics 
Zero-order Partial Part Tolerance VIF 
1 (Constant)      
Balance .036 .074 .062 .612 1.634 
Feedback .149 .086 .072 .599 1.669 
Goal .220 .220 .187 .604 1.655 
Interest .136 .157 .132 .538 1.860 
AgeQ4 .055 .362 .322 .599 1.669 
CollegeYearQ7 -.205 -.140 -.117 .906 1.104 
FatiguePreSessionQ22 -.142 -.355 -.315 .536 1.865 
Gender -.212 -.208 -.176 .754 1.326 
CSE .237 .247 .211 .559 1.789 
 
a. Dependent Variable: FixDur 
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Regression on Fixation Time/Session Time 
 
Variables Entered/Removeda 
Model 
Variables 
Entered 
Variables 
Removed Method 
1 CSE, Feedback, 
CollegeYearQ7, 
FatiguePreSessi
onQ22, Gender, 
Balance, Goal, 
AgeQ4, Interestb 
. Enter 
 
a. Dependent Variable: FixSess 
b. All requested variables entered. 
 
Model Summaryb 
Model R R Square 
Adjusted R 
Square 
Std. Error of the 
Estimate 
1 
.534a .285 .202 
.1380540109574
31 
 
a. Predictors: (Constant), CSE, Feedback, CollegeYearQ7, 
FatiguePreSessionQ22, Gender, Balance, Goal, AgeQ4, Interest 
b. Dependent Variable: FixSess 
 
ANOVAa 
Model Sum of Squares df Mean Square F Sig. 
1 Regression .586 9 .065 3.414 .001b 
Residual 1.468 77 .019   
Total 2.053 86    
 
a. Dependent Variable: FixSess 
b. Predictors: (Constant), CSE, Feedback, CollegeYearQ7, FatiguePreSessionQ22, Gender, 
Balance, Goal, AgeQ4, Interest 
 
Coefficientsa 
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Model 
Unstandardized Coefficients 
Standardized 
Coefficients 
t Sig. B Std. Error Beta 
1 (Constant) -.576 .278  -2.070 .042 
Balance .031 .034 .113 .920 .361 
Feedback .016 .022 .092 .738 .463 
Goal .040 .035 .145 1.167 .247 
Interest .022 .040 .073 .553 .582 
AgeQ4 .008 .002 .511 4.101 .000 
CollegeYearQ7 -.016 .016 -.102 -1.010 .316 
FatiguePreSessionQ22 -.030 .018 -.221 -1.682 .097 
Gender .003 .034 .010 .090 .928 
CSE .166 .049 .436 3.386 .001 
 
Coefficientsa 
Model 
Correlations Collinearity Statistics 
Zero-order Partial Part Tolerance VIF 
1 (Constant)      
Balance .156 .104 .089 .612 1.634 
Feedback .130 .084 .071 .599 1.669 
Goal .148 .132 .112 .604 1.655 
Interest .202 .063 .053 .538 1.860 
AgeQ4 .217 .423 .395 .599 1.669 
CollegeYearQ7 -.190 -.114 -.097 .906 1.104 
FatiguePreSessionQ22 .068 -.188 -.162 .536 1.865 
Gender .035 .010 .009 .754 1.326 
CSE .238 .360 .326 .559 1.789 
 
a. Dependent Variable: FixSess 
 
Regression on Average Saccade Length 
 
Variables Entered/Removeda 
Model 
Variables 
Entered 
Variables 
Removed Method 
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1 CSE, Feedback, 
CollegeYearQ7, 
FatiguePreSessi
onQ22, Gender, 
Balance, Goal, 
AgeQ4, Interestb 
. Enter 
 
a. Dependent Variable: SaccLen 
b. All requested variables entered. 
 
Model Summaryb 
Model R R Square 
Adjusted R 
Square 
Std. Error of the 
Estimate 
1 .378a .143 .042 22.68090966 
 
a. Predictors: (Constant), CSE, Feedback, CollegeYearQ7, 
FatiguePreSessionQ22, Gender, Balance, Goal, AgeQ4, Interest 
b. Dependent Variable: SaccLen 
 
ANOVAa 
Model Sum of Squares df Mean Square F Sig. 
1 Regression 6583.484 9 731.498 1.422 .194b 
Residual 39610.622 77 514.424   
Total 46194.106 86    
 
a. Dependent Variable: SaccLen 
b. Predictors: (Constant), CSE, Feedback, CollegeYearQ7, FatiguePreSessionQ22, Gender, 
Balance, Goal, AgeQ4, Interest 
 
Coefficientsa 
Model 
Unstandardized Coefficients 
Standardized 
Coefficients 
t Sig. B Std. Error Beta 
1 (Constant) 222.219 45.715  4.861 .000 
Balance -12.677 5.578 -.307 -2.273 .026 
Feedback -5.073 3.532 -.196 -1.436 .155 
Goal 10.720 5.669 .257 1.891 .062 
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Interest -.017 6.560 .000 -.003 .998 
AgeQ4 -.465 .328 -.194 -1.420 .160 
CollegeYearQ7 -2.228 2.575 -.096 -.865 .390 
FatiguePreSessionQ22 4.062 2.893 .202 1.404 .164 
Gender 4.544 5.630 .098 .807 .422 
CSE -11.031 8.066 -.193 -1.368 .175 
 
Coefficientsa 
Model 
Correlations Collinearity Statistics 
Zero-order Partial Part Tolerance VIF 
1 (Constant)      
Balance -.190 -.251 -.240 .612 1.634 
Feedback -.077 -.162 -.152 .599 1.669 
Goal .122 .211 .200 .604 1.655 
Interest -.069 .000 .000 .538 1.860 
AgeQ4 -.031 -.160 -.150 .599 1.669 
CollegeYearQ7 -.006 -.098 -.091 .906 1.104 
FatiguePreSessionQ22 .050 .158 .148 .536 1.865 
Gender .006 .092 .085 .754 1.326 
CSE -.105 -.154 -.144 .559 1.789 
 
a. Dependent Variable: SaccLen 
 
Regression on Average Saccade Velocity 
 
Variables Entered/Removeda 
Model 
Variables 
Entered 
Variables 
Removed Method 
1 CSE, Feedback, 
CollegeYearQ7, 
FatiguePreSessi
onQ22, Gender, 
Balance, Goal, 
AgeQ4, Interestb 
. Enter 
 
a. Dependent Variable: SaccVelo 
b. All requested variables entered. 
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Model Summaryb 
Model R R Square 
Adjusted R 
Square 
Std. Error of the 
Estimate 
1 .462a .213 .121 .481879908 
 
a. Predictors: (Constant), CSE, Feedback, CollegeYearQ7, 
FatiguePreSessionQ22, Gender, Balance, Goal, AgeQ4, Interest 
b. Dependent Variable: SaccVelo 
 
ANOVAa 
Model Sum of Squares df Mean Square F Sig. 
1 Regression 4.846 9 .538 2.319 .023b 
Residual 17.880 77 .232   
Total 22.726 86    
 
a. Dependent Variable: SaccVelo 
b. Predictors: (Constant), CSE, Feedback, CollegeYearQ7, FatiguePreSessionQ22, Gender, 
Balance, Goal, AgeQ4, Interest 
 
Coefficientsa 
Model 
Unstandardized Coefficients 
Standardized 
Coefficients 
t Sig. B Std. Error Beta 
1 (Constant) 1.274 .971  1.312 .193 
Balance -.056 .119 -.061 -.475 .636 
Feedback -.148 .075 -.258 -1.978 .052 
Goal .320 .120 .346 2.659 .010 
Interest -.001 .139 -.001 -.006 .995 
AgeQ4 .007 .007 .130 .993 .324 
CollegeYearQ7 -.174 .055 -.338 -3.181 .002 
FatiguePreSessionQ22 -.018 .061 -.041 -.294 .769 
Gender .119 .120 .116 .997 .322 
CSE .212 .171 .167 1.237 .220 
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Coefficientsa 
Model 
Correlations Collinearity Statistics 
Zero-order Partial Part Tolerance VIF 
1 (Constant)      
Balance -.004 -.054 -.048 .612 1.634 
Feedback -.072 -.220 -.200 .599 1.669 
Goal .161 .290 .269 .604 1.655 
Interest .037 -.001 -.001 .538 1.860 
AgeQ4 .069 .112 .100 .599 1.669 
CollegeYearQ7 -.320 -.341 -.322 .906 1.104 
FatiguePreSessionQ22 .039 -.034 -.030 .536 1.865 
Gender -.009 .113 .101 .754 1.326 
CSE .145 .140 .125 .559 1.789 
 
a. Dependent Variable: SaccVelo 
 
Appendix C - Regression of the Flow Dimensions on the User 
Engagement Indicators 
Regression on Performance (Word Count) 
 
Variables Entered/Removeda 
Model 
Variables 
Entered 
Variables 
Removed Method 
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1 Interest, 
CollegeYearQ7, 
Awareness, 
AgeQ4, 
SelfConciousnes
s, Rewarding, 
TimeDistortion, 
Control, Goal, 
Concentration, 
GenderQ5, 
FatiguePreSessi
onQ22, CSEb 
. Enter 
 
a. Dependent Variable: Performance 
b. All requested variables entered. 
 
Model Summaryb 
Model R R Square 
Adjusted R 
Square 
Std. Error of the 
Estimate 
1 .481a .232 .138 83.4816 
 
a. Predictors: (Constant), Interest, CollegeYearQ7, Awareness, AgeQ4, 
SelfConciousness, Rewarding, TimeDistortion, Control, Goal, 
Concentration, GenderQ5, FatiguePreSessionQ22, CSE 
b. Dependent Variable: Performance 
 
ANOVAa 
Model Sum of Squares df Mean Square F Sig. 
1 Regression 222814.227 13 17139.556 2.459 .006b 
Residual 738732.765 106 6969.177   
Total 961546.992 119    
 
a. Dependent Variable: Performance 
b. Predictors: (Constant), Interest, CollegeYearQ7, Awareness, AgeQ4, SelfConciousness, 
Rewarding, TimeDistortion, Control, Goal, Concentration, GenderQ5, FatiguePreSessionQ22, CSE 
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Coefficientsa 
Model 
Unstandardized Coefficients 
Standardized 
Coefficients 
t Sig. B Std. Error Beta 
1 (Constant) 107.405 159.555  .673 .502 
Awareness 21.778 8.867 .242 2.456 .016 
Concentration 22.001 15.611 .139 1.409 .162 
Control -8.057 9.924 -.082 -.812 .419 
SelfConciousness -9.215 8.442 -.107 -1.092 .277 
TimeDistortion 13.289 8.016 .155 1.658 .100 
Rewarding 24.137 8.304 .281 2.907 .004 
AgeQ4 -.922 1.158 -.090 -.796 .428 
CollegeYearQ7 23.235 8.731 .246 2.661 .009 
FatiguePreSessionQ22 3.429 8.254 .045 .415 .679 
GenderQ5 -21.887 18.344 -.122 -1.193 .235 
CSE -30.097 25.355 -.133 -1.187 .238 
Goal -37.173 16.660 -.225 -2.231 .028 
Interest 23.508 20.366 .129 1.154 .251 
 
Coefficientsa 
Model 
Correlations Collinearity Statistics 
Zero-order Partial Part Tolerance VIF 
1 (Constant)      
Awareness .135 .232 .209 .747 1.338 
Concentration .091 .136 .120 .743 1.346 
Control .004 -.079 -.069 .702 1.424 
SelfConciousness -.085 -.105 -.093 .752 1.329 
TimeDistortion .082 .159 .141 .824 1.213 
Rewarding .224 .272 .247 .775 1.290 
AgeQ4 -.045 -.077 -.068 .571 1.752 
CollegeYearQ7 .233 .250 .227 .847 1.180 
FatiguePreSessionQ22 .067 .040 .035 .631 1.584 
GenderQ5 .067 -.115 -.102 .692 1.445 
CSE -.062 -.115 -.101 .573 1.744 
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Goal -.096 -.212 -.190 .712 1.404 
Interest .124 .111 .098 .577 1.734 
 
a. Dependent Variable: Performance 
 
Regression on Willingness to Spend More Time 
 
Variables Entered/Removeda 
Model 
Variables 
Entered 
Variables 
Removed Method 
1 Interest, 
CollegeYearQ7, 
Awareness, 
AgeQ4, 
SelfConciousnes
s, Rewarding, 
TimeDistortion, 
Control, Goal, 
Concentration, 
GenderQ5, 
FatiguePreSessi
onQ22, CSEb 
. Enter 
 
a. Dependent Variable: Moretime 
b. All requested variables entered. 
 
Model Summaryb 
Model R R Square 
Adjusted R 
Square 
Std. Error of the 
Estimate 
1 .612a .375 .298 1.08089 
 
a. Predictors: (Constant), Interest, CollegeYearQ7, Awareness, AgeQ4, 
SelfConciousness, Rewarding, TimeDistortion, Control, Goal, 
Concentration, GenderQ5, FatiguePreSessionQ22, CSE 
b. Dependent Variable: Moretime 
 
 
ANOVAa 
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Model Sum of Squares df Mean Square F Sig. 
1 Regression 74.198 13 5.708 4.885 .000b 
Residual 123.843 106 1.168   
Total 198.041 119    
 
a. Dependent Variable: Moretime 
b. Predictors: (Constant), Interest, CollegeYearQ7, Awareness, AgeQ4, SelfConciousness, 
Rewarding, TimeDistortion, Control, Goal, Concentration, GenderQ5, FatiguePreSessionQ22, CSE 
 
Coefficientsa 
Model 
Unstandardized Coefficients 
Standardized 
Coefficients 
t Sig. B Std. Error Beta 
1 (Constant) 1.071 2.066  .519 .605 
Awareness -.081 .115 -.063 -.708 .480 
Concentration .137 .202 .060 .678 .499 
Control .138 .128 .099 1.076 .284 
SelfConciousness .125 .109 .101 1.144 .255 
TimeDistortion .045 .104 .037 .431 .667 
Rewarding .576 .108 .468 5.360 .000 
AgeQ4 .022 .015 .147 1.444 .152 
CollegeYearQ7 -.125 .113 -.093 -1.109 .270 
FatiguePreSessionQ22 -.143 .107 -.129 -1.337 .184 
GenderQ5 .280 .238 .109 1.179 .241 
CSE -.236 .328 -.073 -.720 .473 
Goal .198 .216 .083 .918 .361 
Interest .110 .264 .042 .417 .677 
 
Coefficientsa 
Model 
Correlations Collinearity Statistics 
Zero-order Partial Part Tolerance VIF 
1 (Constant)      
Awareness -.077 -.069 -.054 .747 1.338 
Concentration .189 .066 .052 .743 1.346 
Control .249 .104 .083 .702 1.424 
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SelfConciousness .173 .110 .088 .752 1.329 
TimeDistortion .136 .042 .033 .824 1.213 
Rewarding .536 .462 .412 .775 1.290 
AgeQ4 .090 .139 .111 .571 1.752 
CollegeYearQ7 -.161 -.107 -.085 .847 1.180 
FatiguePreSessionQ22 .078 -.129 -.103 .631 1.584 
GenderQ5 .136 .114 .091 .692 1.445 
CSE -.086 -.070 -.055 .573 1.744 
Goal .183 .089 .070 .712 1.404 
Interest .146 .041 .032 .577 1.734 
 
a. Dependent Variable: Moretime 
 
Regression on Intention to Return 
 
Variables Entered/Removeda 
Model 
Variables 
Entered 
Variables 
Removed Method 
1 Interest, 
CollegeYearQ7, 
Awareness, 
AgeQ4, 
SelfConciousnes
s, Rewarding, 
TimeDistortion, 
Control, Goal, 
Concentration, 
GenderQ5, 
FatiguePreSessi
onQ22, CSEb 
. Enter 
 
a. Dependent Variable: Return 
b. All requested variables entered. 
 
 
Model Summaryb 
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Model R R Square 
Adjusted R 
Square 
Std. Error of the 
Estimate 
1 .552a .304 .219 1.17342 
 
a. Predictors: (Constant), Interest, CollegeYearQ7, Awareness, AgeQ4, 
SelfConciousness, Rewarding, TimeDistortion, Control, Goal, 
Concentration, GenderQ5, FatiguePreSessionQ22, CSE 
b. Dependent Variable: Return 
 
ANOVAa 
Model Sum of Squares df Mean Square F Sig. 
1 Regression 63.866 13 4.913 3.568 .000b 
Residual 145.952 106 1.377   
Total 209.819 119    
 
a. Dependent Variable: Return 
b. Predictors: (Constant), Interest, CollegeYearQ7, Awareness, AgeQ4, SelfConciousness, 
Rewarding, TimeDistortion, Control, Goal, Concentration, GenderQ5, FatiguePreSessionQ22, CSE 
 
Coefficientsa 
Model 
Unstandardized Coefficients 
Standardized 
Coefficients 
t Sig. B Std. Error Beta 
1 (Constant) 1.830 2.243  .816 .416 
Awareness .095 .125 .071 .759 .449 
Concentration -.054 .219 -.023 -.248 .805 
Control .273 .139 .190 1.961 .053 
SelfConciousness .172 .119 .135 1.451 .150 
TimeDistortion -.089 .113 -.070 -.788 .433 
Rewarding .467 .117 .368 4.001 .000 
AgeQ4 .025 .016 .163 1.524 .130 
CollegeYearQ7 -.069 .123 -.050 -.563 .575 
FatiguePreSessionQ22 -.126 .116 -.111 -1.089 .279 
GenderQ5 .235 .258 .089 .910 .365 
CSE -.344 .356 -.103 -.965 .337 
Goal .202 .234 .083 .863 .390 
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Interest .155 .286 .058 .541 .590 
 
Coefficientsa 
Model 
Correlations Collinearity Statistics 
Zero-order Partial Part Tolerance VIF 
1 (Constant)      
Awareness .097 .074 .062 .747 1.338 
Concentration .106 -.024 -.020 .743 1.346 
Control .302 .187 .159 .702 1.424 
SelfConciousness .198 .140 .118 .752 1.329 
TimeDistortion .006 -.076 -.064 .824 1.213 
Rewarding .431 .362 .324 .775 1.290 
AgeQ4 .110 .146 .123 .571 1.752 
CollegeYearQ7 -.111 -.055 -.046 .847 1.180 
FatiguePreSessionQ22 .134 -.105 -.088 .631 1.584 
GenderQ5 .142 .088 .074 .692 1.445 
CSE -.140 -.093 -.078 .573 1.744 
Goal .181 .083 .070 .712 1.404 
Interest .118 .052 .044 .577 1.734 
 
a. Dependent Variable: Return 
Appendix D - Regression of the Eye Tracking Metrics on the 
User Engagement Indicators 
Regression on Performance (Word Count) 
 
Variables Entered/Removeda 
Model 
Variables 
Entered 
Variables 
Removed Method 
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1 Interest, 
SaccVelo, 
Gender, FixDur, 
Goal, 
CollegeYearQ7, 
AgeQ4, 
PupilLeft, 
FatiguePreSessi
onQ22, CSE, 
SaccLen, AOIFix, 
PupilRight, 
FixSessb 
. Enter 
 
a. Dependent Variable: Performance 
b. All requested variables entered. 
 
Model Summaryb 
Model R R Square 
Adjusted R 
Square 
Std. Error of the 
Estimate 
1 .692a .479 .378 72.158 
 
a. Predictors: (Constant), Interest, SaccVelo, Gender, FixDur, Goal, 
CollegeYearQ7, AgeQ4, PupilLeft, FatiguePreSessionQ22, CSE, 
SaccLen, AOIFix, PupilRight, FixSess 
b. Dependent Variable: Performance 
 
 
ANOVAa 
Model Sum of Squares df Mean Square F Sig. 
1 Regression 345124.799 14 24651.771 4.735 .000b 
Residual 374891.201 72 5206.822   
Total 720016.000 86    
 
a. Dependent Variable: Performance 
b. Predictors: (Constant), Interest, SaccVelo, Gender, FixDur, Goal, CollegeYearQ7, AgeQ4, 
PupilLeft, FatiguePreSessionQ22, CSE, SaccLen, AOIFix, PupilRight, FixSess 
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Coefficientsa 
Model 
Unstandardized Coefficients 
Standardized 
Coefficients 
t Sig. B Std. Error Beta 
1 (Constant) 609.137 196.976  3.092 .003 
AOIFix 206.155 160.723 .395 1.283 .204 
PupilLeft 6.791 26.966 .047 .252 .802 
PupilRight 8.257 28.862 .058 .286 .776 
FixDur -.014 .138 -.016 -.100 .921 
FixSess -332.902 191.256 -.562 -1.741 .086 
SaccLen -2.676 .615 -.678 -4.350 .000 
SaccVelo 24.156 32.133 .136 .752 .455 
AgeQ4 -1.065 1.292 -.112 -.824 .413 
CollegeYearQ7 13.517 8.863 .147 1.525 .132 
CSE -39.301 27.320 -.174 -1.439 .155 
FatiguePreSessionQ22 2.203 9.545 .028 .231 .818 
Gender -19.622 18.514 -.107 -1.060 .293 
Goal -4.236 17.772 -.026 -.238 .812 
Interest 29.955 22.233 .166 1.347 .182 
 
Coefficientsa 
Model 
Correlations Collinearity Statistics 
Zero-order Partial Part Tolerance VIF 
1 (Constant)      
AOIFix .056 .149 .109 .076 13.111 
PupilLeft .263 .030 .021 .211 4.748 
PupilRight .284 .034 .024 .179 5.593 
FixDur .236 -.012 -.008 .270 3.703 
FixSess -.010 -.201 -.148 .069 14.424 
SaccLen -.589 -.456 -.370 .298 3.357 
SaccVelo -.343 .088 .064 .222 4.507 
AgeQ4 -.142 -.097 -.070 .390 2.565 
CollegeYearQ7 .185 .177 .130 .774 1.292 
CSE .033 -.167 -.122 .493 2.028 
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FatiguePreSessionQ22 .021 .027 .020 .499 2.006 
Gender -.073 -.124 -.090 .706 1.416 
Goal -.052 -.028 -.020 .622 1.607 
Interest .162 .157 .115 .474 2.110 
 
a. Dependent Variable: Performance 
 
Regression on Willingness to Spend More Time 
 
Variables Entered/Removeda 
Model 
Variables 
Entered 
Variables 
Removed Method 
1 Interest, 
SaccVelo, 
Gender, FixDur, 
Goal, 
CollegeYearQ7, 
AgeQ4, 
PupilLeft, 
FatiguePreSessi
onQ22, CSE, 
SaccLen, AOIFix, 
PupilRight, 
FixSessb 
. Enter 
 
a. Dependent Variable: Moretime 
b. All requested variables entered. 
 
 
Model Summaryb 
Model R R Square 
Adjusted R 
Square 
Std. Error of the 
Estimate 
1 
.614a .376 .255 
.9816310337705
95 
 
a. Predictors: (Constant), Interest, SaccVelo, Gender, FixDur, Goal, 
CollegeYearQ7, AgeQ4, PupilLeft, FatiguePreSessionQ22, CSE, 
SaccLen, AOIFix, PupilRight, FixSess 
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b. Dependent Variable: Moretime 
 
ANOVAa 
Model Sum of Squares df Mean Square F Sig. 
1 Regression 41.888 14 2.992 3.105 .001b 
Residual 69.379 72 .964   
Total 111.267 86    
 
a. Dependent Variable: Moretime 
b. Predictors: (Constant), Interest, SaccVelo, Gender, FixDur, Goal, CollegeYearQ7, AgeQ4, 
PupilLeft, FatiguePreSessionQ22, CSE, SaccLen, AOIFix, PupilRight, FixSess 
 
 
Coefficientsa 
Model 
Unstandardized Coefficients 
Standardized 
Coefficients 
t Sig. B Std. Error Beta 
1 (Constant) 9.051 2.680  3.378 .001 
AOIFix 2.009 2.186 .310 .919 .361 
PupilLeft .332 .367 .184 .906 .368 
PupilRight -.505 .393 -.283 -1.287 .202 
FixDur -.003 .002 -.259 -1.446 .152 
FixSess 1.022 2.602 .139 .393 .696 
SaccLen -.012 .008 -.248 -1.457 .150 
SaccVelo -.583 .437 -.263 -1.333 .187 
AgeQ4 -.002 .018 -.019 -.128 .899 
CollegeYearQ7 -.223 .121 -.195 -1.847 .069 
CSE -.721 .372 -.257 -1.941 .056 
FatiguePreSessionQ22 .131 .130 .133 1.011 .315 
Gender .444 .252 .195 1.764 .082 
Goal .490 .242 .239 2.026 .046 
Interest -.032 .302 -.014 -.107 .915 
 
Coefficientsa 
Model Correlations Collinearity Statistics 
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Zero-order Partial Part Tolerance VIF 
1 (Constant)      
AOIFix .257 .108 .085 .076 13.111 
PupilLeft -.120 .106 .084 .211 4.748 
PupilRight -.156 -.150 -.120 .179 5.593 
FixDur .107 -.168 -.135 .270 3.703 
FixSess .230 .046 .037 .069 14.424 
SaccLen -.244 -.169 -.136 .298 3.357 
SaccVelo .007 -.155 -.124 .222 4.507 
AgeQ4 .294 -.015 -.012 .390 2.565 
CollegeYearQ7 -.134 -.213 -.172 .774 1.292 
CSE -.237 -.223 -.181 .493 2.028 
FatiguePreSessionQ22 .262 .118 .094 .499 2.006 
Gender .327 .204 .164 .706 1.416 
Goal .137 .232 .189 .622 1.607 
Interest .070 -.013 -.010 .474 2.110 
 
a. Dependent Variable: Moretime 
 
Regression on Intention to Return 
 
Variables Entered/Removeda 
Model 
Variables 
Entered 
Variables 
Removed Method 
1 Interest, 
SaccVelo, 
Gender, FixDur, 
Goal, 
CollegeYearQ7, 
AgeQ4, 
PupilLeft, 
FatiguePreSessi
onQ22, CSE, 
SaccLen, AOIFix, 
PupilRight, 
FixSessb 
. Enter 
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a. Dependent Variable: Return 
b. All requested variables entered. 
 
 
Model Summaryb 
Model R R Square 
Adjusted R 
Square 
Std. Error of the 
Estimate 
1 
.533a .284 .145 
.9931463733963
17 
 
a. Predictors: (Constant), Interest, SaccVelo, Gender, FixDur, Goal, 
CollegeYearQ7, AgeQ4, PupilLeft, FatiguePreSessionQ22, CSE, 
SaccLen, AOIFix, PupilRight, FixSess 
b. Dependent Variable: Return 
 
 
ANOVAa 
Model Sum of Squares df Mean Square F Sig. 
1 Regression 28.204 14 2.015 2.043 .026b 
Residual 71.016 72 .986   
Total 99.221 86    
 
a. Dependent Variable: Return 
b. Predictors: (Constant), Interest, SaccVelo, Gender, FixDur, Goal, CollegeYearQ7, AgeQ4, 
PupilLeft, FatiguePreSessionQ22, CSE, SaccLen, AOIFix, PupilRight, FixSess 
 
 
Coefficientsa 
Model 
Unstandardized Coefficients 
Standardized 
Coefficients 
t Sig. B Std. Error Beta 
1 (Constant) 4.580 2.711  1.689 .095 
AOIFix -1.043 2.212 -.170 -.472 .639 
PupilLeft .224 .371 .131 .604 .548 
PupilRight -.436 .397 -.259 -1.096 .277 
FixDur -.001 .002 -.105 -.545 .587 
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FixSess 2.328 2.632 .335 .884 .379 
SaccLen .000 .008 -.007 -.036 .971 
SaccVelo -.739 .442 -.354 -1.671 .099 
AgeQ4 .014 .018 .123 .770 .444 
CollegeYearQ7 -.137 .122 -.127 -1.119 .267 
CSE .086 .376 .032 .228 .821 
FatiguePreSessionQ22 .243 .131 .261 1.849 .069 
Gender .334 .255 .156 1.312 .194 
Goal .582 .245 .301 2.378 .020 
Interest -.264 .306 -.125 -.863 .391 
 
Coefficientsa 
Model 
Correlations Collinearity Statistics 
Zero-order Partial Part Tolerance VIF 
1 (Constant)      
AOIFix .011 -.056 -.047 .076 13.111 
PupilLeft -.087 .071 .060 .211 4.748 
PupilRight -.120 -.128 -.109 .179 5.593 
FixDur .009 -.064 -.054 .270 3.703 
FixSess .026 .104 .088 .069 14.424 
SaccLen -.040 -.004 -.004 .298 3.357 
SaccVelo -.094 -.193 -.167 .222 4.507 
AgeQ4 .264 .090 .077 .390 2.565 
CollegeYearQ7 -.064 -.131 -.112 .774 1.292 
CSE -.128 .027 .023 .493 2.028 
FatiguePreSessionQ22 .352 .213 .184 .499 2.006 
Gender .220 .153 .131 .706 1.416 
Goal .235 .270 .237 .622 1.607 
Interest .066 -.101 -.086 .474 2.110 
 
a. Dependent Variable: Return 
 
Appendix E – Mediation Test 
Mediation Test on Performance (Word Count) 
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*************** MEDIATE Procedure for SPSS Release 050213 **************** 
 
        Written by Andrew F. Hayes, Ph.D.   http://www.afhayes.com 
 
************************************************************************** 
 
VARIABLES IN THE FULL MODEL: 
    Y = Performa 
   M1 = Awarenes 
   M2 = Concentr 
   M3 = Control 
   M4 = SelfConc 
   M5 = TimeDist 
   M6 = Rewardin 
   M7 = Time 
    X = Balance 
        Feedback 
 
COVARIATES: 
 Goal     Interest AgeQ4    CollegeY FatigueP GenderQ5 CSE 
 
************************************************************************** 
 
OUTCOME VARIABLE: 
   Performa 
 
MODEL SUMMARY (TOTAL  EFFECTS MODEL) 
          R       R-sq   Adj R-sq          F        df1        df2          p 
      .3531      .1247      .0531     1.7415     9.0000   110.0000      .0880 
 
MODEL COEFFICIENTS (TOTAL EFFECTS MODEL) 
             Coeff.       s.e.          t          p 
Constant   228.4921   150.5601     1.5176      .1320 
Balance     18.3097    16.9665     1.0792      .2829 
Feedback    10.4588    11.8436      .8831      .3791 
Goal       -37.2759    19.9798    -1.8657      .0647 
Interest    26.1361    20.7243     1.2611      .2099 
AgeQ4       -1.4106     1.1567    -1.2195      .2253 
CollegeY    21.4102     8.9072     2.4037      .0179 
FatigueP     3.8367     8.3223      .4610      .6457 
GenderQ5    -6.7016    19.1167     -.3506      .7266 
CSE        -34.2773    26.1194    -1.3123      .1921 
 
OMNIBUS TEST OF TOTAL EFFECT 
       R-sq          F        df1        df2          p 
      .0175     1.0981     2.0000   110.0000      .3371 
 
************************************************************************** 
 
OUTCOME VARIABLE: 
   Awarenes 
 
MODEL SUMMARY 
          R       R-sq   Adj R-sq          F        df1        df2          p 
      .3987      .1589      .0901     2.3099     9.0000   110.0000      .0203 
 
MODEL COEFFICIENTS 
             Coeff.       s.e.          t          p 
Constant     3.1455     1.6390     1.9191      .0576 
Balance      -.0561      .1847     -.3040      .7617 
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Feedback      .0967      .1289      .7503      .4546 
Goal          .1359      .2175      .6249      .5333 
Interest     -.2379      .2256    -1.0545      .2940 
AgeQ4        -.0186      .0126    -1.4746      .1432 
CollegeY     -.0121      .0970     -.1246      .9011 
FatigueP      .2300      .0906     2.5385      .0125 
GenderQ5      .4481      .2081     2.1531      .0335 
CSE          -.0934      .2843     -.3285      .7431 
 
************************************************************************** 
 
OUTCOME VARIABLE: 
   Concentr 
 
MODEL SUMMARY 
          R       R-sq   Adj R-sq          F        df1        df2          p 
      .3793      .1439      .0739     2.0544     9.0000   110.0000      .0398 
 
MODEL COEFFICIENTS 
             Coeff.       s.e.          t          p 
Constant     1.9185      .9422     2.0362      .0441 
Balance       .2968      .1062     2.7951      .0061 
Feedback     -.0139      .0741     -.1871      .8519 
Goal          .0675      .1250      .5396      .5905 
Interest      .1499      .1297     1.1560      .2502 
AgeQ4         .0007      .0072      .0963      .9235 
CollegeY      .0667      .0557     1.1972      .2338 
FatigueP     -.0146      .0521     -.2797      .7802 
GenderQ5     -.1428      .1196    -1.1936      .2352 
CSE           .0431      .1635      .2639      .7923 
 
************************************************************************** 
 
OUTCOME VARIABLE: 
   Control 
 
MODEL SUMMARY 
          R       R-sq   Adj R-sq          F        df1        df2          p 
      .5328      .2838      .2252     4.8442     9.0000   110.0000      .0000 
 
MODEL COEFFICIENTS 
             Coeff.       s.e.          t          p 
Constant     4.8172     1.3944     3.4547      .0008 
Balance       .5082      .1571     3.2341      .0016 
Feedback     -.1743      .1097    -1.5887      .1150 
Goal          .0928      .1850      .5015      .6170 
Interest      .1630      .1919      .8492      .3976 
AgeQ4        -.0349      .0107    -3.2573      .0015 
CollegeY     -.1619      .0825    -1.9630      .0522 
FatigueP      .1817      .0771     2.3568      .0202 
GenderQ5     -.0247      .1770     -.1398      .8891 
CSE          -.5458      .2419    -2.2562      .0260 
 
************************************************************************** 
 
OUTCOME VARIABLE: 
   SelfConc 
 
MODEL SUMMARY 
          R       R-sq   Adj R-sq          F        df1        df2          p 
      .4545      .2065      .1416     3.1813     9.0000   110.0000      .0019 
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MODEL COEFFICIENTS 
             Coeff.       s.e.          t          p 
Constant      .8550     1.6668      .5130      .6090 
Balance       .3174      .1878     1.6896      .0939 
Feedback     -.2990      .1311    -2.2802      .0245 
Goal          .6897      .2212     3.1183      .0023 
Interest      .5148      .2294     2.2440      .0268 
AgeQ4         .0053      .0128      .4149      .6790 
CollegeY     -.0589      .0986     -.5973      .5515 
FatigueP     -.0134      .0921     -.1452      .8848 
GenderQ5     -.2666      .2116    -1.2600      .2103 
CSE          -.3635      .2892    -1.2571      .2114 
 
************************************************************************** 
 
OUTCOME VARIABLE: 
   TimeDist 
 
MODEL SUMMARY 
          R       R-sq   Adj R-sq          F        df1        df2          p 
      .4248      .1804      .1134     2.6908     9.0000   110.0000      .0072 
 
MODEL COEFFICIENTS 
             Coeff.       s.e.          t          p 
Constant     2.0777     1.7043     1.2191      .2254 
Balance      -.0260      .1921     -.1354      .8926 
Feedback      .4271      .1341     3.1860      .0019 
Goal         -.3534      .2262    -1.5625      .1210 
Interest      .4040      .2346     1.7219      .0879 
AgeQ4         .0060      .0131      .4584      .6476 
CollegeY     -.1473      .1008    -1.4609      .1469 
FatigueP     -.0884      .0942     -.9383      .3501 
GenderQ5      .1154      .2164      .5335      .5948 
CSE           .0237      .2957      .0801      .9363 
 
************************************************************************** 
 
OUTCOME VARIABLE: 
   Rewardin 
 
MODEL SUMMARY 
          R       R-sq   Adj R-sq          F        df1        df2          p 
      .5496      .3020      .2449     5.2884     9.0000   110.0000      .0000 
 
MODEL COEFFICIENTS 
             Coeff.       s.e.          t          p 
Constant     1.3083     1.5653      .8358      .4051 
Balance       .6529      .1764     3.7015      .0003 
Feedback      .3536      .1231     2.8721      .0049 
Goal         -.0611      .2077     -.2939      .7694 
Interest      .1427      .2155      .6622      .5092 
AgeQ4        -.0104      .0120     -.8670      .3878 
CollegeY     -.0737      .0926     -.7960      .4278 
FatigueP     -.0480      .0865     -.5550      .5800 
GenderQ5     -.0270      .1987     -.1359      .8921 
CSE          -.3331      .2715    -1.2265      .2226 
 
************************************************************************** 
 
OUTCOME VARIABLE: 
203 
 
   Time 
 
MODEL SUMMARY 
          R       R-sq   Adj R-sq          F        df1        df2          p 
      .2779      .0772      .0017     1.0227     9.0000   110.0000      .4266 
 
MODEL COEFFICIENTS 
             Coeff.       s.e.          t          p 
Constant   551.9907   186.8618     2.9540      .0038 
Balance     20.0604    21.0573      .9527      .3429 
Feedback    15.7192    14.6992     1.0694      .2872 
Goal       -29.3257    24.7971    -1.1826      .2395 
Interest    13.4402    25.7212      .5225      .6023 
AgeQ4        1.0678     1.4356      .7438      .4586 
CollegeY    20.7837    11.0548     1.8801      .0627 
FatigueP   -14.4016    10.3289    -1.3943      .1660 
GenderQ5   -25.5913    23.7259    -1.0786      .2831 
CSE        -15.2730    32.4170     -.4711      .6385 
 
************************************************************************** 
 
OUTCOME VARIABLE: 
   Performa 
 
MODEL SUMMARY 
          R       R-sq   adj R-sq          F        df1        df2          p 
      .5415      .2933      .1835     2.6714    16.0000   103.0000      .0015 
 
MODEL COEFFICIENTS 
             Coeff.       s.e.          t          p 
Constant    -9.6386   160.3701     -.0601      .9522 
Awarenes    23.7917     8.8549     2.6868      .0084 
Concentr    15.9487    15.8060     1.0090      .3153 
Control     -5.4910    10.0670     -.5454      .5866 
SelfConc   -10.9243     8.4319    -1.2956      .1980 
TimeDist    10.4110     8.5862     1.2125      .2281 
Rewardin    22.3619     8.9669     2.4938      .0142 
Time          .2130      .0757     2.8136      .0059 
Balance      2.5664    17.5705      .1461      .8842 
Feedback   -11.5486    12.6957     -.9096      .3651 
Goal       -22.2495    19.7197    -1.1283      .2618 
Interest    25.6648    20.0186     1.2821      .2027 
AgeQ4       -1.1704     1.1412    -1.0255      .3075 
CollegeY    17.8546     8.7154     2.0486      .0430 
FatigueP     4.5110     8.1942      .5505      .5832 
GenderQ5   -13.2796    18.4595     -.7194      .4735 
CSE        -29.2553    25.1507    -1.1632      .2474 
 
TEST OF HOMOGENEITY OF REGRESSION (X*M INTERACTION) 
               R-sq          F        df1        df2          p 
Awarenes      .0023      .1669     2.0000   101.0000      .8465 
Concentr      .0098      .7134     2.0000   101.0000      .4924 
Control       .0031      .2205     2.0000   101.0000      .8025 
SelfConc      .0238     1.7563     2.0000   101.0000      .1779 
TimeDist      .0214     1.5804     2.0000   101.0000      .2109 
Rewardin      .0033      .2382     2.0000   101.0000      .7885 
Time          .0618     4.8368     2.0000   101.0000      .0099 
OMNIBUS       .1422     1.6007    14.0000    89.0000      .0944 
 
OMNIBUS TEST OF DIRECT EFFECT 
       R-sq          F        df1        df2          p 
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      .0057      .4187     2.0000   103.0000      .6590 
 
************************************************************************** 
 
INDIRECT EFFECT(S) THROUGH: 
 Awarenes 
 
 
             Effect   SE(boot)       LLCI       ULCI 
Balance     -1.3359     4.9522   -12.2464     8.0731 
Feedback     2.3017     3.1399    -2.0066    11.1319 
OMNIBUS      -.2685      .4644     -.7260     -.0387 
 
---------- 
 
INDIRECT EFFECT(S) THROUGH: 
 Concentr 
 
 
             Effect   SE(boot)       LLCI       ULCI 
Balance      4.7331     5.4071    -2.4021    21.6070 
Feedback     -.2212     1.8406    -5.2505     2.4426 
OMNIBUS       .7691     1.6291     -.5481     6.7588 
 
---------- 
 
INDIRECT EFFECT(S) THROUGH: 
 Control 
 
 
             Effect   SE(boot)       LLCI       ULCI 
Balance     -2.7904     6.0440   -16.0499     8.7967 
Feedback      .9569     2.6248    -2.1896     9.1814 
OMNIBUS      -.3779     1.1388    -3.5687     1.3461 
 
---------- 
 
INDIRECT EFFECT(S) THROUGH: 
 SelfConc 
 
 
             Effect   SE(boot)       LLCI       ULCI 
Balance     -3.4668     4.2943   -16.4029     1.5845 
Feedback     3.2660     3.7086     -.9313    15.4263 
OMNIBUS      -.4400      .9013    -3.5413      .2357 
 
---------- 
 
INDIRECT EFFECT(S) THROUGH: 
 TimeDist 
 
 
             Effect   SE(boot)       LLCI       ULCI 
Balance      -.2707     2.7286    -7.5176     4.1000 
Feedback     4.4470     4.5998    -3.9491    14.2855 
OMNIBUS       .6764      .9688     -.6866     3.2892 
 
---------- 
 
INDIRECT EFFECT(S) THROUGH: 
 Rewardin 
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             Effect   SE(boot)       LLCI       ULCI 
Balance     14.6001     8.2605     2.3814    35.2229 
Feedback     7.9081     4.7297     1.2086    20.1205 
OMNIBUS      3.4318     2.3798      .5872    10.3288 
 
---------- 
 
INDIRECT EFFECT(S) THROUGH: 
 Time 
 
 
             Effect   SE(boot)       LLCI       ULCI 
Balance      4.2738     5.1083    -2.2478    20.3497 
Feedback     3.3489     3.1303     -.5892    13.0741 
OMNIBUS       .0006      .0060     -.0063      .0116 
 
---------- 
 
********************** ANALYSIS NOTES AND WARNINGS *************************** 
 
Number of samples used for indirect effect confidence intervals: 
   10000 
 
Level of confidence for confidence intervals: 
  95.0000 
 
Bias corrected bootstrap confidence intervals for indirect effects are printed 
in output 
 
WARNING: Bootstrap CI endpoints below not trustworthy.  Decrease confidence or 
increase bootstraps 
     -.7260 
 
------ END MATRIX ----- 
 
 
 
MEDIATE Y = Moretime/X =Balance Feedback/M = Awareness Concentration 
Control SelfConciousness TimeDistortion Rewarding Time 
               /C = Goal Interest AgeQ4 CollegeYearQ7 
FatiguePreSessionQ22 GenderQ5 CSE 
               /SAMPLES = 10000/TOTAL = 1/OMNIBUS = 1. 
 
 
Mediation Test on Willingness to Spend More Time 
 
*************** MEDIATE Procedure for SPSS Release 050213 
**************** 
 
        Written by Andrew F. Hayes, Ph.D.   http://www.afhayes.com 
 
***********************************************************************
*** 
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VARIABLES IN THE FULL MODEL: 
    Y = Moretime 
   M1 = Awarenes 
   M2 = Concentr 
   M3 = Control 
   M4 = SelfConc 
   M5 = TimeDist 
   M6 = Rewardin 
   M7 = Time 
    X = Balance 
        Feedback 
 
COVARIATES: 
 Goal     Interest AgeQ4    CollegeY FatigueP GenderQ5 CSE 
 
***********************************************************************
*** 
 
OUTCOME VARIABLE: 
   Moretime 
 
MODEL SUMMARY (TOTAL  EFFECTS MODEL) 
          R       R-sq   Adj R-sq          F        df1        df2          
p 
      .4866      .2368      .1744     3.7928     9.0000   110.0000      
.0003 
 
MODEL COEFFICIENTS (TOTAL EFFECTS MODEL) 
             Coeff.       s.e.          t          p 
Constant     2.0945     2.0176     1.0381      .3015 
Balance       .9194      .2274     4.0439      .0001 
Feedback     -.1181      .1587     -.7441      .4584 
Goal          .4549      .2677     1.6991      .0921 
Interest      .3239      .2777     1.1661      .2461 
AgeQ4         .0100      .0155      .6478      .5185 
CollegeY     -.2103      .1194    -1.7621      .0808 
FatigueP     -.2222      .1115    -1.9919      .0489 
GenderQ5      .2818      .2562     1.1001      .2737 
CSE          -.6349      .3500    -1.8140      .0724 
 
OMNIBUS TEST OF TOTAL EFFECT 
       R-sq          F        df1        df2          p 
      .1140     8.2143     2.0000   110.0000      .0005 
 
***********************************************************************
*** 
 
OUTCOME VARIABLE: 
   Awarenes 
 
MODEL SUMMARY 
          R       R-sq   Adj R-sq          F        df1        df2          
p 
      .3987      .1589      .0901     2.3099     9.0000   110.0000      
.0203 
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MODEL COEFFICIENTS 
             Coeff.       s.e.          t          p 
Constant     3.1455     1.6390     1.9191      .0576 
Balance      -.0561      .1847     -.3040      .7617 
Feedback      .0967      .1289      .7503      .4546 
Goal          .1359      .2175      .6249      .5333 
Interest     -.2379      .2256    -1.0545      .2940 
AgeQ4        -.0186      .0126    -1.4746      .1432 
CollegeY     -.0121      .0970     -.1246      .9011 
FatigueP      .2300      .0906     2.5385      .0125 
GenderQ5      .4481      .2081     2.1531      .0335 
CSE          -.0934      .2843     -.3285      .7431 
 
***********************************************************************
*** 
 
OUTCOME VARIABLE: 
   Concentr 
 
MODEL SUMMARY 
          R       R-sq   Adj R-sq          F        df1        df2          
p 
      .3793      .1439      .0739     2.0544     9.0000   110.0000      
.0398 
 
MODEL COEFFICIENTS 
             Coeff.       s.e.          t          p 
Constant     1.9185      .9422     2.0362      .0441 
Balance       .2968      .1062     2.7951      .0061 
Feedback     -.0139      .0741     -.1871      .8519 
Goal          .0675      .1250      .5396      .5905 
Interest      .1499      .1297     1.1560      .2502 
AgeQ4         .0007      .0072      .0963      .9235 
CollegeY      .0667      .0557     1.1972      .2338 
FatigueP     -.0146      .0521     -.2797      .7802 
GenderQ5     -.1428      .1196    -1.1936      .2352 
CSE           .0431      .1635      .2639      .7923 
 
***********************************************************************
*** 
 
OUTCOME VARIABLE: 
   Control 
 
MODEL SUMMARY 
          R       R-sq   Adj R-sq          F        df1        df2          
p 
      .5328      .2838      .2252     4.8442     9.0000   110.0000      
.0000 
 
MODEL COEFFICIENTS 
             Coeff.       s.e.          t          p 
Constant     4.8172     1.3944     3.4547      .0008 
Balance       .5082      .1571     3.2341      .0016 
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Feedback     -.1743      .1097    -1.5887      .1150 
Goal          .0928      .1850      .5015      .6170 
Interest      .1630      .1919      .8492      .3976 
AgeQ4        -.0349      .0107    -3.2573      .0015 
CollegeY     -.1619      .0825    -1.9630      .0522 
FatigueP      .1817      .0771     2.3568      .0202 
GenderQ5     -.0247      .1770     -.1398      .8891 
CSE          -.5458      .2419    -2.2562      .0260 
 
***********************************************************************
*** 
 
OUTCOME VARIABLE: 
   SelfConc 
 
MODEL SUMMARY 
          R       R-sq   Adj R-sq          F        df1        df2          
p 
      .4545      .2065      .1416     3.1813     9.0000   110.0000      
.0019 
 
MODEL COEFFICIENTS 
             Coeff.       s.e.          t          p 
Constant      .8550     1.6668      .5130      .6090 
Balance       .3174      .1878     1.6896      .0939 
Feedback     -.2990      .1311    -2.2802      .0245 
Goal          .6897      .2212     3.1183      .0023 
Interest      .5148      .2294     2.2440      .0268 
AgeQ4         .0053      .0128      .4149      .6790 
CollegeY     -.0589      .0986     -.5973      .5515 
FatigueP     -.0134      .0921     -.1452      .8848 
GenderQ5     -.2666      .2116    -1.2600      .2103 
CSE          -.3635      .2892    -1.2571      .2114 
 
***********************************************************************
*** 
 
OUTCOME VARIABLE: 
   TimeDist 
 
MODEL SUMMARY 
          R       R-sq   Adj R-sq          F        df1        df2          
p 
      .4248      .1804      .1134     2.6908     9.0000   110.0000      
.0072 
 
MODEL COEFFICIENTS 
             Coeff.       s.e.          t          p 
Constant     2.0777     1.7043     1.2191      .2254 
Balance      -.0260      .1921     -.1354      .8926 
Feedback      .4271      .1341     3.1860      .0019 
Goal         -.3534      .2262    -1.5625      .1210 
Interest      .4040      .2346     1.7219      .0879 
AgeQ4         .0060      .0131      .4584      .6476 
CollegeY     -.1473      .1008    -1.4609      .1469 
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FatigueP     -.0884      .0942     -.9383      .3501 
GenderQ5      .1154      .2164      .5335      .5948 
CSE           .0237      .2957      .0801      .9363 
 
***********************************************************************
*** 
 
OUTCOME VARIABLE: 
   Rewardin 
 
MODEL SUMMARY 
          R       R-sq   Adj R-sq          F        df1        df2          
p 
      .5496      .3020      .2449     5.2884     9.0000   110.0000      
.0000 
 
MODEL COEFFICIENTS 
             Coeff.       s.e.          t          p 
Constant     1.3083     1.5653      .8358      .4051 
Balance       .6529      .1764     3.7015      .0003 
Feedback      .3536      .1231     2.8721      .0049 
Goal         -.0611      .2077     -.2939      .7694 
Interest      .1427      .2155      .6622      .5092 
AgeQ4        -.0104      .0120     -.8670      .3878 
CollegeY     -.0737      .0926     -.7960      .4278 
FatigueP     -.0480      .0865     -.5550      .5800 
GenderQ5     -.0270      .1987     -.1359      .8921 
CSE          -.3331      .2715    -1.2265      .2226 
 
***********************************************************************
*** 
 
OUTCOME VARIABLE: 
   Time 
 
MODEL SUMMARY 
          R       R-sq   Adj R-sq          F        df1        df2          
p 
      .2779      .0772      .0017     1.0227     9.0000   110.0000      
.4266 
 
MODEL COEFFICIENTS 
             Coeff.       s.e.          t          p 
Constant   551.9907   186.8618     2.9540      .0038 
Balance     20.0604    21.0573      .9527      .3429 
Feedback    15.7192    14.6992     1.0694      .2872 
Goal       -29.3257    24.7971    -1.1826      .2395 
Interest    13.4402    25.7212      .5225      .6023 
AgeQ4        1.0678     1.4356      .7438      .4586 
CollegeY    20.7837    11.0548     1.8801      .0627 
FatigueP   -14.4016    10.3289    -1.3943      .1660 
GenderQ5   -25.5913    23.7259    -1.0786      .2831 
CSE        -15.2730    32.4170     -.4711      .6385 
 
***********************************************************************
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*** 
 
OUTCOME VARIABLE: 
   Moretime 
 
MODEL SUMMARY 
          R       R-sq   adj R-sq          F        df1        df2          
p 
      .6640      .4409      .3541     5.0772    16.0000   103.0000      
.0000 
 
MODEL COEFFICIENTS 
             Coeff.       s.e.          t          p 
Constant     -.2992     2.0470     -.1462      .8841 
Awarenes     -.0471      .1130     -.4168      .6777 
Concentr      .0524      .2018      .2597      .7956 
Control       .0958      .1285      .7457      .4576 
SelfConc      .0652      .1076      .6061      .5458 
TimeDist      .0578      .1096      .5275      .5990 
Rewardin      .5478      .1145     4.7859      .0000 
Time          .0020      .0010     2.0381      .0441 
Balance       .4362      .2243     1.9449      .0545 
Feedback     -.3260      .1621    -2.0116      .0469 
Goal          .5156      .2517     2.0482      .0431 
Interest      .1276      .2555      .4994      .6186 
AgeQ4         .0154      .0146     1.0563      .2933 
CollegeY     -.1871      .1112    -1.6817      .0957 
FatigueP     -.1673      .1046    -1.5995      .1128 
GenderQ5      .3887      .2356     1.6497      .1021 
CSE          -.3544      .3210    -1.1040      .2722 
 
TEST OF HOMOGENEITY OF REGRESSION (X*M INTERACTION) 
               R-sq          F        df1        df2          p 
Awarenes      .0167     1.5542     2.0000   101.0000      .2164 
Concentr      .0131     1.2114     2.0000   101.0000      .3021 
Control       .0193     1.8059     2.0000   101.0000      .1696 
SelfConc      .0181     1.6851     2.0000   101.0000      .1906 
TimeDist      .0134     1.2385     2.0000   101.0000      .2942 
Rewardin      .0308     2.9401     2.0000   101.0000      .0574 
Time          .0066      .6068     2.0000   101.0000      .5470 
OMNIBUS       .0982     1.3550    14.0000    89.0000      .1926 
 
OMNIBUS TEST OF DIRECT EFFECT 
       R-sq          F        df1        df2          p 
      .0404     3.7242     2.0000   103.0000      .0274 
 
***********************************************************************
*** 
 
INDIRECT EFFECT(S) THROUGH: 
 Awarenes 
 
 
             Effect   SE(boot)       LLCI       ULCI 
Balance       .0026      .0288     -.0351      .0995 
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Feedback     -.0046      .0208     -.0854      .0166 
OMNIBUS       .0005      .0027     -.0013      .0169 
 
---------- 
 
INDIRECT EFFECT(S) THROUGH: 
 Concentr 
 
 
             Effect   SE(boot)       LLCI       ULCI 
Balance       .0155      .0791     -.1321      .2025 
Feedback     -.0007      .0189     -.0462      .0352 
OMNIBUS       .0025      .0223     -.0283      .0701 
 
---------- 
 
INDIRECT EFFECT(S) THROUGH: 
 Control 
 
 
             Effect   SE(boot)       LLCI       ULCI 
Balance       .0487      .0917     -.1020      .2833 
Feedback     -.0167      .0361     -.1200      .0342 
OMNIBUS       .0066      .0171     -.0176      .0602 
 
---------- 
 
INDIRECT EFFECT(S) THROUGH: 
 SelfConc 
 
 
             Effect   SE(boot)       LLCI       ULCI 
Balance       .0207      .0466     -.0389      .1713 
Feedback     -.0195      .0422     -.1710      .0273 
OMNIBUS       .0026      .0096     -.0048      .0446 
 
---------- 
 
INDIRECT EFFECT(S) THROUGH: 
 TimeDist 
 
 
             Effect   SE(boot)       LLCI       ULCI 
Balance      -.0015      .0253     -.0803      .0358 
Feedback      .0247      .0512     -.0678      .1419 
OMNIBUS       .0038      .0112     -.0117      .0376 
 
---------- 
 
INDIRECT EFFECT(S) THROUGH: 
 Rewardin 
 
 
             Effect   SE(boot)       LLCI       ULCI 
Balance       .3576      .1499      .1275      .7363 
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Feedback      .1937      .0814      .0690      .4010 
OMNIBUS       .0841      .0427      .0255      .2002 
 
---------- 
 
INDIRECT EFFECT(S) THROUGH: 
 Time 
 
 
             Effect   SE(boot)       LLCI       ULCI 
Balance       .0395      .0486     -.0147      .1998 
Feedback      .0310      .0335     -.0071      .1346 
OMNIBUS       .0000      .0001      .0000      .0001 
 
---------- 
 
********************** ANALYSIS NOTES AND WARNINGS 
*************************** 
 
Number of samples used for indirect effect confidence intervals: 
   10000 
 
Level of confidence for confidence intervals: 
  95.0000 
 
Bias corrected bootstrap confidence intervals for indirect effects are 
printed in output 
 
------ END MATRIX ----- 
 
 
 
MEDIATE Y = Return/X =Balance Feedback/M = Awareness Concentration 
Control SelfConciousness TimeDistortion Rewarding Time 
               /C = Goal Interest AgeQ4 CollegeYearQ7 
FatiguePreSessionQ22 GenderQ5 CSE 
               /SAMPLES = 10000/TOTAL = 1/OMNIBUS = 1. 
 
Mediation Test on Intention to Return 
 
*************** MEDIATE Procedure for SPSS Release 050213 
**************** 
 
        Written by Andrew F. Hayes, Ph.D.   http://www.afhayes.com 
 
***********************************************************************
*** 
 
VARIABLES IN THE FULL MODEL: 
    Y = Return 
   M1 = Awarenes 
   M2 = Concentr 
   M3 = Control 
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   M4 = SelfConc 
   M5 = TimeDist 
   M6 = Rewardin 
   M7 = Time 
    X = Balance 
        Feedback 
 
COVARIATES: 
 Goal     Interest AgeQ4    CollegeY FatigueP GenderQ5 CSE 
 
***********************************************************************
*** 
 
OUTCOME VARIABLE: 
   Return 
 
MODEL SUMMARY (TOTAL  EFFECTS MODEL) 
          R       R-sq   Adj R-sq          F        df1        df2          
p 
      .3783      .1431      .0730     2.0418     9.0000   110.0000      
.0411 
 
MODEL COEFFICIENTS (TOTAL EFFECTS MODEL) 
             Coeff.       s.e.          t          p 
Constant     4.0619     2.2005     1.8459      .0676 
Balance       .4586      .2480     1.8493      .0671 
Feedback     -.0969      .1731     -.5596      .5769 
Goal          .4896      .2920     1.6765      .0965 
Interest      .3326      .3029     1.0981      .2745 
AgeQ4         .0064      .0169      .3777      .7064 
CollegeY     -.1705      .1302    -1.3095      .1931 
FatigueP     -.0685      .1216     -.5633      .5744 
GenderQ5      .2905      .2794     1.0397      .3008 
CSE          -.7634      .3817    -1.9998      .0480 
 
OMNIBUS TEST OF TOTAL EFFECT 
       R-sq          F        df1        df2          p 
      .0276     1.7700     2.0000   110.0000      .1751 
 
***********************************************************************
*** 
 
OUTCOME VARIABLE: 
   Awarenes 
 
MODEL SUMMARY 
          R       R-sq   Adj R-sq          F        df1        df2          
p 
      .3987      .1589      .0901     2.3099     9.0000   110.0000      
.0203 
 
MODEL COEFFICIENTS 
             Coeff.       s.e.          t          p 
Constant     3.1455     1.6390     1.9191      .0576 
Balance      -.0561      .1847     -.3040      .7617 
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Feedback      .0967      .1289      .7503      .4546 
Goal          .1359      .2175      .6249      .5333 
Interest     -.2379      .2256    -1.0545      .2940 
AgeQ4        -.0186      .0126    -1.4746      .1432 
CollegeY     -.0121      .0970     -.1246      .9011 
FatigueP      .2300      .0906     2.5385      .0125 
GenderQ5      .4481      .2081     2.1531      .0335 
CSE          -.0934      .2843     -.3285      .7431 
 
***********************************************************************
*** 
 
OUTCOME VARIABLE: 
   Concentr 
 
MODEL SUMMARY 
          R       R-sq   Adj R-sq          F        df1        df2          
p 
      .3793      .1439      .0739     2.0544     9.0000   110.0000      
.0398 
 
MODEL COEFFICIENTS 
             Coeff.       s.e.          t          p 
Constant     1.9185      .9422     2.0362      .0441 
Balance       .2968      .1062     2.7951      .0061 
Feedback     -.0139      .0741     -.1871      .8519 
Goal          .0675      .1250      .5396      .5905 
Interest      .1499      .1297     1.1560      .2502 
AgeQ4         .0007      .0072      .0963      .9235 
CollegeY      .0667      .0557     1.1972      .2338 
FatigueP     -.0146      .0521     -.2797      .7802 
GenderQ5     -.1428      .1196    -1.1936      .2352 
CSE           .0431      .1635      .2639      .7923 
 
***********************************************************************
*** 
 
OUTCOME VARIABLE: 
   Control 
 
MODEL SUMMARY 
          R       R-sq   Adj R-sq          F        df1        df2          
p 
      .5328      .2838      .2252     4.8442     9.0000   110.0000      
.0000 
 
MODEL COEFFICIENTS 
             Coeff.       s.e.          t          p 
Constant     4.8172     1.3944     3.4547      .0008 
Balance       .5082      .1571     3.2341      .0016 
Feedback     -.1743      .1097    -1.5887      .1150 
Goal          .0928      .1850      .5015      .6170 
Interest      .1630      .1919      .8492      .3976 
AgeQ4        -.0349      .0107    -3.2573      .0015 
CollegeY     -.1619      .0825    -1.9630      .0522 
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FatigueP      .1817      .0771     2.3568      .0202 
GenderQ5     -.0247      .1770     -.1398      .8891 
CSE          -.5458      .2419    -2.2562      .0260 
 
***********************************************************************
*** 
 
OUTCOME VARIABLE: 
   SelfConc 
 
MODEL SUMMARY 
          R       R-sq   Adj R-sq          F        df1        df2          
p 
      .4545      .2065      .1416     3.1813     9.0000   110.0000      
.0019 
 
MODEL COEFFICIENTS 
             Coeff.       s.e.          t          p 
Constant      .8550     1.6668      .5130      .6090 
Balance       .3174      .1878     1.6896      .0939 
Feedback     -.2990      .1311    -2.2802      .0245 
Goal          .6897      .2212     3.1183      .0023 
Interest      .5148      .2294     2.2440      .0268 
AgeQ4         .0053      .0128      .4149      .6790 
CollegeY     -.0589      .0986     -.5973      .5515 
FatigueP     -.0134      .0921     -.1452      .8848 
GenderQ5     -.2666      .2116    -1.2600      .2103 
CSE          -.3635      .2892    -1.2571      .2114 
 
***********************************************************************
*** 
 
OUTCOME VARIABLE: 
   TimeDist 
 
MODEL SUMMARY 
          R       R-sq   Adj R-sq          F        df1        df2          
p 
      .4248      .1804      .1134     2.6908     9.0000   110.0000      
.0072 
 
MODEL COEFFICIENTS 
             Coeff.       s.e.          t          p 
Constant     2.0777     1.7043     1.2191      .2254 
Balance      -.0260      .1921     -.1354      .8926 
Feedback      .4271      .1341     3.1860      .0019 
Goal         -.3534      .2262    -1.5625      .1210 
Interest      .4040      .2346     1.7219      .0879 
AgeQ4         .0060      .0131      .4584      .6476 
CollegeY     -.1473      .1008    -1.4609      .1469 
FatigueP     -.0884      .0942     -.9383      .3501 
GenderQ5      .1154      .2164      .5335      .5948 
CSE           .0237      .2957      .0801      .9363 
 
***********************************************************************
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*** 
 
OUTCOME VARIABLE: 
   Rewardin 
 
MODEL SUMMARY 
          R       R-sq   Adj R-sq          F        df1        df2          
p 
      .5496      .3020      .2449     5.2884     9.0000   110.0000      
.0000 
 
MODEL COEFFICIENTS 
             Coeff.       s.e.          t          p 
Constant     1.3083     1.5653      .8358      .4051 
Balance       .6529      .1764     3.7015      .0003 
Feedback      .3536      .1231     2.8721      .0049 
Goal         -.0611      .2077     -.2939      .7694 
Interest      .1427      .2155      .6622      .5092 
AgeQ4        -.0104      .0120     -.8670      .3878 
CollegeY     -.0737      .0926     -.7960      .4278 
FatigueP     -.0480      .0865     -.5550      .5800 
GenderQ5     -.0270      .1987     -.1359      .8921 
CSE          -.3331      .2715    -1.2265      .2226 
 
***********************************************************************
*** 
 
OUTCOME VARIABLE: 
   Time 
 
MODEL SUMMARY 
          R       R-sq   Adj R-sq          F        df1        df2          
p 
      .2779      .0772      .0017     1.0227     9.0000   110.0000      
.4266 
 
MODEL COEFFICIENTS 
             Coeff.       s.e.          t          p 
Constant   551.9907   186.8618     2.9540      .0038 
Balance     20.0604    21.0573      .9527      .3429 
Feedback    15.7192    14.6992     1.0694      .2872 
Goal       -29.3257    24.7971    -1.1826      .2395 
Interest    13.4402    25.7212      .5225      .6023 
AgeQ4        1.0678     1.4356      .7438      .4586 
CollegeY    20.7837    11.0548     1.8801      .0627 
FatigueP   -14.4016    10.3289    -1.3943      .1660 
GenderQ5   -25.5913    23.7259    -1.0786      .2831 
CSE        -15.2730    32.4170     -.4711      .6385 
 
***********************************************************************
*** 
 
OUTCOME VARIABLE: 
   Return 
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MODEL SUMMARY 
          R       R-sq   adj R-sq          F        df1        df2          
p 
      .5685      .3232      .2181     3.0747    16.0000   103.0000      
.0003 
 
MODEL COEFFICIENTS 
             Coeff.       s.e.          t          p 
Constant     1.0119     2.3182      .4365      .6634 
Awarenes      .1257      .1280      .9818      .3285 
Concentr     -.0686      .2285     -.3002      .7646 
Control       .2868      .1455     1.9711      .0514 
SelfConc      .1493      .1219     1.2249      .2234 
TimeDist     -.0850      .1241     -.6848      .4950 
Rewardin      .4856      .1296     3.7462      .0003 
Time          .0015      .0011     1.3542      .1786 
Balance      -.0561      .2540     -.2210      .8255 
Feedback     -.1741      .1835     -.9485      .3451 
Goal          .3906      .2851     1.3703      .1736 
Interest      .1943      .2894      .6715      .5034 
AgeQ4         .0220      .0165     1.3319      .1858 
CollegeY     -.1167      .1260     -.9262      .3565 
FatigueP     -.1114      .1185     -.9403      .3493 
GenderQ5      .3321      .2668     1.2447      .2161 
CSE          -.3515      .3636     -.9669      .3359 
 
TEST OF HOMOGENEITY OF REGRESSION (X*M INTERACTION) 
               R-sq          F        df1        df2          p 
Awarenes      .0204     1.5701     2.0000   101.0000      .2131 
Concentr      .0165     1.2616     2.0000   101.0000      .2876 
Control       .0119      .9015     2.0000   101.0000      .4092 
SelfConc      .0029      .2193     2.0000   101.0000      .8035 
TimeDist      .0102      .7737     2.0000   101.0000      .4640 
Rewardin      .0328     2.5760     2.0000   101.0000      .0811 
Time          .0004      .0297     2.0000   101.0000      .9708 
OMNIBUS       .1029     1.1399    14.0000    89.0000      .3358 
 
OMNIBUS TEST OF DIRECT EFFECT 
       R-sq          F        df1        df2          p 
      .0064      .4863     2.0000   103.0000      .6163 
 
***********************************************************************
*** 
 
INDIRECT EFFECT(S) THROUGH: 
 Awarenes 
 
 
             Effect   SE(boot)       LLCI       ULCI 
Balance      -.0071      .0378     -.1305      .0447 
Feedback      .0122      .0261     -.0146      .1124 
OMNIBUS      -.0014      .0035     -.0190      .0004 
 
---------- 
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INDIRECT EFFECT(S) THROUGH: 
 Concentr 
 
 
             Effect   SE(boot)       LLCI       ULCI 
Balance      -.0204      .1069     -.2496      .1905 
Feedback      .0010      .0259     -.0411      .0747 
OMNIBUS      -.0033      .0300     -.0947      .0355 
 
---------- 
 
INDIRECT EFFECT(S) THROUGH: 
 Control 
 
 
             Effect   SE(boot)       LLCI       ULCI 
Balance       .1458      .1010      .0002      .4143 
Feedback     -.0500      .0505     -.2049      .0102 
OMNIBUS       .0197      .0211     -.0019      .0811 
 
---------- 
 
INDIRECT EFFECT(S) THROUGH: 
 SelfConc 
 
 
             Effect   SE(boot)       LLCI       ULCI 
Balance       .0474      .0576     -.0122      .2358 
Feedback     -.0446      .0481     -.2231      .0073 
OMNIBUS       .0060      .0119     -.0024      .0523 
 
---------- 
 
INDIRECT EFFECT(S) THROUGH: 
 TimeDist 
 
 
             Effect   SE(boot)       LLCI       ULCI 
Balance       .0022      .0276     -.0401      .0826 
Feedback     -.0363      .0512     -.1482      .0606 
OMNIBUS      -.0055      .0114     -.0392      .0097 
 
---------- 
 
INDIRECT EFFECT(S) THROUGH: 
 Rewardin 
 
 
             Effect   SE(boot)       LLCI       ULCI 
Balance       .3170      .1501      .1052      .7493 
Feedback      .1717      .0768      .0573      .3863 
OMNIBUS       .0745      .0396      .0237      .1998 
 
---------- 
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INDIRECT EFFECT(S) THROUGH: 
 Time 
 
 
             Effect   SE(boot)       LLCI       ULCI 
Balance       .0297      .0415     -.0165      .1720 
Feedback      .0233      .0335     -.0097      .1345 
OMNIBUS       .0000      .0000      .0000      .0001 
 
---------- 
 
********************** ANALYSIS NOTES AND WARNINGS 
*************************** 
 
Number of samples used for indirect effect confidence intervals: 
   10000 
 
Level of confidence for confidence intervals: 
  95.0000 
 
Bias corrected bootstrap confidence intervals for indirect effects are 
printed in output 
 
------ END MATRIX ----- 
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